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PREFACE

This volume of Advances in Computers is the 103rd in this series. This series,

which has been continuously published since 1960, presents in each volume

four to seven chapters describing new developments in software, hardware,

or uses of computers. I invite leaders in their respective fields of computing

to contribute a chapter about recent advances.

Volume 103 focuses on four important topics. In Chapter 1, entitled

“How elasticity property plays an important role in the cloud: a survey,”

Bikas et al. discuss how a cloud environment allows consumers to deploy

and run their software applications on a sophisticated infrastructure that is

owned and managed by a cloud provider (eg, Amazon Web Services,

Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform). These cloud users acquire

resources for their applications on demand and pay only for the consumed

resources. In order to take this advantage of cloud computing, it is vital for a

consumer to determine if the cloud infrastructure can rapidly change the

type and quantity of resources allocated to an application in the cloud

according to the application’s demand. This property of the cloud is known

as elasticity. Ideally, a cloud platform should be perfectly elastic, ie, the

resources allocated to an application exactly match the demand. This allo-

cation should occur as the load to the application increases, with no degra-

dation of applications response time, and a consumer should pay only for the

resources used by the application. However, in reality, clouds are not per-

fectly elastic. One reason for that is it is difficult to predict the elasticity

requirements of a given application and its workload in advance, and opti-

mally match resources with the applications needs. This chapter investigates

the elasticity problem in the cloud, and explains why it is still a challenging

problem to solve and consider what services current cloud service providers

are offering to maintain the elasticity in the cloud. Finally, the chapter dis-

cusses research that can be used to improve elasticity in the cloud.

In Chapter 2 entitled “Input-sensitive profiling: a survey,” Alourani et al.

present a broad overview of input-sensitive profiling, which is an automated

analysis technique that calculates the resource usages (eg, the memory and

the CPU usage) by methods during program execution for different com-

binations of input values. In addition to enabling developers to estimate the

time and space complexities of a program, input-sensitive profiling also

allows developers to automatically detect bottlenecks during performance
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testing, where the performance of a program suddenly worsens for a partic-

ular combination of input parameter values. One of the important advan-

tages of this profiling technique is to identify what methods consume

more resources (eg, CPU and memory usages) for specific combinations

of input values and pinpoint why these methods are responsible for intensive

execution time. Hence, developers can understand and optimize perfor-

mance problems in a program and they can predict how likely that a program

might not scale with increasing the size of the input (eg, addingmore users or

a larger set of values for a given input parameter). Unfortunately, it is very

difficult to identify specific input values from a large number of combina-

tions that lead to performance degradation of programs. This chapter

explores the input-sensitive profiling problem and discusses its challenges.

Some recent contributions of input-sensitive profiling algorithms that were

developed to detect performance bottlenecks of a program are investigated

and summarized.

Chapter 3, entitled “Recent advances in regression testing techniques,”

by Do covers the space of software systems and their environments that

change continuously. They are enhanced, corrected, and ported to new

platforms. These changes can affect a system adversely; thus software engi-

neers perform regression testing to ensure the quality of the modified sys-

tems. Regression testing is an integral part of most major software

projects, but as projects grow larger and the number of tests increases, per-

forming regression testing becomes more expensive. To address this prob-

lem, many researchers and practitioners have proposed and empirically

evaluated various regression testing techniques, such as regression test selec-

tion, test case prioritization, and test suite minimization. Recent surveys on

these techniques indicate that this research area continues to grow, heuristics

and the types of data utilized become diverse, and wider application domains

have been considered. This chapter presents the current status and the trends

of three regression testing techniques, and discusses recent advances of each

technique.

Finally, Chapter 4, entitled “Coverage-based Software Testing: Beyond

Basic Test Requirements,” byMasri and Zaraket posits that code coverage is

one of the core quality metrics adopted by software testing practitioners

nowadays. Researchers have devised several coverage criteria that testers

use to assess the quality of test suites. A coverage criterion operates by first

defining a set of test requirements that need to be satisfied by the given test

suite, and second, computing the percentage of the satisfied requirements,

thus yielding a quality metric that quantifies the potential adequacy of the
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test suite at revealing program defects. What differentiates one coverage cri-

terion from another is the set of test requirements involved. For example,

function coverage is concerned with whether every function in the program

has been called, and statement coverage is concerned with whether every

statement in the program has been executed. The use of code coverage

in testing is not restricted to assessing the quality of test suites. For example,

researchers have devised test suite minimization and test case generation

techniques that also leverage coverage. Early coverage-based software test-

ing techniques involved basic test requirements such as functions, state-

ments, branches, and predicates, whereas recent techniques involved test

requirements that are complex code constructs such as paths, program

dependences, and information flows; or test requirements that are not nec-

essarily code constructs such as program properties, and user-defined test

requirements. The focus of this chapter is to compare these two generations

of techniques with regard to their effectiveness at revealing defects. The

chapter first presents preliminary background and definitions and then

describes impactful early coverage techniques followed by select

recent work.

I hope that you find these articles of interest. If you have any suggestions

of topics for future chapters, or if you wish to be considered as an author for a

chapter, I can be reached at atif@cs.umd.edu.

Prof. ATIF M. MEMON, Ph.D.

College Park, MD, United States
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Abstract

In a cloud environment, consumers can deploy and run their software applications on a
sophisticated infrastructure that is owned and managed by a cloud provider
(eg, Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform). Cloud users
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can acquire resources for their applications on demand, and they have to pay only for
the consumed resources. In order to take this advantage of cloud computing, it is vital
for a consumer to determine if the cloud infrastructure can rapidly change the type and
quantity of resources allocated to an application in the cloud according to the applica-
tion's demand. This property of the cloud is known as elasticity. Ideally, a cloud platform
should be perfectly elastic; ie, the resources allocated to an application exactly match
the demand. This allocation should occur as the load to the application increases, with
no degradation of application's response time, and a consumer should pay only for the
resources used by the application. However, in reality, clouds are not perfectly elastic.
One reason for that is it is difficult to predict the elasticity requirements of a given appli-
cation and its workload in advance, and optimally match resources with the applica-
tions’ needs. In this chapter, we investigate the elasticity problem in the cloud. We
explain why it is still a challenging problem to solve and consider what services current
cloud service providers are offering to maintain the elasticity in the cloud. Finally, we
discuss the existing research that can be used to improve elasticity in the cloud.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, cloud computing is receiving a great deal of attention

in the industry and academic worlds. The primary motivation for companies

to consider cloud platforms for their applications is the possibility of acquir-

ing resources on demand and paying only for the resources used by the appli-

cation. To understand the benefits of cloud computing, consider a scenario

where a start-up company wants to launch a new service on the web. One of

the approaches that the company can go with is the traditional infrastructure,

which the company must purchase or build, and manage. With the tradi-

tional infrastructure approach, the company’s engineers have to estimate

the amount of hardware and the number of customers, and based on these

estimations, the company will start providing the service with a required

level of quality. Then, the employees of the company will buy or rent

the hardware, install the necessary applications, and start providing the ser-

vice. But the number of customers is often difficult to predict, and it changes

significantly over time (eg, the company released a new feature that has

become popular in just an hour and can multiply the number of users in

a short time period). To handle this situation, the employees can acquire

more hardware by paying additional costs; otherwise their estimated hard-

ware will not be sufficient to provide the expected quality of the service and

eventually will discourage potential customers. The problem with this

approach is that the company will either end up paying a lot more than nec-

essary or will lose customers.

2 M.A.N. Bikas et al.



Cloud computing platforms offer a solution to the above problem. In

cloud computing, the company can deploy their software services at the

cloud platform that is managed and owned by a cloud provider.With a cloud

provider, the company can get resources for their services on demand and

only pays for the resources that are actually used. The cloud provider typ-

ically runs large data centers with thousands of servers and hence can pay

lower prices for the hardware and lower maintenance costs. According to

Armbrust et al. [1], for a medium-sized data center, saving on costs can

be of factor 5–7. Another advantage of cloud computing is the elasticity

it can provide to software applications; ie, new resources can be allocated

and assigned to a customer quickly. In the cloud, new resources will be allo-

cated when the number of users increases and later resources will be released

when they are not required anymore. This way, the company can save

money by not paying for unnecessary infrastructure and can prevent

degrading the quality of the service.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a cloud elasticity

overview, the importance of the elasticity problem in the cloud, and howwe

can measure elasticity in the cloud. Section 3 presents the elasticity solutions

and details what services existing cloud service providers are currently offer-

ing. Existing research issues of cloud elasticity are discussed in Section 4.

Section 5 analyzes the existing works that can be utilized to improve the elas-

ticity in the cloud and, finally, we conclude in Section 6.

2. CLOUD ELASTICITY

In cloud computing, resources can be dynamically provisioned on

demand, and a customer has to pay only for the consumed resources.

According to Mell et al. [2], these resources can be obtained quickly and

in certain cases automatically to meet the workload change. For cloud con-

sumers, the resources available for provisioning often appear to be infinite

and can be acquired in any quantity at any time, at least in theory. Elasticity

is often used interchangeably with scalability [3], but there are some differ-

ences. Scalability [3] is the ability of a system to sustain an increasing

workload by adding more computing resources to maintain adequate per-

formance, while elasticity is related to how well the system is dynamically

provisioning resources according to the workload at any point in time. Elas-

ticity considers both the growth and the reduction of the pool of cloud

resources based on the demand, while scalability only considers the growth.

As mentioned by Islam et al. [3], scalability does not consider how long it will

take for the system to accomplish the required level of performance, whereas

3Elasticity Property Plays an Important Role



time is the central aspect of elasticity that depends on how quickly the system

responds to a changed workload. This interplay between elasticity and scal-

ability is important for evaluating the combined performance of applications

that are deployed in the cloud.

In the subsequent sections, we cite some of the most commonly used

definitions of cloud elasticity. Then, we will discuss the importance of elas-

ticity property in the cloud and how elasticity can be measured in the cloud.

2.1 Elasticity Definitions
There are many works that try to define cloud computing elasticity. Despite

that, there is no precise and common understanding of the term elasticity in

the context of cloud computing. Nothing has been proposed so far to quan-

tify and compare elasticity properties of different cloud service providers [4].

Here, we list some of the commonly used definitions of cloud elasticity to

get the perspective about different usages of this term.

NIST defines cloud elasticity as [2]: “Rapid elasticity: Capabilities can be

elastically provisioned and released, in some cases automatically, to scale

rapidly outward and inward commensurate with demand. To the con-

sumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be

unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time.”

Herbst et al. [4]: “Elasticity is the degree to which a system is able to adapt

to workload changes by (de)allocating resources in an autonomic man-

ner, such that at each point in time the available resources match the cur-

rent demand as closely as possible.”

Han et al. [5]: “Ability of the system to adaptively scale resources up and

down in order to meet varying application demand.”

Li et al. [6]: “How quickly a system can adapt to changes in the workload

that may happen in a short amount of time.”

Garg et al. [7]: “How much a cloud service can be scaled up and down

during the peak times.”

Perez-Sorrosal et al. [8]: “Capacity at runtime by adding and removing

virtual resources without service interruption in order to handle varia-

tion in the workload.”

Edwin Schouten, IBM, Thoughts on Cloud [9]: “Elasticity is essentially a

rename of scalability. Scalability is the ability to add or remove capacity,

mostly processing, memory, or both, to or from an IT environment

when this is needed.”

4 M.A.N. Bikas et al.



We define elasticity as the ability of a system to dynamically adjust virtual

resources assigned to an application based on workload, and the allocated

resources have to precisely match the demand as fast as the load to the

application increases or decreases while maintaining the service-level

agreements, and a consumer pays only for the resources used by the

application.

2.2 Importance of Elasticity in the Cloud
Ideally, a cloud platform should be perfectly elastic; ie, the resources allo-

cated to an application exactly match the demand, and this should happen as

fast as the load increases with no degradation of the application’s response

time, and a consumer only pays for the resources used by the application.

To host an application with a strict response time requirement and

unpredictable workload, an elastic cloud would be an ideal platform [10].

On a traditional infrastructure, these types of applications are difficult to

host because the quantity of resources that is needed to provide a guaranteed

quality of service (QoS) is not known in advance. However, clouds are not

perfectly elastic in reality because it is difficult to predict the elasticity

requirements of a given application and its workload in advance and opti-

mally match resources with the applications’ needs. Moreover, there is a

delay between the requested time of the resources and the availability of

the resources to be used by the application [10]. The cloud infrastructure

is not able to immediately respond to the application’s demand because

it should first look for an available server to create a new virtual machine

instance and deploy the application, start the application, and include the

newly added instance in a load balancer (eg, the Amazon Elastic Load Bal-

ancer) so that it can be accessed externally. The time required for all these

steps is often referred to as the start-up time [10]. In practice, this start-up

time depends on the particular cloud provider. The objective of cloud

elasticity is to maximize the performance of applications hosted in the

cloud by minimizing cost while maintaining the SLA requirements

(eg, 90% of requests with less than 500 ms response time, 99.9% availability,

etc.). To get the full advantage from a cloud system, we need proper

elasticity solutions to achieve the elasticity objectives. Even though many

elastic solutions have already been developed to minimize the elasticity

problem in the cloud, still more work is required to manage cloud elasticity

better.

5Elasticity Property Plays an Important Role



2.3 How to Measure Elasticity
Different metrics are used to evaluate the elasticity in the cloud. Islam et al.

[3] defined elasticity metrics based on the financial penalties imposed by

cloud providers on cloud users by overprovisioning (ie, cloud users pay

more than necessary for the resources to handle a workload) and under-

provisioning (ie, cloud users face unacceptable latency due to unmet

demand) of cloud resources. As proposed by the authors, to determine a sin-

gle elasticity metric, cloud users should run different benchmark workloads

on the cloud under investigation and take the geometric mean of the com-

bined costs of overprovisioning and underprovisioning.

Garg et al. [7] proposed a metric for elasticity how a cloud service can be

scaled up and down during peak intervals. They defined two attributes

including mean time to expand and maximum capacity of the service that

can be provided during peak periods. Bai et al. [11] proposed an elasticity

metric based on the ratio of execution time over resource allocation like

CPU and memory usage. Coutinho et al. [12] identified a list of elasticity

metrics in their survey separated by different groups. The groups they used

are resource allocation, capacity (resources and services availability), cost

(financial cost or operational cost), QoS (service-level agreements), resource

utilization (ie, resource demand, idleness, overutilization, and underutiliza-

tion), scalability of the system, and time. Defining standard metrics for the

measurement of cloud elasticity is not an easy task. Common metrics that

can be used to measure elasticity are resource utilization, response time,

throughput, scalability, availability, and reliability [12]. Among these met-

rics, resource utilization (eg, percentage of CPU allocation) is used by most

of the current public cloud providers (eg, Amazon EC2, Azure). The per-

formance of the application, for example, its throughput (expressed in the

number of requests per second), is another frequently used elasticity metrics

after resource utilization. The cost and pricing also play a very significant role

in cloud elasticity. They are often associated with public cloud providers due

to the nature of their resource acquisition, and each provider has a strategy to

allocate resources [12]. Scalability is also identified by many as a strategy to

provide elasticity. The performance of cloud elasticity depends on how long

it takes to allocate and deallocate resources to an application based on

demand. During the resource allocation time, the application’s service will

be interrupted, which is completely undesirable.We are still a long way from

providing a desirable elasticity in the cloud. It is required to have some stan-

dard metrics that would be used by all cloud service provider to help their

consumers to measure and compare cloud elasticity.

6 M.A.N. Bikas et al.



3. EXISTING CLOUD ELASTICITY SOLUTIONS

One of the biggest promises of cloud computing platforms is to

support elasticity, which means on-demand allocation of resources to the

applications based on workload. Resource allocation needs to be done in

a cost-efficient manner while maintaining the quality of the services to

the applications. Software engineers define how to deprovision resources

for applications that are deployed in the cloud. Engineers study application

behavior during software testing to maintain a particular performance. Based

on that, they manually create efficient provisioning strategies (eg, if CPU

usage is greater than 80%, then add one VM), which guide the cloud to scale

the application’s resources up or down. This engineering effort should

also be minimized from the elasticity process. Currently, there are different

solutions available that are being used by the cloud service providers to

achieve elasticity. In the subsequent sections, we will analyze these solutions

and discuss how these solutions work in the cloud to maintain the elasticity.

Then, we will describe how some of the popular cloud service providers are

offering their elasticity solution.

3.1 Classification of Cloud Elasticity Solutions
There are different elasticity solutions that exist in the cloud. These solutions

can be classified in several categories based on different characteristics. As

discussed in Refs. [12–14], elasticity solutions can be classified into reactive

and predictive, based on the solution type. Based on the implementation

techniques, it is possible to classify each type of elasticity solutions as

Horizontal Scaling, Vertical Scaling, and Migration [13].

3.1.1 Reactive Elasticity Solution
Reactive elasticity solution reacts to the current load of the application to

trigger some auto-scaling actions based on the given thresholds conditions

(eg, resource utilization or violations of SLA). The reactive solution works

based on the Rule-Condition-Action technique [13]. In a reactive solution,

application owners manually provide auto-scaling rules that specify the

threshold conditions for both provisioning and deprovisioning. An auto-

scaling rule is composed of a set of threshold conditions and what scaling

actions to be taken by the underlying cloud platform when any of the con-

ditions is triggered. Every condition consists of one or more auto-scaling

metrics, eg, CPU utilization or RAM usage, which are compared against

7Elasticity Property Plays an Important Role



a threshold or violations of SLA.Most of the cloud service providers provide

these auto-scaling metrics through a monitoring service, for example, Ama-

zon CloudWatch [15] monitoring service includes CPU usage, network

traffic, disk reads, and writes. One of the auto-scaling rules for provisioning

resources can be as follows: Condition (if CPU usage is greater than 85% for

five consecutive minutes) and then Action (add one VM). The elasticity

controller of underlying cloud platform continuously monitors these rules,

and when one of these conditions is met, it triggers the appropriate scaling

action [16].

The reactive solution is the most commonly used cloud elasticity solu-

tion and offered by popular cloud service providers such as Amazon [17],

Microsoft Azure [18], and Google Cloud Platform (GCP) [19]. Several

academic works [20–23] suggested some improvement over the rule-based

reactive elasticity solution. For instance, Breitgand et al. [20] proposed an

adaptive threshold-based algorithm using linear regression model, where

the model recomputes new threshold values each time any of the

predefined performance parameters is violated. However, threshold-based

solutions adjust new threshold values only relying on the current system

behavior and also require some historical data that might not be available

every time.

3.1.2 Predictive Elasticity Solution
Unlike reactive solution, a predictive solution attempts to predict the future

demand for an application to allocate sufficient resources in advance of the

load. Predictive solutions use various analytical techniques (ie, time series

analysis, queuing theory, control theory, or reinforcement learning) and dif-

ferent heuristics to determine when and how to (de)provision resources.

One predictive policy can be to use a workload predictor to anticipate

the future system load behavior from the history of the previous workloads,

and then use a performance model to decide the quantity of resources

(eg, number of VMs) required to service the anticipated load [24].

Various predictive solutions have been proposed to automatically

scale resources. For example, Nguyen et al. [25] proposed an elastic

resource scaling system using a wavelet-based [26] approach to predict

the future resource needs of a cloud application for various workloads.

A comprehensive analysis of predictive elasticity solution is presented in

Section 5.4.

Hybrid elasticity solutions, combining both reactive and predictive solu-

tions, have also been proposed by researchers (eg, Refs. [27–29]) to handle

8 M.A.N. Bikas et al.



the inaccuracy in workload prediction. For example, Ali-Eldin et al. [28]

proposed a hybrid solution based on queuing theory, where the authors used

a reactive approach for scaling out and proactive for scaling in.

3.1.3 Horizontal Scaling
Horizontal scaling means adding or removing new instances (eg, VMs) to

adapt to the changes in request load [16]. For example, add a new VMwhen

the load increases and remove a VM when the load decreases. This tech-

nique is also called replication as a new replica of the same instance is being

created to handle the increased user load. To distribute the load between dif-

ferent replicas, cloud platforms offer a load-balancing feature (eg, Amazon

Elastic Load Balancer). Most of the current cloud service providers, for

example, Amazon Web Services [17], use the horizontal scaling technique

to provide elasticity.

3.1.4 Vertical Scaling
Vertical scaling means adding or removing resources (eg, CPU, memory) to

an already running instance (eg, VM) on the fly, without restarting the

instance [16]. For example, addingmore CPU ormemory to an already run-

ning virtual machine. This can also be referred to as the hot-add feature in the

cloud. Most common operating systems do not support making any changes

to their resources (eg, CPU, memory) on the fly without a reboot [16]. For

this reason, current cloud providers do not offer this vertical scaling elastic-

ity. Public cloud providers are trying to mimic this on-the-fly vertical scaling

technique, by replacing a more powerful VM for a less powerful one. For

example, AWS allows its users to change the instance type based on the load;

however, a reboot of the instance is necessary, and this could take several

minutes.

3.1.5 Migration
Migration means transferring a running instance (eg, VM) from a physical

server to another physical server to handle the increase/decrease in applica-

tion workload. Themigration technique can be used as an alternative to ver-

tical scaling, where an application is migrated to a larger capacity VM to keep

up the growth inworkload [13].However, during themigration process, appli-

cation service might be interrupted, and hence, performance of the application

is likely to be affected. Many cloud providers (eg, Amazon Web Services)

9Elasticity Property Plays an Important Role



presently do not support live migration. However, VMware vSphere [30]

supports live migration of an entire running VM from one server to another

server without having to shut it down.

3.2 How Current Cloud Service Providers Are Offering Elasticity
This section presents an overview of how current cloud service providers are

offering elasticity solutions.

AmazonWeb Services [17] is one of the leading cloud service providers.

AWS provides its elasticity solution using a replication technique called

Auto-scaling [31] as part of their EC2 service offering. Auto-scaling solution

works based on a concept of auto-scaling groups, where a customer has to

specify a minimum and a maximum number of EC2 instances in each auto-

scaling group to handle the load for their application. Auto-scaling uses a

reactive approach where the customer also has to specify a set of auto-scaling

rules (eg, if CPU usage exceeds 80%, then add a VM) that determines the

number of VMs to be added or removed when the demand on the applica-

tion increases or decreases. Amazon CloudWatch [15] monitoring service

provides the metric values to help the customers to determine auto-scaling

rules, which includes CPUusage, network traffic, disk read, andwrites. APIs

and a command-line interface can also be used for manually accessing

the scaling features. Additionally, the solution includes an external elastic

load balancer for distributing the workload to active EC2 instances. The

auto-scaling architecture is illustrated in Fig. 1. As it can be seen, to use

Predefined 
scaling 
activity

Scale-up rule

Scale-down rule

EC2 instance

EC2 instance

EC2 instance

EC2 instance

EC2 instance

.

.

.

Auto-scaling group
Amazon CloudWatch

Scale up

Scale down

Scale down

Scale up

Elastic load balancer

Web App

Fig. 1 How AWS offers elasticity. Adapted from H. Ganesan, Auto-scaling Using AWS.
http://www.slideshare.net/harishganesan/auto-scaling-using-amazon-web-services-aws,
November 2015.
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the auto-scaling solution efficiently, customers have to come up with at least

two rules to determine when to scale out and scale in. Amazon uses only the

horizontal scaling technique to provide elasticity. Amazon presently does

not support vertical scaling or migration. However, it allows the users to

change the EC2 instance type, depending on the load, but for that a reboot

is necessary, and this process can take up to several minutes.

Microsoft Azure [18] offers both Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infra-

structure as a Service (IaaS).With Azure IaaS, users can host their application

either in a VM, where they are responsible for managing everything, or by

installing the OS to make up the application running on it. And with Azure

PaaS, users can host their application using Azure Cloud Service, where

users can create either a web role (a web role is a front-end instance config-

ured to run web applications supported by IIS, such as ASP.NET, and PHP)

or a worker role (a worker role is a backbend instance configured to run

applications and services-level tasks that do not require IIS) [32]. Like

Amazon, Azure also uses a reactive approach, where the users have to specify

a set of auto-scaling metrics. Azure presently uses only horizontal scaling

techniques. To automatically scale an application running either on VMs,

web roles or worker roles, users have to set some metrics in the Azure

Management Portal. The auto-scaling metrics currently provided by the

Azure through portal are Average CPU usage and Queue message [33].

One of the auto-scaling rules in Azure can be, if CPU usage >75%, to

add a newweb role instance. The AzureWatch, [34] which is being replaced

with Cloudmonix [35], developed by Paraleap, provides an elasticity service

to monitor and auto-scale any Azure-based solutions. AzureWatch offers an

elasticity service by inspecting the performance of Azure-based applications,

and based on that, they automatically allocate resources for the applications

according to real-time workload.

GCP [19] also implements reactive horizontal elasticity like AWS and

Azure. Google Cloud provides elasticity through a managed instance group,

where a user can create andmanage virtual machine instances. Google allows

a maximum of 500 instances in a single managed instance group [36]. Then,

the user has to create an autoscaler with an auto-scaling policy, where the

autoscaler uses the defined policy to scale in or scale out. The currently

supported auto-scaling policies by GCP are average CPU utilization, cloud

monitoring metrics, and request per second. For example, if we define an

auto-scaling policy as “0.85 average CPU utilization,” then the autoscaler

will try to maintain 85% CPU usage among all the cores in the instance

group virtual machines. The autoscaler will automatically add more
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instances (user-specified) to the instance group if the average usage of the

total cores goes beyond the target utilization and will remove instances oth-

erwise. Google also offers APIs that can be used to set custom auto-scaling

policies and to manage resources in the managed instance group. Google

Compute Engine also provides a load-balancing service to distribute incom-

ing network traffic across multiple virtual machine instances in the managed

instance group.

Similarly, VMware [37], IBM [38], and Rackspace [39] as well as many

other cloud providers also offer the rule-based reactive elasticity services

through a managed control panel and APIs. RightScale [40] and Scalr [41]

are two popular cloud management platforms that sit on top of various cloud

providers (ie, AWS [17], GoGrid [42], etc.) and provide services to monitor

and manage the elasticity of the underlying clouds.

4. EXISTING RESEARCH ISSUES OF CLOUD ELASTICITY

Cloud providers and academic researchers developed numerous elas-

ticity solutions. However, there are still some existing cloud elasticity issues

need to be adequately addressed. In this section, we describe the major chal-

lenges related to cloud elasticity.

4.1 Resource Availability
Cloud computing provides the illusion of unlimited resources available on

demand. However, public cloud providers violate the promise of unlimited

resources by determining a fixed number of computing resources that can be

acquired by each user at any time [13]. For example, Amazon EC2 enables

users to allocate 20 simultaneous instances on demand and 100 instances per

region at the same time [13]. Rackspace provides a maximum limit of 65 GB

of total memory for all users or 130 servers with 512 MB of memory per

region [14]. For the majority of application owners, the quota allowed by

the cloud providers is sufficient for their applications. However, if highly

scalable resource-intensive applications (eg, pattern matching) start to use

cloud computing effectively, these applications may shortly reach the scaling

limits assumed for resource availability [13].

4.2 Interoperability Between Clouds
The use of different clouds to meet the needed of resources is one of the

solutions to the resource availability issue. However, using various public
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clouds together remains challenging because of the lack of interoperability

and portability between the clouds that caused by the limitation of standard-

ized APIs [13]. Also, each cloud provider has its way of how cloud users and

applications interact with the cloud [43]. For this reason, the migration of

virtual machines among clouds and the communication between applica-

tions in different clouds is a very difficult task. To produce a huge-scale elas-

tic computing models by combining different clouds, an evaluation toward a

standardized API is a must. Some initiatives are going on to create global

cloud standards. For example, the Cloud Computing Interoperability

Forum (CCIF) [44] is working to create an open and standardized cloud

framework that allows multiple cloud platforms to exchange information

in a unified way. IEEE also has a similar project called Guide for Cloud

Portability and Interoperability [45].

4.3 Resources Granularity Problem
Currently, most cloud service providers offer virtual machines as scaling

units (eg, instance types in the Amazon EC2). However, resources should

be available to users at any granularity that allows users to allocate different

amounts of I/O resources and memory dynamically in a fine-grained fash-

ion [14]. Also, acquiring a fixed combination of cloud resources cannot

match the applications’ demands and does not reflect the interests of

users [46]. Another problem is that most of the cloud providers do not sup-

port vertical elasticity, which means it is not possible to add resources

(eg, CPU, memory) to a running virtual machine (or instance) [12]. Many

cloud service providers started offering vertical scaling of resources. For

example, GoGrid [42] allows its user to increase memory vertically, and

Amazon allows changing the instance type. However, VM rebooting is

required, which yields several additional minutes.

4.4 Start-Up Time Problem
One of the important advantages of the elasticity is the capability to dynam-

ically deprovision resources according to demand. On the other hand, one

potential problem with this dynamic provisioning process is that it takes

time. In addition to unpredictable changes in workload, it lacks the ability

to provision resources in advance. Start-up time represents the length of

time between requesting and acquiring resources that are available for use

by cloud consumers [10]. The start-up time may take up to 10 min, which

is affected by multiple factors, including the type of cloud platform, data
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center location, VM type, available resources in a region, image size, and the

number of VMs [10]. Thus, if a cloud platform does not allocate required

resources in a timely fashion, it could result in the underprovisioning of

resources, which will adversely affect applications performance. Mao

et al. [47] did a performance study on VM start-up time by comparing three

different cloud providers—Amazon EC2, Windows Azure, and Rackspace.

Their study shows that EC2 instance start-up time can be as high as 13 min,

which is shown in Table 1.

On the opposite side, if a cloud platform does not release resources when

an application no longer needs them, the application’s owner could be over-

charged for resource use. Amazon bills its customers on a per hour basis,

which means that a customer has to pay for a full hour from the time the

instance is allocated even though the instance might be deallocated imme-

diately after being allocated [14]. Microsoft Azure bills its customers for a

complete hour per each clock hour that an instance is deployed. For

instance, if an Azure instance is allocated at 9:58 am and deallocated at

11:02 am, the customer is charged for 2 h [14].

4.5 Elasticity Requirement
Each application hosted in the cloud behaves differently. Different applica-

tions may require different resources to satisfy the same customer demands.

It may be difficult, if not impossible, to match required resources with appli-

cations’ needs optimally. Based on the halting problem [48], we can con-

clude that it is impossible to determine whether the program will finish

Table 1 Average VM Start-Up Time

Cloud Operating System
Average VM Start-Up
Time in Seconds

Azure WebRole 374.8

Azure WorkerRole 406.2

Azure VMRole 356.6

Rackspace Linux 44.2

Rackspace Windows 429.2

EC2 Linux 96.9

EC2 Windows 810.2

Picture is taken fromM.Mao,M. Humphrey, A performance study on the VM startup time in the cloud, in:
IEEE 5th International Conference on Cloud Computing (CLOUD), June, IEEE, 2012, pp. 423–430.
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running or continue running forever with a high degree of precision. To

ensure proper elasticity, customer needs have to be considered while

deploying applications in the cloud. One possible solution to meet elasticity

requirements is to make an optimal trade-off between performance and cost.

However, it is a difficult task due to the complexity of application behavior

and the multiple dimensions of elasticity [49].

4.6 Automated Elasticity Mechanism
Elasticity solutions implemented by public cloud service providers are not

fully automated. Application owners have to manually provide rules that

specify the threshold conditions for both provisioning and deprovisioning.

Every condition is composed of a series of auto-scaling metrics. These met-

rics include CPU usage, memory usage, I/O usage, the number of active

connections, throughput, and latency. One of the conditions for provision-

ing resources can be that if CPU usage is greater than 80% for five consec-

utive minutes, then add one VM. The elasticity controller continuously

monitors these conditions, and when one of these conditions is met, it trig-

gers the appropriate scaling operation. Providing suitable threshold provi-

sioning conditions for any specific application is a very tricky task, and in

many cases, it could cause instability in the system. Additionally, fixed

thresholds would be invalid as long as the application behavior is

dynamic [12]. These conditions are appropriate for an application when

the load can be anticipated or predicted to some extent. However, in a

real-world scenario, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to predict the

future load of a certain application. Therefore, it is important to tackle

the different conditions of applications derived from the unanticipated

workload by developing an automated and efficient auto-scaling approach.

The automated elasticity problem can be addressed by using different

approaches such as time series analysis, queuing theory, control theory,

threshold-based policies, or reinforcement learning [12].

4.7 Oscillation Problem
In the cloud, when allocating resources for a software application, devel-

opers are liable to overprovision it (ie, allocating more resources than

required, which results in the consumer’s paying more than necessary),

and an SLA violation occurs at the same time, and this is called the oscillation

problem. For example, consider a scenario where the resource demands of

an application are two CPUs and 2 GB of memory, and the cloud platform
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allocated five CPUs and 1 GB of memory to it. Thus, the consumer has to

pay for three extra CPUs, but the application has unacceptable latency or

timed out because of the unmet memory requirements, which caused the

SLA violation. Oscillation problem is also illustrated in Fig. 2. Islam et al.

[3] first observed this situation during their experiment with Amazon

EC2. Later, Lorido-Botran et al. [50] mentioned about this problem in their

review article. An oscillation problem can be caused by providing the

improper type or quantity of resources to the application in the cloud.

Another reason could be delays in providing the right resources and

deprovisioning the unnecessary resources according to the application’s

workload. Oscillation problem does not only degrade applications’ QoS

but are also costly, making consumers pay for unnecessary resources.

4.8 Auto-Scaling Metrics and Benchmarking Tools
Different cloud providers use different auto-scaling metrics (eg, CPU utili-

zation) in an isolated manner. For example, currently, Amazon EC2 [31]

provides CPU utilization, memory utilization, the number of requests/

second, and response time as scaling metrics, along with some other metrics.

Azure [18] provides average CPU usage and queue messages as scaling met-

rics. It is very difficult for customers to understand which metrics they

should use to properly provision their application hosted in the cloud.
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Fig. 2 Oscillation problem.
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It is important to define metrics in such a way as to capture different aspects

of elasticity. Besides, new benchmark tools are necessary to assess the

elasticity of cloud environments properly.

5. HOW ELASTICITY CAN BE IMPROVED IN THE CLOUD

In this section, we discuss the existing works contributed toward the

elasticity that can be used to improve the elasticity property in the cloud.

5.1 How to Maximize Resource Availability in the Cloud?
One of the main issues of cloud computing is the availability of resources in

the cloud. Several factors should be addressed to ensure the high availability

of the application on the cloud, including hardware and software failures,

specifically single points of failures, network vulnerabilities, power outages,

conservations, or denial of service invasions. An efficient deprovisioning of

resource reduces the low availability of the services (eg, application) on the

cloud.We summarize some of the solutions that address resource availability

problem.

Armbrust et al. [1] discussed how availability is one of the top obstacles in

cloud computing. Although the authors have analyzed the high-availability

approaches used by cloud providers, they do not discuss any existing solu-

tions that enable a cross-cloud resource provisioning model. Cloud pro-

viders (eg, GCP, Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, GoGrid, and

Rackspace) lack a common platform for cross-cloud provisioning.

Galante et al. [13] pointed out that the use of multiple clouds is one of the

solutions to the resources availability issue. The CCIF [44] attempted to

overcome the limitations of interoperability standards among various cloud

platforms by introducing an open and standardized cloud interface to unify

different cloud platform APIs. IEEE also has a similar project P2301 (Guide

for Cloud Portability and Interoperability) [45], where the purpose of the

project is to guide cloud users to develop and use cloud services using a com-

mon standard to increase portability and interoperability among different

providers.

Buyya et al. [51] proposed architecture for cloud federation to integrate

distributed clouds to meet business requirements. A federated cloud enables

cloud providers to manage and deploy several external and internal cloud

computing services. For example, it allows fulfilling the exceeding demands

of a cloud by renting resources from other cloud service providers.
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Pawluk et al. [52] developed an initial step toward the idea of a cloud of

clouds [53] to enable an automated cross-cloud resource provisioning plat-

form. They proposed a broker service that enables cross-cloud to facilitate

the construction of application topology platform and runtime modification

according to the objectives of an application deployer. In most cases, the

assumption of acquired resources should be homogeneous. However, the

authors eliminated this assumption to support an actual intercloud platform.

An open project [54] for cross-cloud acquirement and VM management

enables a developer to select which of the available clouds to use, whereas

Pawluk et al. [52] select the available clouds to use for the developer.

An attempt to define unified access tomultiple clouds via a unified API has

been advanced byRefs. [44,45,54], whereas Refs. [51,52] introduced a meth-

odology for the federation of cloud computing platforms. Both works do not

discuss any implementation to automate the resource acquirement procedure

via unified access to multiple clouds. References [44,45] presented limited

support for interoperability and intercloud interfaces, but they did not provide

any mechanism (eg, implementation) to automate the resource acquirement

procedure via unified access to multiple clouds through APIs.

These studies have proposed solutions to the problems associated with

resource availability of cloud systems. These solutions are very valuable to

ensure the high availability of the services on the cloud systems to maintain

elasticity.

5.2 How to Minimize the Resource Provisioning Time in the
Cloud

One of the main concerns of cloud computing is resource provisioning

time, the length of time between scaling up/down and actual resource

provisioning/deprovisioning time. Although cloud users can acquire

resources (eg, VM) at any time, it takes a while for the acquired VMs to

be available for use. The duration of time, which is called the start-up time,

is caused by the search for a spot for provisioning the VM in the data centers,

including allocating IP address, configuring the OS, and booting the OS.

Moreover, this start-up time is affected by multiple factors, including data

center location, VM type, image size, and the number of VMs. Cloud

providers support various resource provisioning times [10]. Cloud users

are aware of the start-up time problem and complained about the need to

improve the performance of their cloud applications [55,56]. The provision-

ing time should be taken into consideration while designing the control

mechanism for elastic applications. For example, the elasticity time was
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taken by provisioning a new VM for a specific application component. We

discuss some of the solutions that address resource provisioning time.

Multiple researchers measured the efficiency of start-up time using the

overall performance of a cloud provider. For instance, Ostermann

et al. [57] evaluated the different VM start-up times for one-instance and

several-instance requests in EC2. Hill et al. [58] compared the VM start-

up process between WebRole and WorkerRole in Microsoft Azure. Both

works do not consider the new services (eg, VMRole of Azure [32] or spot

instances of Amazon [59]) and other elements, such as the size of OS image,

type of instance, location of a data center, and time of the day.

The need to speed up the start-up time has been advanced by Refs.

[60–63]. Nguyen et al. [25] showed how dynamic VM cloning technique

can be used to reduce the application start-up time so that new VMs will

be ready before overloads occur. Wu et al. [60] also developed techniques

based on VM cloning to accelerate the speed of cloud deployment. Zhu

et al. [61] designed a fast start approach by taking a snapshot of the deployed

VM that hosts the configured application. Tang et al. [62] developed a VM

image called FVD to enable the migration and creation of instant VM.

Peng et al. [63] introduced a chuck-level VM image technique for the distri-

bution network tominimize the VM instance provisioning time by supporting

collaboration sharing in cloud data centers. Villegas et al. [64] discussed chang-

ing providers billing policy and virtualization techniques to overcome the

spin-up/down times. OSv [65] is a cloud-based operating system, which is

designed for running only a single application on a VM. Even though it

can boot within just a few second, it takes longer time to deprovision a VM.

In addition, other works [66–69] used spot instances to accelerate the

speed of their job execution and reduce their job execution cost. In these

works, the cost of spot instances was assumed to be cheaper than that of

on-demand instances. Cloud customers receive higher computing power

for spot instances than for on-demand instances. On the other hand, these

techniques do not observe the longer VM start-up time.

We review the recent studies related to the resource provisioning time in

order to understand how to improve the performance of software applica-

tions that are hosted in the cloud environment.

5.3 How to Minimize the Resource Provisioning Cost in the
Cloud?

Cloud computing has grown to support the demands of big data by devel-

oping a pay-as-you-go cost model that allows users to minimize the cost of
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rented resources and to maintain QoS (eg, throughput, reliability, availa-

bility, security, response time, and performance). The resource provisioning

cost, which represents the cost of utilizing computing resources (eg, RAM,

CPU, and VM), is one of the main concerns of cloud computing. It is dif-

ficult to apply perfectly the pay-as-you-go cost model due to the difficulty of

allocating the right quantity of resources required for the execution of an

application. To improve the elasticity in the cloud, resource provisioning

cost should be minimized. We have summarized some of the solutions that

address how resource provisioning cost can be minimized.

Amazon [59] offers an elasticity solution based on cost called Spot

Instances. Spot Price determines the hourly cost of using virtual servers

via an auction by gathering user bids and estimating available capacity.

The user request of instances is fulfilled once his or her bid exceeds the cur-

rent Spot Price. These instances are kept allocated unless the user terminates

them or the current Spot Price exceeds the user bid. The provision of spot

instances has been advanced by Refs. [66,69,70]. In Ref. [66], the

checkpointing technique was developed to minimize the cost of resource

provisioning and to maintain the availability of spot instances. Andrzejak

et al. [70] consider a probabilistic algorithm that enables cloud users to

bid prices for spot instances efficiently.

Yu et al. [71] introduced a cost-efficient database placement algorithm by

combining a migration plan to minimize the migration cost and a reactive

solution to maximize the cloud resource usage. Authors create a migration

plan based on user and system preferences (eg, resource constraints) along

with generating a detailed database placement. Their case study was evalu-

ated on top of an IBM cloud platform.

Sharma et al. [27] proposed a system that reduces cloud deployment cost

and is elastic to workload changes by taking into consideration each VM

instance cost, the opportunities of replicating or migrating the VM, and

transformation time from one configuration to another. Hence, this system

provides the minimum cost configuration in linear time.

Brebner [10] proposed a fine-grained cost model to charge for consumed

resources such as the stored byte, the transmitted byte, and the time unit

(eg, millisecond) of processing.

Hong et al. [72] presented work on a vision of an optimal margin cost at

the same time, guaranteeing statistical response time. Chaisiri et al. [73]

introducedmultiple virtual server provisioning techniques to reduce the cost

of provisioning for different term planning, using reliable optimization,

complex programming, and average sampling approximation techniques.
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On the other hand, these works only consider cost optimization rather than

time-cost trade-offs. The time-cost trade-offs problem has been addressed in

Ref. [74] by proposing an optimized algorithm to deal with processing time

and monetary costs in the context of the cloud.

In addition, the provision of reserved instances has been investigated in

Refs. [75,76]. In Refs. [75,76], complex programming was used to solve

uncertainties and to improve the reserved resource numbers for long terms.

We analyze some recent contributions toward the resource provisioning

cost in the cloud. It is vital to provision virtual resources precisely and auto-

matically in the cloud for maintaining a certain performance for software

applications by providing required resources that satisfy pay-as-you-go cost

model.

5.4 How to Predict Future Resource Demand in Cloud?
One of the biggest concerns of cloud elasticity is predicting the future

resource demand of applications to deal with the changes in workload.

To do this proactively, cloud system providers or application owners need

to know exactly when to start allocating resources (eg, VMs) for an appli-

cation and, more importantly, how many resources (eg, the number of

VMs) to allocate. The unpredictable nature of workload, a lack of detailed

knowledge about the application, and multitenancy make the demand pre-

diction so difficult in the cloud [25]. Presently, cloud providers reactively

allocate resources based on the user-defined rules, for example, Amazon

EC2 Auto-scaling [31], that specify when to add or release resources to

deal with load changes. As a result of this inaccurate resource prediction,

cloud users may either pay more than necessary because of the over-

allocation of resources or lose their potential customers due to the missing

SLAs. Here, we discuss some of the recent works that addresses the

resource demand prediction problem in the cloud that can be used to

improve elasticity.

Nguyen et al. [25] proposed a wavelet-based distributed resource scaling

system called AGILE to predict the resource demand of a multitier cloud

application in advance. Based on the predicted demand, they described a

model to determine the quantity of resources using online profiling and

polynomial curve fitting for maintaining the application’s performance.

Gong et al. [77] proposed an elasticity system coined PRESS by using

signal processing techniques to predict online future resource demand in

the cloud. The authors used a statistical state-driven learning algorithm to
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perform the short-term resource prediction and used a discrete-time

Markov chain model to do the long-term prediction.

CloudScale [78] is a predictive resource scaling system, which is a suc-

cessor of Press [77] that performs online prediction of resource demand

(eg, CPU usage of VMs) without any prior knowledge about the applica-

tion. CloudScale mainly gives emphasis on minimizing the prediction error,

unlike Press, which focuses on achieving high prediction accuracy.

LaCurts et al. [79] proposed a framework to predict the future network

bandwidth for applications hosted in a cloud data center by analyzing the

tenant’s past network usage.

Some of the early works, for example, Shen et al. [80] and Chandra

et al. [81], proposed resource prediction algorithms by observing previous

application workload and corresponding response times using Auto Regres-

sion techniques to allocate resources dynamically within a single server.

Gmach et al. [82] used an FFT-based technique to perform a long-term

workload prediction. Vasić et al. [83] proposed a predictive framework,

which used online clustering based on the history of the VMs to cope with

various loads. Similarly, Refs. [84–89] used various time series prediction

algorithms to achieve resource demand prediction in the cloud.

The predictive solutions mentioned earlier mainly used a time series

analysis mechanism that tries to find the repeating pattern in the future

workload based on the previous demand history. This is one of the most

popular techniques to predict future resource demand in the cloud. How-

ever, the accuracy of these solutions heavily depends on choosing an appro-

priate time series prediction algorithm (ie, Moving Average, Auto

Regression, ARMA (Auto Regression-Moving Average), Support Vector

Machine, Support Vector Regression, Neural Networking Models, Pattern

matching, Signal Processing Techniques, etc.), length of the demand his-

tory, and the prediction interval [50].

Many predictive elasticity solutions [90–100] used control theory to

adaptively perform prediction of future demand for resources based on var-

ious performance models, such as Kalman filter, Smoothing splines, and

Fuzzy model. However, the prediction accuracy of those solutions highly

depends on the efficient design of the controllers [50].

Also, many works [5,101–112] have extensively studied queuing theory

to determine how resources (eg, VMs) are required in each tier to handle

varying application workloads. However, those solutions can create signifi-

cant overheads to the underlying cloud systems, and a certain level of prior

application knowledge is required to build an effective predictive model [78].
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Lorido-Botran et al. [50] conducted an interesting survey on auto-scaling

techniques, where the authors classified many predictive elasticity solutions

based on various forecasting models, such as time series analysis, queuing

theory, control theory or reinforcement learning, and static threshold-based

rules.

So many studies about predictive solutions give a clear idea of how

important it is in the cloud to anticipate future demand for the applications

based on the load variations. These solutions are undoubtedly a step forward

toward achieving a perfect elastic environment in the cloud.

6. CONCLUSION

The objective of this survey paper is to present a comprehensive study

to show how elasticity property plays an important role in the cloud. In addi-

tion, this paper helps to better understand the concept of cloud elasticity and

motivates to develop new solutions. Initially, we described an overview of

cloud elasticity. We discussed the cloud elasticity solutions and how the

cloud providers are offering elasticity. We analyzed the current research

issues of cloud elasticity and existing works that can be utilized to improve

elasticity in the cloud. Despite the vast amount of research related to cloud

elasticity, researchers still have many arising challenges to tackle to achieve a

perfectly elastic solution in the cloud.
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Abstract

Input-sensitive profiling is an automated analysis technique that calculates the resource
usages (eg, the memory and the CPU usage) by methods during program execution for
different combinations of input values. In addition to enabling developers to estimate
the time and space complexities of a program, input-sensitive profiling also allows
developers to automatically detect bottlenecks during performance testing, where
the performance of a program suddenly worsens for a particular combination of input
parameter values. One of the important advantages of this profiling technique is to
identify what methods consume more resources (eg, CPU and memory usages) for spe-
cific combinations of input values and pinpoint why these methods are responsible for
intensive execution time. Hence, developers can understand and optimize performance
problems in a program, and they can predict how likely that a program might not scale
with increasing the size of the input (eg, adding more users or a larger set of values for
a given input parameter). Unfortunately, it is very difficult to identify specific input
values from a large number of combinations that lead to performance degradation
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of programs. The aim of this survey is to explore the input-sensitive profiling problem
and discuss its challenges. Some recent contributions of input-sensitive profiling algo-
rithms that were developed to detect performance bottlenecks of a program are inves-
tigated and summarized.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, software has become essential to perform many of

the tasks of daily life, and thus, it is important to ensure the efficiency

and reliability of that software. During software maintenance and evolution,

performance profiling is used to guide developers in identifying possible bot-

tlenecks [1], where the performance of a program suddenly worsens for a

particular combination of input values.

Traditional profiling has been used since the 1970s [2]. Programs are rep-

resented as control flow graphs, where nodes represent methods and edges

represent control flows between these methods. Traditional profilers link

performance metrics to nodes and paths in control flow graphs or call graphs

by gathering performance measurements (eg, execution time) for specific

input values [3]. These traditional profilers can help stakeholders to improve

the performance of software applications by pinpointing methods that are

responsible for excessive resource usage. However, these profiling tech-

niques do not identify how the performances of method executions differ

with the increasing size of the input. Running the same method with dif-

ferent combinations of input values often results in different resource con-

sumptions. For instance, a particular method may operate efficiently for a

small size of input but proves inadequate when the size of the inputs becomes

larger. In addition, the key flaw of traditional profiling techniques is based on

the assumption that both the size and the type of the input data are given in

advance as a specific combination of values [4]. Thus, the possibility of iden-

tifying the performance bottlenecks of a program that depends on the size

and the type of the input data is significantly reduced.

Input-sensitive profiling is motivated by the limitations of the traditional

profiling techniques to deduce the size and type of the input data for

detecting possible degradations during performance testing, where the per-

formance of a program suddenly worsens for a particular combination of

input parameter values. The interest of researchers in input-sensitive profil-

ing problems has experienced significant growth in the recent years. We

consider a motivating example to illustrate the need for input-sensitive
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profiling techniques [5]. The COSMOS circuit simulator was originally

developed by Randal E. Bryant and his colleagues at Carnegie Mellon Uni-

versity (CMU) [6], and we use it to demonstrate how its methodwas initially

efficient but proved inadequate when the size of the inputs became larger.

The circuit simulator was used by a major semiconductor manufacturer

company, and the manufacturer modified several methods of the simulator

to improve its performance. The approach of hashing on bounded-length

name prefixes, which refers to the maximum length of letters defined in

mapping signal names to electrical nodes, rather than entire names was used

to modify these methods. The simulator speed was increased on all bench-

marks due to this modification. However, hierarchical naming schemes

were used later when circuits became larger, and many signal names even-

tually hashed to the same buckets because their names ended up sharing

common long prefixes. Consequently, the start-up time of the simulator sig-

nificantly increased to an unacceptable delay of hours as compared to the

range of minutes for a normal start-up time. Analyzing the problem took

many days, increased costs, and reduced developer productivity. Many other

examples of large software projects that underwent the same kind of prob-

lems are reported in the past literature [7].

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 presents input-sensitive

profiling challenges. Section 3 summarizes and critiques three recent

researches on input-sensitive profiling. Section 4 analyzes the related works

on input-sensitive profiling and, finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2. INPUT-SENSITIVE PROFILING CHALLENGES

The main problem with profiling is that it is impossible to execute a

program with all combinations of all input values, which could be infinite.

As a result, engineers try to assess the performance of a program across a rep-

resentative set of input values. One way to do this is through benchmarking

[8], where benchmark inputs represent all input values, and a program that is

efficient for the benchmarks is assumed to be efficient for all inputs. How-

ever, it is imperative to note that selecting benchmark input values does not

guarantee the efficiency of detecting any unknown asymptotic inefficiencies

embedded in a program. One of the principal challenges with profiling is the

inability to detect performance problems that depend on specific input

values and automatically infer the size and the type of the input data whose

executions contribute most to possible degradations of a program during

performance testing.
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Another challenge lies in the profiling of nontrivial applications that

involve a large number of combinations of values of input variables. A lot

of nontrivial applications contain complex logic embodied in their source

code that is expressed by using different nested control flow instructions,

where their branch conditions evaluate the expressions according to wide

range values of input variables. For instance, 20 inputs of integer type in

value range (0–9) yields 1020 combinations [4]. In addition to the challenge

of efficiency, detecting specific bottlenecks is a challenge. Although some

input-sensitive profiling can pinpoint the cause of input variables (eg, the

linked list and the array) that are responsible for excessive resource usage,

it is difficult to identify the root cause of input variables that encode data

in primitive data types (eg, integer type) [9].

3. RECENT RESEARCHES ON INPUT-SENSITIVE
PROFILING

In this survey, we review and summarize three recent contributions of

input-sensitive profiling algorithms that are highly representative of main

trends in application profiling. These algorithms promise to identify what

methods consumemore resources (eg, CPU andmemory usages) for specific

combinations of input values and pinpoint why these methods are respon-

sible for intensive execution time. In the first paper, “Input-Sensitive

Profiling,” Coppa, Demetrescu, and Finocchi propose an automated profil-

ing methodology that instruments a programwith different size of the inputs

to assist developers in discovering inefficiencies, where the performance of a

program suddenly worsens with the increasing size of the input, and in esti-

mating the time complexity of each method in the program. The important

feature of this profiling methodology is the capability to automatically mea-

sure the size of the input for a generic source code fragment of a method. In

the second paper, “Automating Performance Bottleneck Detection using

Search-Based Application Profiling,” Shen, Lo, Poshyvanyk, and Grechanik

propose an automated methodology to detect bottleneck by utilizing a

search-based input-sensitive mechanism. Their main concept is to employ

a genetic algorithm to search for a particular combination of input parameter

values that improves the objective (eg, execution time) of the fitness func-

tion in identifying performance bottlenecks, where the performance of a

program suddenly worsens for a particular combination of input values.

In the third paper, “Algorithmic Profiling,” Zaparanuks and Hauswirth pro-

pose an automated profiling methodology for understanding how the
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resource usage measurements are affected individually by the size of the

input, the algorithm (eg, recursions and loops), and the underlying imple-

mentation of algorithms (eg, traversing a data structure iteratively or recur-

sively). The important feature of this profiling algorithm is the ability to

pinpoint why these methods are responsible for excessive execution time.

3.1 Input-Sensitive Profiling
3.1.1 Summary
Although traditional techniques of performance profiling could help collect

important information (eg, execution time) for assessing program behavior

and for guiding code optimization to improve implementations that con-

sume intensive resources, they do not identify how a program scales with

increasing the size of its input. That is, these techniques do not detect the

root causes of scalability problems in software applications. For instance, a

method may initially execute efficiently on a particular size of input, but

in later releases of the application it may become a bottleneck, where

the performance of the application suddenly worsens with the increasing size

of the input. In general, traditional profiling techniques lack a suitable way of

discovering inefficiencies of methods.

Coppa, Demetrescu, and Finocchi contribute toward the solution called

input-sensitive profiling by proposing an automated profiling methodology to

assist programmers in identifying inefficiencies characterizing the behavior

and estimating the time complexity of methods within a program. Aprof, a

Valgrind-based tool [10] used to build dynamic profile tools by providing

an automatic instrumentation framework to support several operations of

memory management, was developed to automatically assess the perfor-

mance ofmethods in a program for a specific size of input during performance

testing. This profiling technique explores an essential principle in context-

sensitive profiling [11], which maps performance metrics to paths in call

graphs by automatically linking a cost value (eg, execution time) to a specific

size of input instead of to programcomponents in paths (eg, execution traces),

including branch conditions, loop statements, or procedure calls.

The authors of Aprof introduced a time-efficient algorithm for comput-

ing a metric called read memory size (RMS), which is used to estimate the size

of input based on the number of memory cells accessed by a certain method.

The main idea of the algorithm is to store the partial RMS data that can be

speedily updated during RMS calculation and effortlessly derived when a

method is completed. This algorithm reduces the amount of information

stored and improves the speed of the algorithm. For a method executed
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within a program, Aprof automatically collects a set of performance tuples

that contain the different values of the RMS linked to the statistically

analyzed functions (eg, the maximum and minimum execution time) and

generates performance plots that can be analyzed by developers to detect

inefficiencies of methods. These plots provide developers with informative

visualization insights into how a program behaves in relation to different

sizes of its inputs during performance testing.

The effectiveness of Aprof compared to a traditional profiling tool

called Gprof [12] was evaluated using a simple word frequency counting

program called wf-0.41 [13], which counts the frequency of words using

two methods: addword, which is used to add a word to a hash table, and

str_tolower, which is used to change all letters of a word to lower case.

The ability of both profiling tools to detect the inefficiencies of a method

was evaluated using wf-0.41 on two different string lengths of input. In con-

trast to Gprof, Aprof was able to identify the presence of inefficiencies in the

str_tolower method when the size of its input became larger even though

this method initially executed efficiently for a small size of input. The cost

of the method rises quadratically as the length of the input string increases.

In addition, the efficiency of Aprof was evaluated against two common

Valgrind-based tools, memcheck and callgrind, using a set of SPEC

CPU2006 benchmarks [14]. Memcheck is used to identify memory-related

errors, whereas callgrind is used to produce a branch prediction profiler and

generate a cache of a call graph. Although the tools do not solve similar analysis

problems, they use the same instrumentation infrastructure as Valgrind, which

explains the significant portion of the execution times. In general, theValgrind

tools delivered similar overall execution time despite the facts that callgrind

does not trace method read and write memory accesses and memcheck does

not tracemethodcall and return,which significantly contribute to a proportion

of the execution times. However, when comparing Aprof to memcheck,

which likewise utilizes the memory shadowing method, Aprof needs about

20% additional space.To sumup, the input-sensitive profiling technique com-

pared to traditional techniques proves the ability tohelpdevelopers in detecting

inefficiencies and approximating the time complexity of methods within a

program. In addition, Aprof delivered an effective and efficient performance

profiling solution to detect the inefficiencies of methods in a program.

3.1.2 Critique
Some limitations of input-sensitive profiling technique are discussed that

may form a direction for future research. The first limitation is that Aprof
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does not estimate the time complexity of the entire program by missing

communication between threads and data generated via an operating system

(eg, system calls of I/O or network operations). This profiling technique has

not been generalized to handle all types of underlying platforms, specifically

those that are not eligible to be instrumented by Valgrind [10], which is the

underlying implementation of Aprof and is used to build dynamic profile

tools by providing an automatic instrumentation framework to support sev-

eral operations of memory management. In addition, the assumption of

computing the time complexity of a method depends on the size of the input

and not on the actual values of the input. However, the time complexity of a

method is highly associated with the size and the type of its input data.

Finally, Aprof often collects a set of performance tuples, which contain

the values of the RMS linked to the statistically analyzed functions

(eg, the maximum and minimum execution time) and generates perfor-

mance plots upon a single run. Thus, it may fail to detect root causes of scal-

ability problems, specifically those that occur on uncovered bad execution

traces by a particular run of a software application.

3.2 Search-Based Profiling
3.2.1 Summary
In the paper, Shen, Luo, Poshyvanyk, and Grechanik address the main prob-

lem of profiling nontrivial applications that involve a large number of com-

binations of input parameter values. A lot of nontrivial applications contain

complex logic embodied in the source code, which is expressed by using

different nested control flow instructions, where the branch conditions eval-

uate the expressions according to the wide range values of the input vari-

ables. The problem has been inspired by the difficulty of detecting

performance problems that depend on specific input values when the per-

formance of the program suddenly worsens for a particular combination of

input values during performance testing. Moreover, the problem has been

motivated by the possibility to infer the size and the type of the input data

whose executions contribute the most to possible bottlenecks automatically.

It is also impossible to execute a program with all combinations of all input

values, which could be infinite. It is increasingly important to find a way of

exploring the input parameter space to enable profilers to automatically

extract a specific combination of input values that increase the precision

of detecting bottlenecks.

The authors propose a profiling methodology to automate bottleneck

discovery by utilizing a search-based input-sensitive mechanism. The main
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concept of the methodology is to employ a genetic algorithm to search for a

particular combination of input parameter values that improve the objective

(eg, the execution time) of the fitness function in identifying performance

bottlenecks. Genetic algorithm-driven profiler (GA-prof ) was developed

to automatically and accurately identify performance bottlenecks by inte-

grating an evolutionary search-based heuristic and clustering data mining

approach. In addition, the authors make three important contributions in

the paper. First, GA-prof is the first profiling technique that automatically

explores the input parameter space to identify performance degradations.

Second, GA-prof is an efficient profiler for assessing a large number of

potential combinations of inputs and identifying bottlenecks accurately.

Finally, GA-prof and its experimental results are made available to the

public.

The authors of GA-prof introduced an efficient profiling algorithm for

exploring a large number of potential combinations of inputs to detect per-

formance degradations accurately. An evolutionary algorithm (genetic algo-

rithm) is used for exploring the different permutations of inputs. A key

element of genetic algorithms is a fitness function that is used to guide

the entire search methodology by mapping the inputs to the elapsed execu-

tion times. The set of input values that maximizes the fitness function and

leads to potential bottlenecks is chosen by applying the genetic operators

(eg, the selector, crossover, and mutation) for further investigation of per-

formance bottlenecks. These sets are categorized into good input sets that

likely steer the application toward computationally expensive paths and lon-

ger execution times. Conversely, the bad input sets lead to comparatively

lower expensive paths and execution times. A list of methods ranked in des-

cending order, where a higher ranking signifies a high chance of causing bot-

tlenecks, is computed using the different trace statistics with the traces

grouped into good and bad execution traces. The good traces consumemore

resources (eg, the memory) and cause longer execution times, whereas the

bad traces are neither resource nor time intensive. Eventually, developers

can identify possible performance bottlenecks from the top of that list for

further code optimizations to improve implementations.

The authors evaluated the performance of GA-prof on three web-based

applications: Agilefant [15], an enterprise-level project management system;

DellDVDStore [16], an online DVD renting site; and JPetStore [17], a Java

implementation of PetStore. These web-based applications are open source,

rely on databases, and communicate with back-end functions that use web

URLs as data inputs. To evaluate the effectiveness of GA-prof in identifying
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a specific combination of input values whose executions contribute most to

possible degradations, GA-prof performs multiple transactions concurrently,

collects the parallel executed traces, and computes the respective execution

times of these applications. The experimental results show that GA-prof

could effectively find the possible combinations of URLs that consume

more resources (eg, the memory) and cause computationally intensive exe-

cution times. Furthermore, the effectiveness of GA-prof in detecting perfor-

mance problems that depend on specific input values was evaluated by

randomly injecting artificial bottlenecks into these applications. The exper-

imental results show that GA-prof has a higher probability of identifying the

bottlenecks in all three web-based applications. It has an 80% probability of

identifying at least five bottlenecks. However, there were times when cer-

tain bottlenecks ranked low on the list but reappeared at the top of the list.

The authors note that the occurrence is anticipated because they are using a

search-based approach that can select some values that lack optimization.

In addition, the performance effectiveness of GA-prof compared to the

closest competitive approach called FOREPOST [18], which uses a

machine learning approach to create models that associate input classes

according to application performance and produces a list of methods ranked

in descending order on the basis of their performance bottlenecks, was eval-

uated using two of the applications: JPetStore and DellDVDStore. The

experimental results demonstrated that GA-prof identified more bottlenecks

than FOREPOST even though both techniques can identify the correct

input sets, which steer the execution of the application along more compu-

tationally intensive paths. In general, GA-prof is equally effective in

detecting bottlenecks as FOREPOST. To sum up, the proposed profiling

technique proves the ability to help developers in exploring a large number

of potential combinations of inputs to identify performance degradations.

Moreover, GA-prof delivered an effective and accurate performance profil-

ing solution to detect bottlenecks in the program.

3.2.2 Critique
In the paper, the authors have pointed a few limitations with the method-

ology of GA-prof. A genetic algorithm may generate invalid URLs that

could adversely affect the results. Thus, GA-prof may require additional

functions that ensure that only valid URLs are generated. GA-prof does

not identify the methods that may utilize intensive resources without sub-

stantially affecting performance. The injection of artificial bottlenecks may

not cover some bottlenecks that due to external sources (eg, the delay in
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network communications), and hot spots may not always appear in random

areas of the program. Finally, although GA-prof has a few limitations, it

enables developers to understand and optimize performance problems in

a program by efficiently exploring a large number of potential combinations

of input values to precisely detect performance bottlenecks.

3.3 Algorithmic Profiling
3.3.1 Summary
Traditional profilers link performance metrics to nodes and paths in control

flow graphs (or call graphs) by gathering performance measurements

(eg, execution time) for specific input values to help developers improve

the performance of software applications by identifying what methods con-

sume more resources (eg, CPU and memory usage). However, these pro-

filing techniques do not pinpoint why these methods are responsible for

intensive resource usages and do not identify how the resource consump-

tions of the same method differ with the increasing size of the input

(eg, the number of nodes in an input linked list or a tree or a bigger input

array). That is, when executing an application with different sizes of inputs,

the same method of this application often consumes different resources.

A main problem with profiling techniques is that they do not explain

how the cost that measures resource usage is affected individually by the size

of the input, the algorithm (eg, recursions and loops), and the underlying

implementation of algorithms (eg, traversing a data structure iteratively or

recursively). Traditional profilers calculate resource usage by combining

these factors and provide limited information by reporting the overall cost.

It is increasingly important to find a way of identifying how individual fac-

tors, including the size of input, algorithm, and implementation, impact the

cost to uncover the relationship of the execution cost to the program input.

Zaparanuks and Hauswirth propose an automated profiling methodol-

ogy to help developers to detect algorithmic (eg, recursions and loops) inef-

ficiencies by inferring a cost function of a program that relates the cost to the

input size and to predict how the resource usage would scale with increasing

the size of the input. AlgoProf was developed to automatically identify algo-

rithms (eg, recursions and loops) in a program and infer the time complexity

of each algorithm for a specific algorithmic step (eg, the total number of loop

iterations) during performance testing. An important feature of this profiling

technique is the ability to pinpoint why methods are responsible for inten-

sive resource usages (eg, the CPU and memory) and execution times. Aside

from detecting the root causes of scalability problems in a program, this
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technique can address the problem of measuring the size of the input

automatically.

The authors introduced an algorithmic profiler for computing the cost

function of a program by identifying algorithms (eg, loops and recursions)

and their inputs to measure their sizes (eg, the number of nodes in a linked

list), costs (eg, the execution times of loop iterations), and generated perfor-

mance plots that mapped input size to the cost, ie, they compute cost func-

tions for individual algorithms (eg, loops and recursions). This technique

allows developers to make an accurate estimate of the computational cost

as a function of algorithms (eg, loops and recursions) based on multiple pro-

gram runs. The profiling technique employs cost metrics based on a repe-

tition data structure access, such as the execution times of loop iterations,

as compared with the execution times of the whole method that is used

by traditional profiling techniques. These traditional techniques provide a

single cost value, such as hotness (eg, longer execution times), whereas

the algorithmic profiler provides much deeper insight into a function that

maps the cost to the size and type of the input. Thus, the algorithmic com-

plexity can be inferred more accurately by using cost functions to detect

algorithmic inefficiencies. The algorithmic profiler enables developers to

understand how the resource usage measurements are affected by the size

of the input, the algorithm, and the type of underlying implementation indi-

vidually. Aside from identifying the root causes of scalability problems in a

program, this technique pinpoints whymethods are responsible for intensive

resource usages (eg, the CPU and memory) and execution times.

The effectiveness of AlgoProf in detecting algorithmic (eg, recursions

and loops) inefficiencies was evaluated with a number of programs that

implement different algorithms (eg, recursions and loops). Every program

uses one data structure type, eg, an array, a linked list, a tree, or a graph.

AlgoProf was able to estimate the algorithmic complexities of all data struc-

tures in the programs accurately, along with inferring their cost functions to

detect algorithmic inefficiencies. Furthermore, the ability of AlgoProf to

identify the root causes of scalability problems was evaluated using a Java

program that requires the assignment of a larger array when the size of array

runs out of space. AlgoProf shows a plot that links a cost (eg, execution

times) with the growing array. If the array is grown by a single element

at a time, the cost becomes quadratic or worse, ie, exponential. If the array

is grown by doubling the size and changing a single line of the source code,

the cost can be reduced to a linear function. To sum up, the proposed pro-

filing technique proves to have the ability to help developers detect
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algorithmic inefficiencies and pinpoint why methods are responsible for

intensive resource usage (eg, the CPU and memory) and execution time.

Moreover, AlgoProf provided an effective performance profiling solution

to estimate the time complexity and detect algorithmic inefficiencies of a

method in a program.

3.3.2 Critique
Although AlgoProf overcomes a number of problems associated with tradi-

tional profiling, it has several limitations that require further research. The

first limitation is that AlgoProf computes only approximate instead of exact

cost functions of algorithms (eg, recursions and loops) within a program.

AlgoProf can infer a cost function for only algorithms (eg, recursions and

loops) that operate on recursive data structures because it is difficult to deter-

mine the size of the inputs for algorithms (eg, mathematical functions) that

operate on primitive data types (eg, integer). Although AlgoProf can handle

multiple threads by creating a profile for every individual thread, it does not

evaluate communication between threads. Furthermore, the main limitation

of AlgoProf is the time and space overhead. AlgoProf consumes a large

amount of data storage and resource when taking complete snapshots of

the repetition data structure (eg, lists, trees, and graphs) at every access

and storing the complete snapshots in memory, which is wasteful. AlgoProf

may cluster repetition data structures (eg, lists, trees, and graphs) into algo-

rithms (eg, loops and recursions) and a notion of input that differs from a

developer’s instincts on how the application should operate. Finally, the

assumption of using an algorithm (eg, loops and recursions) by including

the input and ways of measuring and proposing cost is questionable because

it was based on a developer’s intuition.

3.4 Synthesis
This survey demonstrates that these three studies advanced the theory and

practice of input-sensitive profiling as they proposed profiling techniques

that enabled developers to detect performance bottlenecks automatically,

where the performance of a program suddenly worsens for a particular size

and type of input. A limitation of the traditional techniques is the absence of

research into how the size and type of input affects/impacts these perfor-

mance bottlenecks. These studies made contributions that addressed the lim-

itations of the traditional profiling techniques for detecting performance

bottlenecks by taking into account specific sizes and types of input. In

our future work, we will explore a combination of these algorithms to
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produce more effective and efficient performance profiling solutions for fur-

ther code optimizations.

Coppa et al. and Zaparanuks et al. address the root causes of scalability

problems by identifying how a program scales when the size of its input

increases, whereas Shen et al. address the problem of exploring the input

parameter space to extract a specific combination of input values that can

help detect bottlenecks more precisely. Alternatively, Shen et al. propose

an automated profiling methodology to explore efficiently a large number

of potential combinations of input values to precisely detect performance

degradations. In contrast, Coppa et al.’s automated profiling methodology

assists programmers in identifying performance bottlenecks and estimates

the time complexity of the methods within a profiled program. On the other

hand, Zaparanuks et al. propose an automated profiling methodology

for understanding how the resource usage measurements are affected indi-

vidually by the size of the input, the algorithm (eg, recursions and loops), and

the underlying implementation of algorithms (eg, traversing a data structure

iteratively or recursively). Aside from measuring the size of the input

in a program automatically, this technique pinpoints methods that are

responsible for intensive resource usages (eg, the CPU and memory) and

execution times.

Coppa et al. introduced an algorithm suitable for computing a metric

known as the RMS, which is used in the estimation of the input size based

on the number of memory cells that have been accessed by a method. In

contrast, Zaparanuks et al. introduced an algorithmic profiler suitable for

computing the cost function of a program that links a program input to

cost metrics, which is used in the estimation of the size of input

(eg, the number of nodes in a linked list or a tree or the size of an array)

by traversing a data structure (eg, lists, trees, and graphs) iteratively or

recursively. Zaparanuks et al. used cost metrics based on a data structure

analysis, whereas Coppa et al. used cost metrics based on a low-level mem-

ory accesses to estimate the time complexity of a method. The algorithm

introduced by Zaparanuks et al., unlike the one introduced by Coppa et al.,

is capable of providing insights into the root causes of performance bottle-

necks by focusing on source code statements (eg, loop statements) and

avoiding utilizing physical memory reads and writes as the units of cost

assessment. In contrast, the algorithm introduced by Coppa et al. is more

efficient in estimating the time complexity of a method by tracing low-

level memory accesses than the one introduced by Zaparanuks et al. On

the other hand, Shen et al. introduced a profiling algorithm suitable for
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exploring a large number of potential input combinations and identifying

bottlenecks by integrating an evolutionary search-based heuristic and clus-

tering data mining mechanism. Shen et al. employs a search-based

approach, whereas Coppa et al. and Zaparanuks et al. employ empirical

models. Although these algorithms employ different approaches, they pro-

duce accurate and efficient profiling results for assessing program behavior

and for guiding code optimization.

The effectiveness of Aprof developed by Coppa et al. compared to a tra-

ditional profiling tool called Gprof [12] was evaluated using a simple word

frequency counting program. In contrast to Gprof, Aprof was able to iden-

tify the presence of inefficiencies in a method when the size of its input

became larger. The efficiency of Aprof developed by Coppa et al. was ana-

lyzed by delivering less overall execution time and an additional 20% space

compared to competitive traditional profiling tools. The effectiveness of the

GA-prof tool developed by Shen et al. was analyzed by finding input com-

binations that cause performance bottlenecks. The performance effective-

ness of GA-prof developed by Shen et al. compared to the closest

competitive approach called FOREPOST was evaluated using nontrivial

web applications. The experimental results demonstrated that GA-prof is

equally effective in detecting bottlenecks as FOREPOST. Finally, the effec-

tiveness of AlgoProf developed by Zaparanuks in detecting algorithmic

(eg, recursions and loops) inefficiencies was evaluated with a number of pro-

grams. AlgoProf was able to estimate the algorithmic complexities of all data

structures in the programs accurately, along with inferring their cost func-

tions to detect algorithmic inefficiencies. Although these tools apply differ-

ent techniques, they enable developers to detect performance bottlenecks

for further code optimizations. To sum up, the synthesis has discussed the

findings, similarities, and differences obtained by these studies that focused

on input-sensitive profiling techniques. These studies have proposed

solutions to the problems associated with traditional algorithm profilers.

Although these profiling techniques have some limitations, they can effec-

tively and accurately detect performance bottlenecks.

4. RELATED WORK

The interest of researchers in input-sensitive profiling problems has

experienced significant growth in recent years. We provide a brief survey

on related work of input-sensitive profiling algorithms that are highly

representative of main trends in program profiling.
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4.1 Scalability Problems
Several techniques for input-sensitive profiling have been studied in Refs.

[19–23] to address scalability problems. Toffola et al. [19] employed a

memoization-based mechanism by a scalable comparing of inputs and out-

puts instead of objects of all method calls to find identical methods that fre-

quently execute similar computations. Coppa et al. [20] introduced an

extended algorithm of the work [7] that was suitable for computing a devel-

oped metric of the RMS, which is used in the estimation of the input size

performed by nondeterministic memory accesses by the operating system

kernel as auxiliary threads (eg, system calls of I/O or network operations).

Marin et al. [21] described how the performance of an application scale for

different sizes of its inputs; utilizing multiple-run data depends on specific

input parameters. Xiao et al. [22] proposed a multiexecution profiling tech-

nique to detect unscalable methods with increasing the size of its input.

Goldsmith et al. [23] introduced a technique to predict how an application’s

performance scales given different sizes of workloads for each routine in a

program by linking the execution time to the input size. This technique also

enables software engineers to detect the bugs in an application’s performance

that are caused by asymptotic inefficiencies to decrease the computation

complexity of a program. On the other hands, some works [24–26] pro-
posed techniques based on different execution and code patterns that might

lead to performance problems. They do not identify how a program scales

with increasing the size of its input.

4.2 Program Performance Prediction
Several studies have focused on program performance prediction by taking

into account different input-sensitive techniques. Chattopadhyay used a

search-based approach by exploring the input domain using different path

programs to estimate the time complexity of the entire program [27]. Nistor

et al. used a pattern recognition approach using a common input in

smartphone applications by providing insights into how the patterns might

grow when the size of its input became larger [28]. Puschner et al. [29] pro-

posed a technique based on an evolutionary algorithm to identify the paths

of a program for a specific input domain during performance testing. This

technique explores the entire program locality depending on a couple of

training runs of the program. Qi et al. [30] introduced a technique by com-

bining multiple paths to enable path-based testing. A couple paths are com-

bined as long as they have a similar input–output relationship (eg, the same
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expression of output). Kwon et al. [31] proposed a technique based on a

machine learning algorithm utilizing multiple training inputs to predict

the performance of a smartphone application. However, the technique

was measured on the intensity of the CPU with a few user interactions.

Hazelwood et al. [32] analyzed the performance problems related to pred-

icated code and whenever the input of a program changes utilizing dynamic

profiling to detect hard-to-predict branches for a given input set.

4.3 Code Optimization
Other techniques have focused on code optimization utilizing various

input-sensitive approaches. Coppa [33] employed a visualization-based

approach by providing interactive graphical charts of performance profiles

to pinpoint the most crucial methods in a program and estimate their time

complexities. Ding et al. [34] proposed a self-refining input-sensitive algo-

rithmic autotuning approach that determines what algorithmic optimization

to use based on the varying input combinations. The authors used clustering

to find automatically similar input sets in the multidimensional feature space

and then used a statistical learning model to build an input classifier to make

input-sensitive algorithmic choice by optimizing the search space and input

space complexity. Küstner et al. [35] proposed an argument controlled

profiling, which focused on the changing value of functions arguments as

part of the profiling context in order to guide code optimization. This

approach is useful in finding performance problems in recursive functions.

Likewise, several studies [36–40] addressed the problem of input-centric

dynamic program optimizations, where inputs of the program have to be

characterized differently depending on the target application behavior.

These studies respond to dynamic changes in the behavior of the system,

unlike Ref. [34], which adapt its configurations proactively depending on

the inputs of the program.

4.4 Task Scheduling Optimization
Kofler et al. [41] proposed an input-sensitive approach to automatically dis-

tributeOpenCLworkloads over multiple heterogeneous devices that consist

multicore CPUs and GPUs. They performed the workload prediction based

on an Artificial Neural Networks by analyzing static program features

(eg, floating-point operations, the number of loops, etc.) and dynamic pro-

gram features (eg, data transfer size and runtime overhead, etc.) with varying

input data. Similarly, Grasso et al., Wen et al., and Grewe et al. [42–44]
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proposed machine learning-based OpenCL task scheduling schemes to par-

tition kernels between multiple devices automatically by considering input

data size at runtime. Runtime profiling used in Ref. [41] to generate the dis-

tribution model that may introduce significant runtime overhead, whereas

Grasso et al., Wen et al., and Grewe et al. [42–44] used offline training data

to build their predictor, where the prediction accuracy depends on the size of

training data set. Some other studies [36,45,46] also explored the effect of

different input sizes to perform some task scheduling optimizations on

GPU program.

4.5 Test Generation Analysis
There are a few literatures on test generation analyses to address performance

problems. Burnim et al. [47] proposed a technique that creates tests based on

the input of a program to identify the worst-case complexity. Pradel et al. [48]

proposed a technique that generates tests for a concurrent program to perform

performance regression testing automatically. Killian et al. [49] focused on the

automatic identification of performance bugs in distributed systems by gener-

ating random simulations tests. However, this technique does not estimate the

time complexity of the entire program. Wall et al. [50] introduced the initial

metrics for measuring the representative data for various input sets. The work

defined the similarities and differences within referenced global variables, pro-

cedure calls, and basic blocks.

4.6 Data-Dependence Profiling
Some works targeted data dependence profiling have been studied in liter-

ature. Zhang et al. [51] designed a data dependence distance profiling tool

called Alchemist to identify the existence of concurrency in programs auto-

matically. The tool identifies constructs in program regions to be selected for

asynchronous execution. Wu et al. [52] used profiling technique based on

data dependences to guide the selection process of compiler-driven task

targeted at thread level speculation. Chen et al. [53] designed a data depen-

dence profiling technique aimed at speculative optimizations.

5. CONCLUSION

In this survey, we review and summarize three recent studies of input-

sensitive profiling algorithms that identify methods that consume more
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resources (eg, CPU and memory usages) for specific types and sizes of input

and give causes why these methods are responsible for excessive execution

time. These studies have proposed solutions to the problems associated with

traditional algorithm profilers. In the first paper, “Input-Sensitive Profiling,”

Coppa, Demetrescu, and Finocchi propose an automated profiling method-

ology to assist programmers in identifying inefficiencies characterizing the

behavior and estimating the time complexity of methods within a profiled

program. In the second paper, “Automating Performance BottleneckDetec-

tion using Search-Based Application Profiling,” Shen, Lo, Poshyvanyk, and

Grechanik propose an automated profiling methodology to efficiently

explore a large number of potential combinations of input values to detect

performance degradations precisely. In the third paper, “Algorithmic

Profiling,” Zaparanuks and Hauswirth propose profiling methodology to

assist programmers in understanding how the cost that measures resource

usage is affected by the size of the input, the algorithm, and the underlying

implementation individually. Finally, although these profiling techniques

have some limitations, these accurate and efficient profiling techniques

enable developers to understand and optimize performance problems in a

profiled program.
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Abstract

Software systems and their environment change are continuous. They are enhanced,
corrected, and ported to new platforms. These changes can affect a system adversely,
thus software engineers perform regression testing to ensure the quality of the mod-
ified systems. Regression testing is an integral part of most major software projects, but
as projects grow larger and the number of tests increases, performing regression testing
becomesmore costly. To address this problem, many researchers and practitioners have
proposed and empirically evaluated various regression testing techniques, such as
regression test selection, test case prioritization, and test suite minimization. Recent sur-
veys on these techniques indicate that this research area continues to grow, heuristics
and the types of data utilized become diverse, and wider application domains
have been considered. This chapter presents the current status and the trends of three
regression testing techniques and discusses recent advances of each technique.

1. INTRODUCTION

Regression testing is one of the most common means for ensuring the

quality of software products during development cycles and it is almost
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universally employed by software organizations [1]. It is important for ensur-

ing software quality, but it is also expensive, accounting for a large propor-

tion of software production costs. For example, one software company has a

software product with a regression test suite containing over 30,000 test cases

that requires over 1000 machine hours to execute [2]. Hundreds of hours of

engineer time are also needed to oversee this regression testing process

(eg, setting up test runs, monitoring testing results, and maintaining testing

resources such as test cases, oracles, and automation utilities).

Numerous techniques and tools have been proposed and developed to

reduce the costs of regression testing and to aid regression testing processes,

such as test case prioritization (TCP), regression test selection (RTS), and

test suite minimization (TSM). Initially, research on regression testing relied

primarily on analytical approaches to assess different techniques (eg, [3, 4]).

However, regression testing techniques are heuristics, and to properly

understand the tradeoffs and factors that influence testing techniques in

practice, empirical studies should be performed. In addition to providing

information on tradeoffs among techniques, empirical studies also can aid

in understanding the hypotheses that should be tested and the controls that

are needed in subsequent studies of humans, which are likely to be more

expensive. The importance of empirical studies has been perceived by the

software engineering community over the past few decades, and recently

empirical evaluations of the proposed techniques or approaches have

become an essential component when researchers report their work.

Recent surveys [5–7] provide an overview of regression testing tech-

niques and their empirical evaluations that were published before 2010.

These surveys found some general trends about regression testing techniques

and areas that need to be improved as well as future directions for this

research topic. This chapter provides basic concepts of three regression

testing techniques including various data sources that the techniques utilize,

different types of techniques, and commonly used evaluation metrics for

them. This chapter also summarizes findings from the three surveys and

discusses recent advances in those three areas.

Section 2 includes background information about regression testing, and

Section 3 presents three regression testing techniques and their overall and

recent trends. Section 4 concludes this chapter.

2. BACKGROUND

This section provides background information about regression testing

and basic concepts of common regression testing techniques.
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Regression testing is the process of testing modified software to ensure its

continued quality. Typically, regression testing is performed by reusing test

cases developed from testing prior versions of the software system and by

creating new test cases that will be used to test new features. Informally,

regression testing can be defined as follows. As shown in Fig. 1, let P be

a program that has been modified to create a new version P0 and let T be

a test suite developed for P. In the transition from P to P0, the program could

have regressed. In other words, a previously verified behavior of P could

have turned faulty in P0. Regression testing attempts to validate P0 in order

to determine whether it has regressed.

The existing test suite, T, provides a natural starting point. In practice,

engineers often reuse all of the test cases inTall to test P
0 after removing obso-

lete test cases (Tobs) that are no longer applicable to P
0. However, as software

systems grow, the size of the test suite can become too large, thus making it

too time consuming and costly to run all the tests. Furthermore, depending

on the organization’s testing environment and situation, this retest-all

approach can be very expensive [8].

To address this problem, many researchers have proposed various

methods for improving the cost effectiveness of regression testing including

RTS, TCP, TSM, and test suite augmentation. The right side of Fig. 1

shows the test cases obtained by applying these techniques. RTS techniques

select a subset of test cases from Tall to meet some desired criterion, such as

discarding test cases (Tnon�mod) that do not execute modified code. TCP

techniques reorders test cases in Tall to enhance the effectiveness of the test

suite, such as fault detection rate. TSM reduces the size of Tall by eliminating

P ′

T

P

Add, delete, modify

Tall – Tnon-mod 

Tall
(T -Tobs)

Tall  + Tnew

Reordered Tall

Selection 

Prioritization 

Minimization 

Augmentation 

Tall – Tredundant

Fig. 1 Regression testing techniques.
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redundant test cases (Tredundant). These three techniques primarily focus on

reducing costs by reusing existing test cases. However, in regression testing,

in general, simply reusing existing test cases is not sufficient; new test cases

also may be required to test new functionality. Test suite augmentation

techniques identify newly added code areas and create new test cases (Tnew)

for them.

In this chapter, we focus on the first three regression testing techniques

that utilize existing test cases. Formal definitions of these three techniques

can be found in the literature survey [7].

3. RECENT ADVANCES IN REGRESSION TESTING
TECHNIQUES

This section introduces three regression testing techniques (RTS,

TCP, and TSM), and recent advances of these techniques.

Recent surveys on regression testing techniques [5–7] provide a compre-

hensive understanding of overall trends of the techniques and areas for

improvement. Yoo and Harman [7] surveyed 159 papers for all three tech-

niques published between 1977 and 2009 including 87 on RTS, 34 on

TSM, and 47 on TCP. Engstrom et al. [6] surveyed 27 RTS papers that

reported empirical studies published between 1997 and 2006. Catal and

Mishra [5] surveyed 120 papers on TCP published between 2001 and

2010. These surveys found that the number of publications on regression

testing area continues to grow, and in particular, the area of TCP has rapidly

expanded since 2000. They also found that heuristics became diverse includ-

ing the use of data sources, researchers have paid more attention to empirical

evaluations of regression testing techniques over the years, and various appli-

cation domains have been investigated. The following subsections include

more details about each of these techniques.

3.1 Regression Test Selection
RTS techniques (surveyed in [4, 6, 7]) reduce testing costs by selecting a

subset of test cases from an existing test suite. RTS techniques use informa-

tion about P, P 0, and T to select a subset of T with which to test P 0.
A considerable amount of research on RTS techniques has been con-

ducted since 1977 [9], and the number of publications on this area is steadily

growing [6, 7]. Early work conducted by Lenung and White [3] and

Rothermel and Harrold [10] established a theoretical foundation of RTS
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techniques and a framework for empirical evaluations of these techniques.

Initially, RTS techniques focused on testing procedural languages using

source code, but as the program language paradigm shifted to object-

oriented languages, and application domains became diverse, various types

of RTS techniques were developed.

Safety is an important aspect of RTS techniques. Safe RTS techniques

(eg, [11–14]) guarantee that, assuming certain preconditions are met, test

cases not selected could not have exposed faults in P 0 [4]. Informally, these

preconditions require that: (1) the test cases in T are expected to produce the

same outputs on P 0 as they did on P; ie, the specifications for these test cases

have not changed; and (2) test cases can be executed deterministically, hold-

ing all factors that might influence test behavior constant with respect to

their states when P was tested with T.

As an example of a safe technique, the graph walk approach,Dejavu [13],

utilizes control-flow graph representations of the original and modified ver-

sions of the program. To select test cases, Dejavu performs a synchronous

traversal of the control-flow graph (CFG) for P and the control-flow graph

(CFG0) for P0, identifies nodes that that have been added, deleted, or mod-

ified from CFG to CFG0, and from the test suite for P, selects all tests that

reach nodes that are new in, modified for P0, and deleted from P. To illus-

trate this approach, consider Fig. 2 [15] that shows procedure Avg and its

modified procedure, Avg0. The table shows three test cases for Avg and test

Graph walking approach

Test t1 t2 t3 

Input 
Empty 

file 
−1 1 2 3 

Output 0 Error 2 

Coverage 
s1, s2, 
s3, s9, 

s10 

s1, s2, 
s3, s4, 
s5, s9, 

s10 

s1, s2, 
s3, s4, 
s6, s7, 
s8, s9, 

s10 

Selected Tests = {t2, t3} 

Tests and statement coverage for Avg

Fig. 2 Example of safe regression test selection taken from G. Rothermel, M.J. Harrold,
Empirical studies of a safe regression test selection technique, IEEE Trans. Softw. Eng.
24 (6) (1998) 401-419.
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traces (statement coverage). Statement S4 has been modified, and statement

S5a has been added. Dejavu builds CFGs for Avg and Avg0, walks the two

CFGs comparing two corresponding nodes, and identifies nodes that have

been changed from the previous version. Using the test coverage informa-

tion, the approach selects test cases that exercise the changed nodes. In this

example, the graph walk approach selects two test cases, t2 and t3, for the

modified procedure Avg0.
Two other aspects of RTS techniques involve precision and efficiency.

Precision concerns the extent to which techniques correctly deduce that

specific test cases do not need to be reexecuted. Efficiency concerns the cost

of collecting the data necessary to execute an RTS technique, and the cost of

executing that technique. Tradeoffs between precision and efficiency, and

their relative cost-benefits vary with characteristics of programs, modifica-

tions, and test suites [16].

3.1.1 Data Sources and Techniques
Most of these techniques are code-based and use information about code

changes and code coverage to guide the test selection process. Depending

on the techniques implemented, in addition to coverage or change informa-

tion, other data sources (eg, code complexity, code dependency, test gran-

ularity, and fault history) have been utilized. Some techniques have used

other types of software artifacts, such as requirements specifications, and

UMLmodels [17–19]. These techniques are particularly useful when source
code is not available to the testers.

Two surveys [6, 7] classified RTS techniques into several classes, and

some of the techniques are summarized as follows (for more detailed descrip-

tions and extended discussions about them, see the two surveys):

• Firewall approach: This approach was presented by Leung and White

[20] to improve regression testing at the integration level. The approach

sets a firewall around the modified modules and the modules related to

them, and selects test cases within the firewall. This approach has been

applied to a different language paradigm (object-oriented language [21,

22]) and wider application domains (eg, GUI, COTS applications, and

distributed software [23–25]).
• Graph walking approach: This approach was presented by Rothermel

and Harrold [10, 13, 15], which was already discussed. This approach

has been further extended by many researchers in various ways, such

as, applying it to different languages (eg, C++, Java, and AspectJ)

[12, 26, 27], using various software artifacts (eg, behavior models and
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requirements/system specifications) [28, 29], and considering wider

application domains (eg, component-based systems and web services)

[18, 30].

• Data-flow analysis approach: This approach, presented by Harrold and

Soffa [31], identifies definition-use pairs of the variables affected by code

modification and selects test cases that executes such pairs. Other

researchers have improved the effectiveness of test selection by combin-

ing the data-flow analysis approach with other techniques, such as the

use of slicing techniques, and code coverage-based minimization/

prioritization [32, 33].

• Model-based approach: This approach uses models (eg, use cases, class/

sequence diagrams, and state models) to select test cases rather than rely-

ing on source code information. Briand et al. [34] presented an approach

that traces the relationship between UML design models and test cases,

and selects test cases that affected by design changes. Several other

researchers have presented UML model-based test selection approaches

that were applied to various application areas, such as telecommunica-

tions and component-based applications [35–37].
• Other approaches: Several other techniques that can be applied to RTS

include integer programming [9], symbolic execution [38], and slicing

[39, 40].

3.1.2 Evaluation Metrics
Initially, RTS techniques have been evaluated analytically by measuring

complexity or safety of algorithms, but to properly assess their cost effective-

ness in practice, recent research on RTS (and regression testing in general)

has employed empirical evaluations.

Because the main goal of RTS techniques is to find a subset of test cases

to be rerun, a typical evaluation metric for these techniques is the number of

test cases selected or the test case reduction rate. Savings in number of test

cases might not be proportional to savings in testing time. For example, all

the test cases excluded could be inexpensive while those not excluded could

be expensive. Thus, another evaluation metric is the time required to

execute the selected subset of the test suite on the modified version of

the program. For nonsafe techniques, the selected test cases might lose fault

detection abilities. To evaluate these techniques, precision and recall have

been used. Precision measures the ratio of selected tests that detect defects,

and recall measures the ratio of tests with faults were detected.
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Furthermore, RTS techniques have associated costs, and depending on

the testing processes employed and other cost factors, they may not reduce

overall regression testing costs despite improvements in rates of fault detec-

tion. If savings from RTS techniques do not exceed the costs of applying

them, no benefits are gained. Therefore, to properly evaluate RTS tech-

niques, some researchers considered tradeoffs between costs and benefits

of RTS techniques. For example, Leung and White [41] presented a cost

model that considers some of the factors (testing time, technique execution

time) that affect the cost of regression testing of a software system.

Malishevsky et al. [42] extended this work with cost models for RTS and

TCP that incorporate benefits related to omission of faults and rate of fault

detection. Do and Rothermel [2, 43] developed a cost-benefit model, the

EVOMO (EVOlution-aware economic MOdel for regression testing)

model, that helps evaluate regression testing techniques considering costs

and benefits across entire system lifetimes. EVOMO involves two equations:

one that captures the costs related to the salaries of the engineers who per-

form regression testing (to translate time spent intomonetary values) and one

that captures the revenue gains or losses related to changes in the system

release time (to translate time-to-release into monetary values). The major

cost components that EVOMO captures are as follows: costs for applying

regression testing techniques, costs associated with missed faults, costs for

artifact analysis, costs of delayed fault detection feedback, and costs associated

with obsolete tests.

3.1.3 Recent Advances
This section introduces research about RTS published after 2010. As previ-

ously mentioned, in this research area (regression testing in general), appli-

cation domains and the types of data utilized are diversified, and more

researchers consider the practicality of the techniques. Therefore, rather

than exhaustively introducing papers published between 2010 and 2015, this

section presents recent research that carries the aforementioned trends. The

same selection principle applies to TCP and TSM.

Kim et al. [44] presented a RTS technique aimed for ontology-driven

database systems because traditional RTS approaches cannot be applied

for such systems; changes in ontology systems are typically semantics and

descriptions of the data rather than code modifications. The proposed tech-

nique builds graphs for the original and modified ontologies. The ontology

knowledge consists of two entities: a set of classes that specify the concepts in

an application domain and relationships among those classes. The technique
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compares the two graphs and identifies the changes by collecting three sets of

entities: added entities, deleted entities, and entities affected by changes. To

select test cases using these entity sets, information about the relationship

between tests and entities for the original ontology is required. The infor-

mation was obtained by parsing the test queries and extracting the terms in

each test query. The approach was evaluated using two biomedical

ontology-driven database systems in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.

Another recent research conducted by Mirarab [45] introduced a size-

constrained regression test selection (SRTS) that selects a subset of test cases

with the predetermined size of tests using multicriteria optimization

implemented integer linear programming. Unlike existing multiobjective

approaches, the research indicated that the multicriteria optimization func-

tion tries to achieve a high fault detection rate of the selected test cases. The

proposed approach is not safe because it can discard test cases that can detect

faults, but this approach can be very practical when the company faces sit-

uations under time constraints. In practice, software development processes

often impose time constraints on regression testing; therefore this approach

can help use limited resources more effectively under such circumstances.

The approach was evaluated by applying several RTS techniques (coverage

based and Bayesian Network based) to five Java applications.

Qu et al. [46] presented a RTS approach for configurable software sys-

tems. The proposed approach selects test cases for the preselected configu-

rations, assuming that there are no changes in source code when testing with

different configurations. The approach has four steps: (1) collect configura-

tion differences between two sets of configurations, (2) analyze the impact of

configuration changes using program slicing and collects functions that are

impacted by the changes, (3) compute the function coverage of test cases,

and (4) select test cases that are affected by the changes. The proposed

approach was evaluated by using an industrial application, ABB1 which

has 129 configurable options distributed among 394 variables. The results

of the study indicate that only 20% of test cases are needed to test the

new configured system.

Another industrial research conducted by Hemmati and Briand [47] pre-

sents a model-based test case selection. This approach computes similarity

measures using triggers and guards on transitions of state models and applies

a genetic algorithm (GA) to select test cases. The test cases are generated

from a state model, and they are abstract tests rather than concrete/execut-

able tests. Because similarity comparisons are completed at the abstract level

(hiding unnecessary information), and the executable test cases are generated
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after selecting abstract tests to be rerun, the cost for test case generation can

be reduced. Several similarity functions were used in order to evaluate the

proposed approach, such as Counting, Hamming, Jaccard, Levenshtein,

Global, and Local, and the best results were compared with common heu-

ristics (random and coverage-based test selection techniques).

3.2 Test Case Prioritization
TCP techniques (eg, [33, 48]) offer an alternative approach to improving

regression testing cost effectiveness. These techniques help engineers reveal

faults early in testing, which allows them to begin debugging earlier than

might otherwise be possible. In this case, entire test suites may still be exe-

cuted, which avoids the potential drawbacks associated with omitting test

cases; achieving greater parallelization of debugging and testing activities

results in cost savings. Alternatively, if testing activities are cut short and test

cases must be omitted, prioritization can improve the chances that important

test cases will be executed. In this case, cost savings related to early fault

detection (by those test cases that are executed) still apply, and additional

benefits accrue from lowering the number of faults that might otherwise

be missed through less appropriate runs of partial test suites.

Depending on the types of information available relating to test cases,

various TCP techniques can be utilized. One type of information concerns

coverage of code elements, and techniques can be distinguished in terms of

the type of code elements used. For example, one technique, total block cov-

erage prioritization, simply sorts the test cases in the order of the number of

blocks they cover. Fig. 3 shows an example that has four test cases and eight

blocks covered by these test cases. In this example, from the original test suite

Coverage-based test case prioritization 

t1 t2 t3 t4 

1 x x 

2 x 

3 x 

4 x x x 

5 x x 

6 x 

7 x x 

8 x 

t1, t2, t3, t4

t2, t4, t1, t3

Tests 

Original order:

t2, t3, t4, t1

Additional
coverage:

Total coverage:

B
lo

ck
s 

Fig. 3 Test case prioritization techniques.
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T, total block coverage prioritization puts t2 first, followed by t3, t4, and t1. The

desired outcome in using such a technique is that the ability to reveal a fault

will correlate with the size of a test’s coverage in the code. From this tech-

nique, the selection of t2 first resulted in t3 adding nothing new to the cov-

erage; t3 covers all the same blocks that t2 did. Therefore, another method is

to pick tests that yield the most coverage of blocks that were previously

uncovered. Additional block coverage prioritization iteratively selects a test case

that yields the greatest block coverage and then adjusts the coverage infor-

mation for the remaining test cases to indicate their coverage of blocks not

yet covered; this process is repeated until all blocks coverable by at least

one test case have been covered. In this example, additional block coverage

prioritization picks t2 first, followed by t4, t1, and t3.

Because of their appealing benefits in practice, such as flexibility to adjust

tests for time and budget constraints, various TCP techniques have been

proposed and studied by many researchers and practitioners [7, 8, 49],

and many empirical studies have shown the effectiveness of TCP [2, 50].

3.2.1 Data Sources and Techniques
Depending on the types of information available, various TCP techniques

can be utilized, but similarly to RTS techniques, the majority of TCP

techniques have used source code information to implement prioritization

techniques. For instance, many researchers utilized code coverage informa-

tion to implement prioritization techniques [48, 49, 51], and recent prior-

itization techniques used other types of code information, such as slices [52],

change history [53], or code modification information, and fault proneness

of code [54].

Beyond code-based information, other types of software artifacts, such as

software requirements and design information, have also been utilized. For

example, Srikanth et al. [55] proposed a TCP approach using several

requirements-related factors, eg, requirements complexity and requirements

volatility, for the early detection of severe faults. Krishnamoorthi and Mary

[56] also proposed a model to prioritize test cases using the requirements

specification to improve the rate of severe fault detection. Arafeen and

Do [57] proposed an approach that clusters requirements based on similar-

ities obtained through a text-mining technique and that prioritizes test cases

using the requirements-tests relationship. In addition to requirements and

design information, some other researchers have used software risk informa-

tion to prioritize test cases in order to exercise test cases on the code areas

with potential risks as early as possible [58, 59].
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Two surveys [5, 7] organized TCP techniques into several classes, and

some of the techniques are summarized as follows (for more detailed descrip-

tions and extended discussions about them, see the two surveys):

• Code coverage-based approach: This approach is the most widely used

and studied TCP approach. Various types of techniques that consider

different code component granularity and greedy algorithms have been

presented and empirically evaluated including statement/block/

function/method/class coverage, branch coverage, MC/DC

(Modified Condition/Decision Coverage), code modification, fault

exposing potential, and hill climbing/genetic algorithms [48, 49, 60–63].
• History-based approach: This approach uses history information about

software artifacts. Kim et al. [51] presented a technique in which infor-

mation from previous regression testing cycles is used to better inform

the selection of a subset of an existing test suite for use on a modified

version of a system. Sherriff et al. [53] utilized change history to gather

change impact information and to prioritize test cases accordingly.

Carlson et al. [64] presented clustering-based techniques that utilize real

fault history information including code coverage.

• Requirements-based approach: This approach uses requirements prop-

erties to prioritize test cases. A few researchers have studied the use of

requirements during software testing. For example, Srikanth et al. [55]

present an approach to prioritizing test cases at the system level using

system requirements, and Srivastava et al. [65] utilized requirements

information including risk factors involving the requirements. Other

researchers presented approaches that consider additional factors, such

as factors related to requirement specification (eg, customer priority,

requirements changes, or requirements similarity) [56, 57].

• Model-based approach: Korel et al. [66] presented prioritization tech-

niques using system models including information collected during

modified model execution. Later, they extended their work to an

approach that prioritizes test cases when modifications do not involve

changes in models but only in source code [67].

• Human-based approach: Some techniques utilize a human expert’s

knowledge to improve TCP techniques. For example, Tonella et al.

[68] presented a TCP technique that utilizes a user’s knowledge using

a machine learning algorithm called Case-Based Ranking. Yoo et al.

[69] used the Analytic Hierarchy Process to improve TCP techniques

by employing expert knowledge, and compared the proposed approach

with the conventional coverage-based TCP technique.
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• Other approaches: Several other techniques can be applied to TCP, such

as interaction [50, 70], probabilistic [54], distribution [71], and cost-

aware [72] techniques.

3.2.2 Evaluation Metrics
Because most TCP techniques proposed to date focus primarily on increas-

ing the rate of fault detection of a prioritized test suite, the rate of fault detec-

tion is frequently used for evaluating TCP techniques. To measure the rate

of fault detection, a metric called APFD (Average Percentage Faults

Detected) has been introduced [48, 49]. This metric measures the weighted

average of the percentage of faults detected over the life of a test suite. APFD

values range from 0 to 100; higher numbers imply faster (better) fault detec-

tion rates. More formally, letT be a test suite containing n test cases, and let F

be a set of m faults revealed by T. Let TFi be the first test case in ordering T
0

of T which reveals fault i. The APFD for test suite T 0 is given by the

equation:

APFD¼ 1�TF1 +TF2 +⋯+TFm

nm
+

1

2n

The APFDmetric assumes that test costs and fault severities are uniform,

but they can vary in practice. APFDc, which is a variation of APFD, accounts

for varying test case and fault costs [73]. This metric allows us to properly

evaluate TCP techniques when faults have different levels of fault severity

and test cases have different execution costs. NAPFD [50] is another varia-

tion of APFD. NAPFD considers cases where the rate of fault detection of

different size test suites or faults is being compared. In addition to these

APFD-based metrics, other metrics have been used. RP (most likely relative

position) measures an average relative position of the first failed test [74], and

CE (Coverage Effectiveness) incorporates the cost and the coverage of each

test case [75]. Furthermore, a few cost models have been used to evaluate

TCP techniques as explained in RTS evaluation metrics.

3.2.3 Recent Advances
Haidry and Miller [76] presented an interesting approach that prioritizes

functional test cases by analyzing structural dependencies among test cases.

The approach reorders test cases based on the complexity of interactions

among test cases to increase the fault detection rate. Their work proposes

techniques that use two different dependency structures: open and closed

dependency structures. For a given dependency between two test cases,
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t1 and t2, an open dependency structure specifies that t1 should be executed

at some point before t2. A closed dependency structure requires that t1

should be executed immediately before t2. Although the system under test

is not constructed as a model, this approach is somewhat model based

because it does not use code coverage information and it does not need

to analyze source code. Instead, this approach constructs dependency struc-

tures from test cases, and prioritizes test cases based on the constructed infor-

mation. One challenge with this approach is to extract test dependencies

because such a task requires a good understanding of the system under test

and its tests. In the empirical study, an independent test engineer extracted

test dependencies. The proposed techniques were evaluated using six appli-

cations comparing to several existing prioritization techniques, such as code

coverage based, greedy, and random techniques.

Another interesting research conducted by Saha et al. [77] applied an

information retrieval approach to TCP. TCP and information retrieval

(IR) manipulate different types of software artifacts. TCP uses test cases

and source code, and IT uses documents written in natural language). Many

documents produced by software engineers are text based, and software

developers tend to use meaningful names for comments or identifier names

when writing code and also use similar terms when writing test cases for the

source code. This means that IR can be utilized in aiding various software

engineering tasks. The proposed approach reduces a TCP problem to an IR

problem. The program difference between two versions is the query, and

the test cases are the document collection. Then, test cases are ranked based

on the similarity score between the program differences and test cases. Saha

et al. built a prototype, REPiR (Regression test Prioritization using infor-

mation Retrieval), and evaluated the proposed approach using eight open

source applications that are from various application domains, by comparing

with several traditional TCP techniques.

A research study conducted by Arafeen andDo [57] investigated the rela-

tionship between test cases and requirements to improve test prioritization.

Similar or related requirements are typically implemented in the same class

or in classes under the same subsystem; therefore test cases associated with a

similar or related set of requirements tend to exercise a similar set of classes.

Additionally, test cases with common properties tend to have similar fault

detection ability. Based on this observation, a TCP technique was proposed

that clusters test cases based on requirement similarities. The approach uses a

text-mining technique that provides a means to cluster relevant require-

ments. The requirements are clustered based on the distribution of words
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that cooccur in the requirements. This process includes three tasks: term

extraction, term-document matrix construction, and k-means clustering.

Test cases that are associated with requirements in each cluster are identified

using the requirement-tests traceability matrix. To prioritize test cases for

each cluster, the technique uses a code complexity metric that was calculated

using Lines of Code, Nested Block Depth, and McCabe Cyclomatic

Complexity. The final step of the approach is to create a set of reordered

test cases. To do so, the clusters are prioritized based on the importance

of requirements, and the final reordered test cases are created by visiting

the prioritized clusters. The approach was evaluated using two Java applica-

tions that provided requirements documents by comparing to traditional

prioritization techniques that do not use requirements and clustering

information.

Staats et al. [78] considered a different class of software artifacts, test ora-

cles, to improve TCP. They proposed an approach that utilizes information

about test oracles to prioritize test cases. The approach captures data flow

information from variable assignments to test oracles from during test

execution, and then prioritizes test cases by using the captured data flow

information. When prioritizing test cases, this approach tries to minimize

the distance from each variable def to a use in an oracle. The approach

was evaluated using three reactive case examples by comparing to two tra-

ditional prioritization techniques (random and additional block coverage).

3.3 Test Suite Minimization
As software evolves over time, the number of test cases can grow rapidly;

therefore the cost for regression testing and test suite maintenance can

become far too costly. Because of the changes in software caused by adding,

deleting, and modifying software components, some old test cases cannot be

applied to a new version of the program any longer (obsolete test cases), or

some test cases produce the same coverage of the program as other test cases

(redundant test cases) [79]. TSM techniques attempt to reduce the size of test

suites by removing these obsolete and redundant test cases. By removing

these test cases, engineers can reduce the costs of exercising, validating,

and managing these test cases over time [80]. While identifying the mini-

mum set of test cases without altering fault detection abilities would be ideal,

the TSM problem is NP-complete [81]; therefore the TSM techniques use

heuristics, which produce the approximate minimum test set. Since this

technique often is referred to as test suite reduction, minimization and

reduction are used interchangeably.
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3.3.1 Data Sources and Techniques
The majority of TSM techniques have primarily used code coverage infor-

mation [79, 82, 83], but other types of information have been utilized,

such as graph representations of the system (eg, state models) and data-flow

information [84–86].
A survey [7] summarized TSM techniques as follows:

• Code coverage-based approach: Harrold et al. [79] presented a technique

that selects a representative set of test cases by eliminating redundant and

obsolete tests from a set of test requirements, which is based on the min-

imum hitting set problem. Chen and Lau [82] presented heuristics for the

set cover problem, known as GE (select all essential tests, and then select

tests from unsatisfied requirements) and GRE (remove redundant tests

first, and then apply GE heuristic). Offutt et al. [83] presented a technique

that reduces the size of a test suite by reordering the test execution

sequences. In addition to these aforementioned techniques, many

other heuristics have been presented and empirically evaluated, such

as heuristics using dynamic information [87, 88], a heuristic that uses

branch coverage and data-flow analysis [89], and logic criterion-based

heuristics [90].

• Model-based approach: Vaysburg et al. [91] presented a technique that

uses Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM) dependence analysis to

reduce test suites that were generated based on requirements. Korel et

al. [92] extended this research by incorporating a technique that iden-

tifies changes in EFSMmodels (added/deleted transitions) automatically.

Anido et al. [93] presented a technique that reduces test cases for embed-

ded systems, in which the systems are represented in Finite State

Machines (FSMs).

• Graph-based approach: Marre and Bertolino [84] presented a technique

that uses spanning sets of entities for a decision-to-decision graph

(ddgraph—a compact version of a regular control flow graph) as a

coverage criterion, and identifies a minimum set of tests based on the

criterion.

3.3.2 Evaluation Metrics
The primary goal of TSM is to reduce the size of the test suite; therefore the

rate of test suite reduction has been used for evaluating TSM techniques.

While the size of the test suite is being reduced, fault detection ability or

code coverage could be lost. Therefore, in addition to measuring the rate

of test suite reduction, fault detection rate or code coverage were used to
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evaluate TSM techniques. Additionally, algorithms for implementing TSM

techniques are more complex than RTS and TCP, so the execution time of

the techniques is often used for evaluation.

3.3.3 Recent Advances
While the purpose of the majority of TSM techniques is trying to find a near

optimum set of reduced test cases, Hao et al. [94] proposed a different

approach, which reduces a test suite by allowing test engineers to set a upper

limit on loss in fault detection capability (on-demand test suite reduction).

By doing this, the approach can control the fault detection capability and can

satisfy strict demands on a degree of loss in fault detection capability. After

setting certain percentage levels for a upper limit on loss in fault detection

capability and a confidence level of the instances where it is applied, the

approach selects a representative subset of tests that satisfies the same test

requirements as an initial test suite and a given demand (a upper limit on loss

in fault detection capability and a confidence level). The proposed approach

constructs a fault-detection-loss table by collecting statistics about losses in

fault detection capability at the statement level considering three confidence

levels (90%, 95%, and 99%). After collecting this information, the approach

models on-demand suite reduction as an Integer Linear Programming prob-

lem with two ILP models that use local and global constraints. Finally,

the approach produces a representative subset by solving the ILP problem.

The approach was evaluated using C and Java programs and compared to a

traditional approach developed by Harrold et al. [79].

Blue et al. [95] investigated an interaction-based test suite minimization

(ITSM) problem in the industrial context. The approach is based on

combinatorial test design (CTD). The CTD approach is effective for various

systems types and testing domains, and it works well when the tested func-

tionality depends on multiple factors. Two requirements of CTD prevent it

from being applied in practice: (1) CTD requires precisely defined restric-

tions between the different parameters. This requirement can be problem-

atic when systems have a large number of parameters, and the relationship

among parameters is complex; (2) The test suite constructed by CTD

requires the implementation of new test cases. While the ITSM approach

is complementary to CTD, it addresses cases to which CTD cannot be

applied because of those requirements. Instead of constructing a new test

suite that satisfies full interaction coverage, ITSM reduces an existing test

suite while preserving the interaction coverage. Also, instead of defining

restrictions between parameters, ITSM selects a subset of the test suite that
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preserves its t-wise value combinations. ITSM was evaluated using two real

world applications: a healthcare system and a legacy computer terminal

interface.

Arlt et al. [96] applied TSM to GUI applications. This approach starts

with generating test sequences by generalizing test generation algorithms

developed from the authors’ previous work. Instead of generating test

sequences by only considering pairs of def-use events, the generalized

algorithm generates all relevant event sequences based on an arbitrary num-

ber of dependent events. The number of event sequences generated using

the generalized algorithm can be large; in order to address the scalability

of the approach, an approach was proposed that uses static analysis based

on program slicing to reduce the number of test cases. The approach iden-

tifies and eliminates redundant event sequences from GUI test suites using

two methods. The first method applies partial order reduction to eliminate

event sequences whose execution ordering of first n-1 does not affect the

final event n. The second method applies causal variable analysis and elim-

inates event sequences that are causal variable redundant. The approach was

evaluated using six open source Java applications.

Gotlieb and Marijan [97] applied a flow network approach to reduce the

size of a test suite. They identified three problem areas of test suite reduction,

and proposed a new approach that uses network maximum flows to address

the existing limitations. The limitations are (1) minimum cardinality test

suite is not guaranteed; (2) the existing techniques offer tradeoffs between

test reduction time and the number of test cases, but not both; and (3) fault

detection capability or code coverage is not preserved. The proposed

approach, FLOWER, is an exact method that finds a minimum number

of test cases covering the same set of requirements as the original test suite.

FLOWER encodes a test suite reduction with a bipartite graph which basi-

cally builds the relationship between test requirements and test cases. Based

on the graph, FLOWER finds the maximum flows, which produce a subset

of a test suite that covers all test requirements, and then a minimum cardi-

nality subset amongmaximum network flows is found. FLOWERwas eval-

uated using 2000 randomly generated test suite reduction problems which

were compared to an Integer Linear Programming approach and a simple

greedy approach.

3.4 Additional Remarks on Regression Testing Techniques
In early empirical studies of regression testing techniques, a set of seven small

programs known as the Siemens programs [98] and a somewhat larger
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program, “space,” from the European space agency were the primary pro-

grams under study (note that the Siemens and space programs have been

made available to other researchers since 1999 and have seen widespread

use). However, the use of these programs in the empirical studies has been

criticized because Siemens and space artifacts present only a small sample of

the total population of programs, versions, tests, and faults. Some researchers

have also criticized that these programs have been overused in the study of

regression testing. The reason that the Siemens and space programs have

been popular as experimental artifacts is mainly because these programs have

been publicly released for a long period of time, and in the early 2000s, no

other shareable software artifacts that were equipped for studies of regression

testing techniques existed. Now, the Software-artifact Infrastructure Repos-

itory (SIR) [99] that was founded in 2004 provides more diverse types and

sizes of software artifacts including automation tools and scripts for

supporting empirical studies with software testing and regression testing.

Recently, more research is focusing on industrial applications and other

open source programs including different types of application domains.

As seen in previous discussions of RTS, TCP, and TSR, early research

focused on coverage-based techniques including the “greedy” and the

“additional greedy” algorithms. Recently, research has branched out to

more diversified and advanced techniques including linear programming,

genetic algorithms, and techniques that utilize various types of data sources

(eg, code complexity, code dependency, test granularity, fault history, and

requirements/design documents). Additionally, more researchers have tried

to improve regression testing techniques by incorporating techniques from

other areas such as, data mining, machine learning, and information

retrieval. It is expected that this trend will continue with growing interests.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter introduced the basic concepts of three widely researched

regression testing techniques (RTS, TCP, and TSM), and discussed various

data sources that the techniques have utilized, different classes of techniques,

and commonly used evaluation metrics for the techniques. This chapter also

presented overall trends of the techniques based on the results from three

recent surveys and summarized the surveys’ findings. Also, recent advances

for each area of regression testing techniques were presented.

To date, research in regression testing area continues to grow in many

ways as presented in this chapter. However, the surveys suggest methods
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for improving regression testing, such as developing more model-based

techniques, developing techniques that can be practically utilized, and per-

forming more rigorous empirical studies with more publicly available exper-

imental artifacts. While there is some evidence that techniques are being

used in practice, it is also noted that there is a gap in technology transfer

to industry industry [1]. In order for regression testing techniques and meth-

odologies to be useful in industry and to be transferred faster into practice,

they must be developed by considering the context factors related to indus-

trial testing environments and evaluated by using the appropriate assessment

methodologies.
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Abstract

Code coverage is one of the core quality metrics adopted by software testing practi-
tioners nowadays. Researchers have devised several coverage criteria that testers use
to assess the quality of test suites. A coverage criterion operates by: (1) defining a set
of test requirements that need to be satisfied by the given test suite and (2) computing
the percentage of the satisfied requirements, thus yielding a quality metric that
quantifies the potential adequacy of the test suite at revealing program defects. What
differentiates one coverage criterion from another is the set of test requirements
involved. For example, function coverage is concerned with whether every function
in the program has been called, and statement coverage is concerned with whether
every statement in the program has executed.

The use of code coverage in testing is not restricted to assessing the quality of test
suites. For example, researchers have devised test suite minimization and test case gen-
eration techniques that also leverage coverage.

Early coverage-based software testing techniques involved basic test requirements
such as functions, statements, branches, and predicates, whereas recent techniques
involved (1) test requirements that are complex code constructs such as paths, program
dependences, and information flows or (2) test requirements that are not necessarily
code constructs such as program properties and user-defined test requirements. The
focus of this chapter is to compare these two generations of techniques in regard to
their effectiveness at revealing defects. The chapter will first present preliminary back-
ground and definitions and then describe impactful early coverage techniques followed
by selected recent work.

1. INTRODUCTION

For most software programs, the number of potential test cases exercis-

ing different program behaviors is practically infinite, whichmakes exhaustive

testing infeasible. Alternatively, the testing community believes that effective

use of coverage criteria provides informal assurance that the software program

is reliable, ie, contains no defects. That is, coverage criteria provide practical

rules for how to select tests and when to stop testing [1].
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Researchers devised coverage criteria that testers use to assess the quality

of test suites. A coverage criterion operates by: (1) defining a set of test require-

ments that need to be satisfied by the given test suite; and (2) computing the

percentage of the satisfied requirements, thus yielding a quality metric that

quantifies the potential adequacy of the test suite at revealing program

defects. What differentiates one coverage criterion from another is the set

of test requirements involved. For example, function coverage is concerned

with whether every function in the program has been called, and statement

coverage is concerned with whether every statement in the program has

executed.

Primarily, testers leverage coverage criteria and configure their coverage

requirements to maintain test suites for the purpose of: (1) fully exercising

the intended functionality of the system under test (ie, validation testing);

(2) guarding against previously detected defects (ie, regression testing);

and (3) increasing the likelihood of detecting undiscovered defects (defect

testing).

The use of coverage in testing is not restricted to assessing the quality of

test suites. As described in later sections, researchers devised test case gener-

ation and test suite minimization techniques that leverage coverage.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 provides definitions rel-

evant to coverage-based software testing. Sections 3–5, respectively,

describe early work involving basic coverage criteria, advanced coverage

criteria, and profiling for basic coverage. Sections 6–12 present more recent

work as follows: (a) Section 6 describes an approach for efficient path

profiling; (b) Section 7 describes test case generation techniques for

path coverage; (c) advanced coverage-based test suite minimization tech-

niques are described in Sections 8 and 9; (d) Section 10 describes PBCOV,

a property-based coverage criterion; and (e) Section 11 describes UCov, a

user-defined coverage criterion for test case intent verification. Finally,

Section 12 concludes.

2. DEFINITIONS

This section provides definitions for entities relevant to the concepts

of testing and code coverage. When appropriate, terminology used in Refs.

[1,2] will be adopted hereafter.

Definition—Program element: A program element (pe) is a programming

unit such as a statement, a branch, a def-use pair, or a predicate. Program

elements, which could vary considerably in terms of their complexity,
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are typically derived from control flow, data flow, or logic program

constructs.

Definition—Program, test case, and test suite: A program (P) is a list of

statements whose execution describes a set of intended behaviors.

A program typically has a set of inputs (I) and its execution on one of the

inputs P(i), where i 2 I defines a program behavior. A test case t defines

an input of the program and relates it to an expected intended behavior

(as determined by an oracle). A failure occurs when the behavior of a program

on a test case does not match the expected behavior. A test suite T is a set of

test cases.

Definition—Test requirement: A test requirement (tr) is a program element

that a test case must satisfy or cover. A set of test requirements are denoted as

TR.

Definition—Coverage criterion: A coverage criterion (C) is a rule that

imposes test requirements TR on a test suite T and a program P. That is,

T satisfies C if and only if every test requirement in TR is covered by the

execution of P over at least one test case in T.

Definition—Coverage level: Given a set of test requirements TR

associated with coverage criterion C, a test suite T, and a program P,

the coverage level is the ratio of the number of test requirements covered

by T to the size of TR. Note that the coverage level should be at 100%

for T to satisfy C.

Definition—Criteria subsumption: A coverage criterion C1 subsumes

C2 if and only if every test suite that satisfies C1 also satisfies C2. Bear in

mind that it is customary to compare coverage criteria in terms of their sub-

sumption relations, and it is generally harder to satisfy C1 than C2, if C1

subsumes C2.

3. EARLY TECHNIQUES: BASIC COVERAGE CRITERIA

Coverage criteria aim at assessing test suite quality. The discussion in

this section will be limited to early coverage criteria which require basic pro-

gram elements to be covered, or equivalently, basic test requirements to be

satisfied. We consider a program element to be basic if it is simple in regard to

syntax. While acknowledging that the following is a subjective categoriza-

tion, we consider the following program elements to be basic: functions,

function pairs, statements (or basic blocks), branches, predicates, and clauses

(ie, predicates with no logical operators).
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3.1 Function Coverage and Function-Pair Coverage
A static call graph captures the potential calling relationships between func-

tions in a program. In such a graph, a node represents a function and an edge

foo! bar indicates that function foomight call function bar during execution.

The function coverage criterion defines TR to include all the nodes in the

static call graph. Thus, for test suite T to satisfy function coverage, T should

execute every function in the program at least once.

The function-pair coverage criterion definesTR to include all the edges in the

static call graph. Therefore, for T to satisfy function-pair coverage, T should

induce every potential function invocation in the program at least once.

It isworthmentioning that theexact static call graph is anundecidableprob-

lem. This is basically because the computable static call graphsmay contain call

pairs thatmightneveroccur in actual executionsof theprogram.Therefore, the

call graphs used when computing the metrics for function-pair coverage are

actually over-approximations, thus yielding potentially inaccurate values.

3.2 Statement Coverage and Basic Block Coverage
Control flow is a relation that describes the possible flow of execution in a

program. A control flow graph (CFG) is a directed graph in which each node

represents a statement and each edge represents the flow of control between

statements within a function. That is, a CFG captures all paths that might be

traversed during the execution of a function. A SystemCFG combines all the

CFGs of a program by adding an edge to represent each function invocation.

The statement coverage criterion defines TR to include all the nodes in the

SystemCFG. Thus, for T to satisfy statement coverage, T should execute every

statement in the program at least once.

A basic block is a sequence of consecutive statements in which the flow of

control enters at the beginning and leaves at the end without halt or possi-

bility of branching except at the end. CFGs and SystemCFGs are typically

built based on basic blocks as opposed to statements. This is widely practiced

because the resulting CFGs would be more compact (allowing for more effi-

cient analyses), meanwhile preserving the same control flow information.

Consequently, many testers choose to adopt basic block coverage as opposed

to statement coverage.

Keep in mind that if a test suite T exhibits a coverage level of 100% for

statement coverage, it will also exhibit 100% for basic block coverage (and

vice versa). However, if the coverage level was less than 100% for statement

coverage, say 90%, it will not necessarily be 90% for basic block coverage

(and vice versa).
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3.3 Branch Coverage
The branch coverage criterion definesTR to include all the branches (edges orig-

inating from decision nodes) in all the CFGs of the functions in the subject

program. Thus, for T to satisfy branch coverage, T should exercise each branch

of each control structure. For example, given an if statement, the body of the

if should be executed in at least one instance and skipped in at least one other

instance. Given an if-else, the body of the if should be executed in at least one

instance and the body of the else executed in at least one other instance. And

given a loop, it should iterate one or more times in at least one instance and

zero times in at least one other instance.

3.4 Basic Logic Coverage
This section introduces the three basic logic coverage criteria, ie, predicate cover-

age, clause coverage, and combinatorial coverage. In the context of a conditional

program statement, a predicate is a Boolean expression whose outcome

decides which branch the execution path will follow. For example, given

the snippet of Java code below:

if ( (x != 1) jj (x > y) ) {

s1:...

} else {

s2:...

}

The Boolean outcome of predicate ((x !¼ 1) jj (x > y)) will deter-

mine whether s1 or s2 will execute. A predicate is composed of one or

more clauses separated by logical operators (and, or, not), where a clause is

a Boolean expression with no logical operators but possibly relational

operators (>, <, !¼, etc.). In the above example the predicate is com-

posed of the two clauses (x !¼ 1) and (x > y) separated by the logical

operator “jj.”
The predicate coverage criterion defines TR to include all the predicates p in

the program, and for each p to evaluate to true and false, at least once.

The clause coverage criterion defines TR to include all the clauses c in the

program, and for each c to evaluate to true and false, at least once.

Neither of predicate coverage or clause coverage subsumes the other.

For example, considering our example and the test cases in the table below,

test suite T1¼{t1, t2} satisfies predicate coverage but not clause coverage,

and test suite T2¼{t2, t3} satisfies clause coverage but not predicate

coverage.
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Test Case(x, y) (x !5 1) (x > y) ((x !5 1) || (x > y))

t1(1, 1) F F F

t2(1, 0) F T T

t3(2, 3) T F T

t4(2, 1) T T T

Test suite T3¼{t1, t4} satisfies predicate coverage and clause coverage.

However, it is not very effective at covering the various behaviors of the

program since both clauses take on the same values in each of t1 and t4.

Clearly, testing the program with all four test cases, ie, inducing all combi-

nations of the clauses, would better cover the various program behaviors.

This is what combinatorial coverage calls for.

The combinatorial coverage criterion requires that the clauses for each pred-

icate in the program evaluate to each possible combination of truth values.

Not only combinatorial coverage subsumes predicate coverage and clause

coverage, but it is also considered to be the most effective among logic cov-

erage criteria. However, it is difficult and costly to satisfy when the number

of clauses n in a given predicate p exceeds 4 or 5, since 2n test cases need to be

generated just to satisfy the metric for p.

4. EARLY TECHNIQUES: ADVANCED COVERAGE
CRITERIA

Here we present early and advanced coverage criteria, namely, def-use

pair coverage and active clause coverage. The latter provides the basis for

compliance of safety critical avionics software in commercial aircraft as set

by the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).

4.1 Def-Use Pair Coverage
A statement is data dependent on another statement if the latter defines a

memory location and the former uses it. Modeling data dependences

between statements requires associating two sets of variables with each state-

ment: the set of variablesD(s) defined (ie, assigned a value) at s, and the set of

variables U(s) used (ie, referenced) at s.
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Definition—Let s1 and s2 be two statements in a program. s2 is data depen-

dent on s1, if and only if there is a sequence of statements S connecting s1 to s2
such that:

D s1ð Þ\U s2ð Þð Þ�D Sð Þ 6¼ 0

That is, s1 defines a variable used at s2, and there exists a path (in the

SystemCFG) from s1 to s2 in which that variable is not redefined (killed),

ie, there exists a def-clear path from s1 to s2.

Definition—A definition-use pair or DU pair is a triple hv, d, ui, where d is
a definition of v, u is a use of v, and there is at least a def-clear path from d to u.

Researchers have recognized three main variations of definition-use

pair coverage, namely, all-defs coverage, all-uses coverage, and all-du-paths

coverage.

The all-defs coverage requires that each definition reaches at least one use. The

all-uses coverage requires that each definition reaches all possible uses. The all-

du-paths coverage requires that each definition reaches all possible uses

through all possible def-clear paths. These three variations are illustrated

in Fig. 1. The snippet of code in Fig. 1A involves one definition of variable

x at statement s0 and two uses at s3 and s4. A single test case that induces

executing trace hs0, s2, s4i suffices to satisfy all-defs coverage since it only

requires that each definition reaches one use. And given that all-uses cov-

erage is satisfied by having each definition reaching all possible uses, the

two test cases inducing executing traces hs0, s2, s3i and hs0, s2, s4i would

s0: x = ...;
if (...) {

s1: ...
}
else {

s2: ...
}
if (...) {

s3: f(x);
}
else {

s4: g(x);
}

x is defined at s0 and used at
s3 and s4

All-defs:
<s0, s2, s4>

All-uses:
<s0, s2, s3>
<s0, s2, s4>

All-du-paths:
<s0, s2, s3>
<s0, s1, s3>
<s0, s2, s4>
<s0, s1, s4>

Possible test execution traces needed to
satisfy each of the three criteria

A B

Fig. 1 Example illustrating the three def-use coverage criteria.
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satisfy this coverage criterion. Finally, all-du-paths coverage requires four

test cases since all four def-clear paths from s0 to s3 and s4 need to be

executed.

Fig. 2 shows the subsumption hierarchy between the structural coverage

criteria presented so far. It also includes path coverage and acyclic path coverage

which will be discussed later in the chapter. The figure shows that (1) all-du-

paths coverage subsumes all-uses coverage, which subsumes all-defs cover-

age and branch coverage; (2) branch coverage subsumes statement coverage,

which in turn subsumes function coverage; and (3) function-pair coverage

subsumes function coverage. It goes without saying that the subsumption

relation is transitive; eg, branch coverage subsumes function coverage and

all-du-paths subsumes statement coverage.

Finally, it is important to mention that def-use coverage is complicated

by the fact the test requirements cannot be easily and accurately determined.

This task involves using static analysis to identify for each definition: (1) all its

potential uses in the SystemCFG; and (2) all the def-clear paths reaching each

of its uses. Thus requiring the forward traversal of the SystemCFG multiple

times starting from each definition. The resulting TR is a safe solution (ie, it

contains all potential def-use pairs and associated def-clear paths) but might

include unsatisfiable test requirements since some of the identified def-clear

paths might not be feasible.

4.2 Active Clause Coverage
As stated earlier in Section 3.4, combinatorial coverage is costly and hard to

satisfy due to the large number of test cases that need to be generated for each

Fig. 2 Structural coverage criteria subsumption.
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predicate with n clauses. Testing researchers have proposed numerous

approaches to reduce that number from 2n to something more manageable.

The most accepted of which is active clause coverage, described next.

The idea behind active clause coverage is to test each clause c in a predicate p

independently from the other clauses in p by verifying whether c affects the

outcome of p; specifically, to verify whether c is the determining factor in the

value of p. Informally, if the value of c is flipped and the value of p changes,

we say that “c determines p” or “c is active.” To satisfy active clause coverage,

each clause must be shown to determine p. The clause under consideration is

called themajor clause in p, and the others are calledminor clauses. The concept

of determination is formalized below.

Definition—Given a major clause ci in predicate p, we say that ci determines p

if the minor clauses cj2p, j 6¼ i have values so that changing the truth value of

ci changes the truth value of p.

Several variations of active clause coverage criteria have been proposed, but

the most widely used is the restricted active clause coverage criterion also known in

the industry as MC/DC (Modified Condition/Decision Coverage), which is

required by the FAA for safety critical software.

The restricted active clause coverage criterion is formally defined as follows: for

each predicate p and each major clause ci in p, choose values for minor clauses

cj, j 6¼ i, so that ci determines p. TR has two requirements for each ci: ci
evaluates to true and ci evaluates to false. The values chosen for the minor

clauses cj must be the same when ci is true as when ci is false.

The table below illustrates this criterion using predicate p¼ (c1 &&

c2 && c3). Clause c1 determines p (ie, c1 is active) due to test cases {t1,

t5}, since a change in the value of c1 causes a change in the value of p, while

c2 and c3 are unchanged. Clause c2 determines p due to test cases {t1, t3},

since a change in c2 causes a change in p, while c1 and c3 are unchanged.

Similarly for c3, it determines p due to test cases {t1, t2}, while c1 and c2

are unchanged. Consequently, test suite {t1, t2, t3, t5}, shown at the bottom

of the table, satisfies the restricted active clause coverage criterion or MC/DC.

Test Case c1 c2 c3 c1 && c2 && c3

t1 True True True True

t2 True True False False

t3 True False True False

t4 True False False False
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t5 False True True False

t6 False True False False

t7 False False True False

t8 False False False False

t1 True True True True

t5 False True True False

t3 True False True False

t2 True True False False

Finally, there are several logic coverage criteria proposed by the research

community, of which we only presented four. In regard to subsumption,

those are related as follows: combinatorial coverage subsumes active clause

coverage, which in turn subsumes clause coverage and predicate coverage.

5. EARLY TECHNIQUES: PROFILING FOR BASIC
COVERAGE

Applying any given coverage-based technique requires the use of a

profiling tool that enables collecting execution profiles during test suite exe-

cution. Such profiles (one per test case) capture the frequency of execution

of the program elements associated with the technique at hand. This section

briefly describes the approaches adopted by the tools that capture profiles of

basic elements, namely, functions, function pairs, basic blocks, branches,

def-uses, predicates, and clauses. Section 6 presents an approach for profiling

acyclic paths. Detailed descriptions of profiling dependence chains, slice

pairs, information flow pairs, and values of variables can be found in Refs.

[3–10].
Profiling involves inserting probes in the subject program via instrumen-

tation, which could be carried out at different language levels. For example,

some tools instrument the Java or C code, others the Java Byte Code

(eg, using BCEL [11] or ASM [12]), and some instrument the binary code

(eg, using Pin [13]). Typically, probes are calls to profiler functions that col-

lectively track the occurrence of program events that are of interest to the

technique, such as branch executions.
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5.1 Profiling Structural Elements
To capture function profiles, a probe is inserted at the entry of every function

for the purpose of registering the invocation of the given function. This

could be achieved by calling a profiler function and passing it a unique iden-

tifier of the invoked function, eg, class name, method name, and method

signature in the case of Java. Profiling function pairs would additionally

require that the previously invoked function be taken into consideration.

An important point to make is that for multi-threaded subject programs,

the events tracked by the profiler must be labeled with the current thread

identifier. This might not be relevant for function or statement profiles,

but it is critical for function pair, branch, and def-use pair profiles since each

of their profiling elements involves more than a single recorded event.

As noted in Section 3.2, basic block profiles are more widely used than

statement profiles. To collect basic block profiles, a call to a profiler function is

typically inserted at the entry of every basic block. The function is passed a

unique identifier of the executed basic block, which comprises the method

identifier and the basic block’s sequential order within the method.

A program branch is defined by a pair of basic blocks where the first is a

decision basic block, ie, having a decision statement as a last statement.

Branch profiling tools typically start by building the basic block based CFGs

of the profiled functions, which inherently have information about whether

a given basic block is a decision basic block or not. Therefore, not all edges in

theCFGs are relevant, but only those originating fromdecision nodes.Branch

profiles are collected by: (1) inserting a call to a profiler function at the entry of

every basic block; (2) considering that a branch was taken if the previously

executed basic block is a decision node; and (3) recording the occurrence of

a branch by denoting its source and destination basic blocks.

In Section 4.1 we stated that computing TR for def-use coverage

is nontrivial. In regard to profiling, all-defs coverage and all-uses coverage

are straightforward, but it is not the case for all-du-paths coverage. Since all-

du-paths coverage requires tracking specific paths (although simple paths),

whereas all-defs coverage and all-uses coverage only require determining

whether some set of def-uses occurred regardless of how a definition reached

its use(s). We now describe a profiling approach that identifies the set of def-

use pairs that occurred during the execution of a test case, that is, an approach

that supports all-defs coverage, all-uses coverage, and the coverage-based test

suite minimization techniques described in Sections 8 and 9. The approach

uses a hash table in which the keys represent unique identifiers of defined

variables, and the values represent unique identifiers of the corresponding
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definition statements. That is, the table tracks where each variable was last

defined. When a variable v is used at statement suse, the hash table is looked

up using the identifier of v to fetch the statement that last defined it, sdef.

The occurrence of the def-use (v, sdef, suse) is then recorded.

Finally, the following complicating factors are worth mentioning: (1) the

definition and the use must occur within the same thread, ie, the tool must

be thread-safe; and (2) it is possible to uniquely identify static and instance

variables with certainty, but it is not the case for local variables. In Java, for

example, the couple (class name, static attribute name) uniquely identifies a

static variable; the couple (object reference, attribute name) uniquely identifies

an instance variable. However, to identify a local variable, one might rely

on the method identifier, thread identifier, and the variable’s byte code index,

but this is not sufficient for two reasons: (1) the same byte code index could

be reused for different variables within the same method; and (2) multiple

invocations of a given method result in multiple instances of the seemingly

same local variables, but in fact they are not the same. Both of these issues

are problematic for most profiling tools involving local variables [7]. But it

should be noted that for def-use profiling, issue (2) could be circumvented

by clearing the hash table from any entries involving local variables that were

inserted between method entry and method exit.

5.2 Profiling Logic Elements
When every predicate in a program contains a single clause, logic coverage

converges to branch coverage. That is, combinatorial coverage, active clause

coverage, clause coverage, and predicate coverage would all be equivalent to

branch coverage. This is not an unlikely scenario, since many profiling tools

operate at a low language level (eg, Java byte code, MSIL, or binary), in

which there is no support for multiple clauses in predicates.

However, in the general case, the profiler needs to track the truth values

of all clauses in a given predicate. Using the example presented in

Section 4.2, in order to satisfy

void recordCoverage(boolean c1, boolean, c2, boolean c3)

{

if (c1) {

if (c2) {

if (c3) {

coverage[1]++; // {true, true, true} is covered

}
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else

{

coverage[4]++; // {true, true, false} is covered

}

}

else {

if (c3) {

coverage[3]++; // {true, false, true} is covered

}

}

}

else {

if (c2) {

if (c3) {

coverage[2]++; // {false, true, true} is covered

}

}

}

}

restricted active clause coverage, clauses (c1, c2, c3) in predicate (c1 &&

c2 && c3) should take on the following values: {true, true, true}, {false, true,

true}, {true, false, true}, and {true, true, false}. A profiling tool could verify

whether such requirements are satisfied by inserting a call right before the

predicate to the profiler function “recordCoverage(),” shown.

Here, a nonzero entry in the coverage array indicates that the associated

test requirement was satisfied. Given the test requirements, generating

functions such as “recordCoverage()” could easily be automated.

6. EFFICIENT PROFILING FOR PATH COVERAGE

If the aim of profiling is to approximate the execution path of a

program, then path profiling is obviously most desirable. However, in the

presence of loops, the number of potential paths becomes unbounded, mak-

ing path profiling infeasible. One way to tame this problem is to consider

acyclic paths only, ie, when enumerating the paths to be tracked, ignore

the cycle causing edges in the CFG, or back-edges. This approach renders

profiling more manageable; nevertheless, the number of acyclic paths in a

program is still exponential in the number of conditional statements it

contains.
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Ball and Larus [14] presented an algorithm for intraprocedural profiling

of acyclic paths, which is deemed efficient as its overhead averaged only

31%, while (efficient) branch profiling averaged 16% using the same bench-

mark. Although the work was published almost two decades ago, we opted

to include it in this chapter as it is still considered state of the art due to its

innovation, efficiency, and striking simplicity.

To illustrate the algorithm, consider the acyclic CFG in Fig. 3 in which

edges labeled by small squares contain probes that increment variable r by

some preset value. Note how there are six unique paths from node A to node

F and each path results in a different value for r, as shown in the table. When

node F is reached, the value of r uniquely identifies the path that was

traversed, and thus is used to index into array “int count[5],” which tracks

the frequency of execution of each of the six paths. For example, if path

ABDF was executed, r takes on the value 4, and count[4] is incremented

by 1. Therefore, at the end of execution, count[] fully captures the frequency

of occurrence of every path in the CFG. Next, we describe the main steps of

the algorithm.

6.1 Assigning Values to Edges
First, a weight or value Val(e) must be assigned to each edge e in the acyclic

CFG, such that the sum of values along any path from the entry node to the

exit node: (a) is unique; and (b) lies in the range [0, n�1], where n is the

number of paths.

The algorithm below computes Val(e) by visiting the nodes of the CFG

in reverse topological order, which ensures that all the successors of a node v

are visited before v itself. NumPaths(v) is also computed for each node v,

which represents the number of paths from v to the exit node.When visiting

Fig. 3 Acyclic control flow graph with probes.
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v, the algorithm considers all of v’s outgoing edges v ! wi and assigns the kth

outgoing edge the value:

Val v!wkð Þ¼
Xk�1

i¼1

NumPaths wið Þ, where 1� i� n

for each vertex v in reverse topological order {

if v is a leaf vertex {

1. NumPaths(v) = 1;

} else {

NumPaths(v) = 0;

for each edge e = v!w {

2. Val(e) = NumPaths(v);

3. NumPaths(v) += NumPaths(w);

}

}

}

To illustrate the algorithm of this step, consider the acyclic CFG in

Fig. 4. Note that in case this CFG contained any cycles, the corresponding

back-edges would first be removed before proceeding. The nodes are visited

in the order FEDCBA (ie, in reverse topological order):

(a) Visiting F: Since F is a leaf node, line 1 sets NumPaths(F) to 1.

(b) Visiting E: Since E is the source of the single edge E!F, the loop only

iterates once yielding Val(E!F)¼0 due to line 2, andNumPaths(E)¼
0+NumPaths(F)¼1 due to line 3.

(c) Visiting D: Since D is the source of two edges, the loop iterates twice.

The first iteration involves D!F yielding Val(D!F)¼0 and

Fig. 4 Acyclic control flow graph with edge values.
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NumPaths(D)¼0+NumPaths(F)¼1. The second iteration involves

D!E yielding Val(D!E)¼NumPaths(D)¼1 due to line 2, and

NumPaths(D)¼1+NumPaths(E)¼2.

(d) Visiting C: The only iteration involves C!D yielding Val(C!D)¼
0 and NumPaths(C)¼0+NumPaths(D)¼2.

(e) Visiting B: The first iteration involves B!C yielding Val(B!C)¼
0 and NumPaths(B)¼0+NumPaths(C)¼2. The second iteration

involves B!D yielding Val(B!D)¼NumPaths(B)¼2, and

NumPaths(B)¼2+NumPaths(D)¼4.

(f ) Visiting A: The first iteration involves A!C yielding Val(A!C)¼
0 and NumPaths(A)¼0+NumPaths(C)¼2. The second iteration

involves A!B yielding Val(A!B)¼NumPaths(A)¼2, and

NumPaths(A)¼2+NumPaths(B)¼6, indicating that six paths are pos-

sible in the CFG.

The table in Fig. 4 shows the results of visiting each given node v,

ie, NumPaths(v) and zero or more Val(v!wi). In addition, each edge e in

the CFG of Fig. 4 is annotated with its corresponding Val(e).

6.2 Selecting Edges for Instrumentation
The proposed path profiling approach could be implemented by inserting

probes at every edge in the CFG that will use the values computed in the

previous section. However, for efficiency purposes it is desirable to insert

probes at a subset of the CFG edges that will likely exhibit a low frequency

of execution. These edges and their corresponding weights are identified as

follows:

1. A maximum spanning tree of the CFG is computed, where the weight

of an edge represents its execution frequency. Since determining such

frequencies requires edge profiling which is costly, the authors opted

to approximate them statically using a technique they previously

presented [15].

2. The chords of the maximum spanning tree are identified, ie, edges in the

CFG that are not part of the spanning tree. The probes will be inserted at

the chords since their combined execution frequencies will potentially

be minimal.

3. The values assigned to the chords must compensate for the values of the

edges that were excluded. Given a chord c, its value is computed as fol-

lows: (a) an acyclic path from the entry node to the exit node traversing c

is identified; (b) in case c is the only chord in that path, it will be assigned
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the sum of the values of all the edges in it; (c) in case multiple chords are

in the path, the algorithm ensures that the sum of what is to assign to the

chords is equal to the sum of the values of all the edges in the path, as

detailed in Ref. [15].

Applying the above onto the CFG of Fig. 4 results in the CFG shown in

Fig. 5, which shows the probes annotated with their corresponding values.

Considering the path ABDF that traverses a single chord B!D. The value 4

assigned to B!D is computed by summing Val(A!B)¼2, Val(B!D)¼
2, and Val(D!F)¼0.

6.3 Regenerating a Path from Its Value
Following test suite execution, the frequency of occurrence of every path in

the CFG is recorded in count[]. To regenerate a path profile from the coun-

ters in count[], it is necessary to relate the integer representing a path to the

path itself. This requires the use of the edge values computed in Section 6.1

as below:

1. Let v be a node in the annotated CFG

2. Set v to be the entry node

3. Let r be the path value, ie, count[r] is the frequency of execution of the

path to regenerate from r

4. Among the edges outgoing from v, identify edge e having the largest

value such that Val(e)� r

5. Traverse edge e and update v to be the target of e, and r as follows: r¼ r–
Val(e)

6. If the exit node is not reached, go to 4

Considering the CFG in Fig. 5 and assuming that r is 3. At the entry node A,

sinceVal(A!B)>Val(A!C) andVal(A!B)� r, A!B is traversed caus-

ing r to be updated to 1. At node B, B!C is traversed sinceVal(B!D)> r.

Fig. 5 CFG with probes.
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At node C, C!D is traversed. At node D, Val(D!E)>Val(D!F) and

Val(D!E)� r so D!E is traversed causing r to be updated to 0. Finally,

F is reached via E!F. Therefore, when r is 3, the algorithm generates path

ABCDEF, which expectedly is the only path whose cost is 3.

6.4 Dealing with Loops
When identifying the edge values and probe increments, the proposed algo-

rithm ignores the presence of cycle causing back-edges. As a result, the exe-

cution of a given back-edge n times would not be recorded as if n additional

paths were executed. However, the algorithm will record that the path(s)

going through the loop executed n times. To illustrate how this is achieved,

consider the cyclical CFG in Fig. 6. In order to handle cycles, each back-

edge (E!B in this case) is instrumented with “count[r]++” followed by

“r¼0” which records the path up to the back-edge (count[r]++) and pre-

pares to record the path after the back-edge (r ¼ 0). This causes a problem

though, as different paths might yield the same value of r, as shown in the

table of Fig. 6. For example, {ABDEF, ABDE, BDE, BDEF} all have 2

as the value of r. However, paths starting at the entry node and ending at

the exit node will have different values of r, ie, ABCEF and ABDEF. To

remedy this problem the following steps are taken, which are described

in detail in Ref. [15]:

(1) For each node v that is the target of a back-edge, a dummy edge from

the entry node to v is added.

(2) For each node w that is the source of a back-edge, a dummy edge from

w to the exit node is added.

Fig. 6 Cyclical CFG.
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(3) The back-edges are removed.

(4) The edge values and probe increments are computed, as in Sections 6.1

and 6.2.

The basic idea is that the dummy edges create additional paths from the entry

node to the exit node that the algorithm in Section 6.1 takes into account.

The dummy edge originating from the entry node corresponds to rein-

itializing the path value along the loop’s back-edge. The dummy edge inci-

dent on the exit node corresponds to incrementing the path counter along

the back-edge. Fig. 7A shows the transformed CFG along with the two

added edges, and new edge values. Note how the dummy edges are assigned

values, whereas the back-edge is not. Fig. 7B shows the probes’ locations and

increments and the table in Fig. 7 shows the nine recorded paths along with

their path values, which are unique and fall in the [0, 8] range.

To illustrate how the proposed acyclic path profiling can capture the

number of loop iterations, consider the execution path A1B1C1E1B2C2E2

B3D1E3F1. At E1, count[2] is incremented indicating that ABCE executed.

At E2, count[6] is incremented indicating that BCE executed. At E3, count

[8] is incremented indicating that BDE executed. Finally at F1, count[7] is

incremented indicating that BDEF executed.

7. TEST CASE GENERATION FOR PATH COVERAGE

Coverage criteria could be applied on two types of test suites: (1) exis-

ting regression test suites that were manually created or collected from the

Fig. 7 Transformed CFG, probes, and paths with unique values.
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field; and (2) automatically generated test suites. This section is concerned

with the latter type. Specifically, since path coverage is the ultimate form

of structural coverage (in the sense that it subsumes all other structural cov-

erage techniques), the focus here will be on test case generation techniques

that inherently aim at increasing path coverage. Noting that other strategies

have also been shown to be successful, such as those categorized as evolu-

tionary [16] or random based.

This section reviews symbolic execution, in its both static and dynamic con-

texts, since it is at the heart of test case generation approaches that aim at

increasing path coverage.

7.1 Static Symbolic Execution
Static symbolic execution [17], or simply symbolic execution, is a technique that

aims at computing all possible paths in a program and representing each sym-

bolically. One form of symbolic path representation is a path condition (PC).

A PC is a first-order formula (FOL) such that the inputs satisfying it execute

the associated path. Theoretically, the technique is capable of generating the

set of test cases that induces all possible paths in a program without requiring

its execution by finding one satisfying input for each PC. Fig. 8 illustrates

how symbolic execution works. This code has three potential paths repre-

sented by execution traces p1¼hl1, l2, l8i, p2¼hl1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6, l8i, and
p3¼hl1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6, l7, l8i. The goal of symbolic execution is to provide

for each of the three paths a test case that induces it, ie, a test case t1 that

induces p1, t2 that induces p2, and t3 that induces p3.

This is typically achieved via emulating abstract program execution

while traversing the binary computation tree of the program in a depth-first

manner [17,18]. In a computation tree, each inner node represents the

〈A ≤ B〉 end

〈A > B〉 x = A + B

〈A > B〉 y = A + B – B = A

〈A > B〉 x = A + B – A = B

〈A > B〉 B – A > ?0

x = A, y = B

A > ? B

l1: int x, y;

l2: if  (x > y) {

l3:     x = x + y;

l4:    y = x – y;

l5:   x = x – y;

l6:   if  (x – y > 0)

l7:       assert(false)

l8:  } 〈A > B    B – A ≤ 0〉 end>

〈A > B    B – A > 0〉 infeasible>

Fig. 8 Static symbolic execution at work.
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execution of a conditional statement, and each edge represents the execution

of a sequence of nonconditional statements. For each path p in the tree,

symbolic execution constructs a PC that characterizes the input assignments

for which the program executes along p. A path condition is an FOL

over constraints on input values. If a path condition is satisfiable, then the

corresponding path is feasible. Fig. 9 shows the computation tree

corresponding to the code in Fig. 8.

The steps for generating t1, t2, and t3 are as follows:

1. The abstract execution keeps a symbolic value for each variable in the

program and also keeps path conditions that must be satisfied for the

execution to proceed.

2. The symbolic execution starts with the variables “x” and “y” assuming

the symbolic values of “A” and “B,” respectively.

3. Two branches are possible at the “if” condition of line l2. The false

branch results in p1¼hl1, l2, l8i with an associated path condition of

“A�B.” Symbolic execution typically uses a propositional logic

satisfiability (SAT) solver or an FOL satisfiability modulo theory

(SMT–SAT) solver to find a satisfying assignment (values for “A” and

“B”) for “A�B,” yielding test case t1(x¼A¼0, y¼B¼1) as one

possibility.

4. The true branch originating from line l2 goes to line l3 inside the body of

the “if” condition with a path condition of “A>B.”

5. The symbolic execution updates the values of “x” and “y” with each

statement. It uses the constraint solver to resolve and simplify the values

and the path conditions. For example, this enables simplifying the path

condition expression “A+B�B” to “A” on line l4.

F

F

T

l1,l2

l3– l6

l8 l8
l7

T

Fig. 9 Computation tree.
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6. The false branch originating from line l6 results in p2¼hl1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6,
l8iwith an associated path condition of “(A>B)^ (B�A�0),” yielding

test case t2(x¼1, y¼0) as one possibility.

7. Since the path condition “(A>B)^ (B�A>0)” which is associated

with p3¼hl1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6, l7, l8i could never be satisfied, the SMT

solver would determine that p3 is infeasible.

In the presence of unbounded loops, both static and dynamic symbolic

executions suffer from the path explosion problem, which translates into

unmanageably deep computation trees. This problem is typically addressed

by bounding the depths of the trees, which will obviously impact the effec-

tiveness of the approach. In addition, static symbolic execution is especially

limited by the power of the underlying constraint solver. Consider the

following example presented in Ref. [19]:

int obscure(int x, int y) {

if (x == hash(y)) return -1; // error

return 0; // ok

}

If properly designed, the “hash()” function should not return a value

that straightforwardly conveys any information about its input; ie, the rela-

tionship between its input and output should be complex. In such a case, exis-

ting constraint solvers would not be capable of generating inputs (values for x

and y) that satisfy the condition “x ¼¼ hash(y),” thus rendering static sym-

bolic execution ineffective. This problem is rather common, as it is also

manifested when pointers and nonlinear arithmetic expressions are involved.

Pointers are a complicating factor since they require corresponding objects to

be present and aliases to be inferred. Nonlinear expressions are problematic

since existing solvers can only handle sets of linear equations. In order to

address this shortcoming, Korel [20,21] proposed dynamic symbolic execution.

7.2 Dynamic Symbolic Execution
Test case generation via dynamic symbolic execution, or DSE, typically pro-

ceeds as follows [18,22,23]:

1. Similar to static symbolic execution, the goal is to traverse the binary

computation tree of the subject program in a depth-first manner.

2. The program is concretely executed with some given or random input t1
that induces path p1 in the tree.

3. Concurrently, the program is symbolically executed and path constraints

on inputs are gathered at conditional statements along p1.
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4. The gathered constraints are altered by negating the constraint associ-

ated with the deepest conditional statement in p1 that has not been

negated before. An SMT solver is applied onto the resulting constraints

in order to generate input t2 that is meant to induce path p2 that would

be most similar to p1 among the paths that have not been traversed

before.

5. The program is concretely executed with t2, and steps 3 and 4 are per-

formed on t2 resulting in t3 and so on until the computation tree is fully

traversed.

Dynamic symbolic execution is no different from its static counterpart in

that it aims at generating a test case for each path in the computation tree.

However, DSE benefits from executing the program both concretely and

symbolically as follows:

1. When the symbolic expressions fall into nondecidable theories such as

when they contain nonlinear subexpressions, the SMT–SAT solvers

return inconclusive results. DSE then replaces the expression by its asso-

ciated concrete value.

2. Pointers in constraints are handled either by including a memory model

or by replacing them by their corresponding concrete values. This is

done to avoid pointer arithmetic and the inclusion of complex memory

modeling and is justified by looking for NULL pointer defects solely.

3. On the other hand, symbolic execution helps generate concrete inputs

for the next similar execution, thus resulting in better path coverage.

Several research and industry tools support the DSE technique. DART [23]

derives a model of the program interface, generates a directed random test

suite based on the model, and then refines the generated test suite by adding

randomly generated test cases that increase path coverage systematically.

DART targets standard errors such as crashes and nontermination assertion

violations.

CUTE [18] presents a concolic (concrete-symbolic) execution tech-

nique that starts with executing the program on a randomly generated input.

CUTE records the path conditions of the paths executed by the input. It

systematically flips predicates in the collected path conditions that lead to

paths that have not been explored before. It queries the SMT solver for

satisfying assignment to the modified path conditions. It uses the returned

satisfying assignments as test cases that increase path coverage.

SAGE [22], PEX [24], and YOGI [25] from Microsoft research follow

the same suit of DART. SAGE is a variant of DART that uses fuzzing in

order to detect security defects. PEX targets .NET binaries and generates
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parametrized-unit tests for .NET programs. YOGI additionally checks the

feasibility of program paths using a counterexample refinement methodol-

ogy similar to SLAM [26].

KLEE [27] extends the concept of symbolic execution with constraint

solving optimizations and with search heuristics that enable increasing code

coverage metrics. The optimizations and the heuristics enable KLEE to

work on real size applications.

8. TEST SUITE MINIMIZATION: COVERING COMPLEX TR'S

Given a program P, a test suite T, and a set of test requirements TR

that are covered by T. Test suite minimization (also referred to as test suite

reduction in the literature) aims at finding T0, a minimal subset of T, that

covers all test requirements in TR. The conjecture is that (the smaller) T0

would be as effective as T in revealing defects.

The authors in Ref. [5] conducted an empirical study to assess the impact

of using complex test requirements as opposed to basic test requirements in

test suite minimization, with respect to its effectiveness at revealing defects.

The complex program elements they considered were slice pairs and informa-

tion flow pairs. This section presents the part of the work presented in Ref. [5]

that relates to coverage-based test suite minimization.

8.1 Coverage-Based Test Suite Minimization
The main reasons for minimizing test suites are: (1) to reduce the cost of test

suite execution and (2) to reduce the number of test executions for which it

is necessary either to manually determine correct output or to audit (man-

ually check) actual output. Typically, the cost of manually determining or

auditing output dominates the cost of test suite execution. Coverage-based

test suite minimization selects test cases from T to include in T0 in a way that

maximizes the proportion of program elements that are covered. It attempts

to cover as many of the elements covered by T with as few test cases as

possible. A coverage-maximizing subset of a test suite is an instance of

the set-cover problem, which is NP-complete but which admits a greedy

approximation algorithm [28]. On each of its iterations, the greedy algo-

rithm selects the test that covers the largest number of elements not covered

by the previously selected tests. This specific approach was termed basic

coverage maximization in Ref. [5].
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8.2 Covering Complex Program Elements
In coverage-based test suite minimization, the profiles used to characterize

test executions indicate the execution frequency of certain program ele-

ments that are believed to be relevant to whether executions succeed or fail.

Profiling reduces a complete execution history to a more compact form that

is amenable to analysis. For a failed execution to be revealed, its profile must

differ in some way from the profiles of successful executions. One of the

main goals of the work described in Ref. [5] is to measure the effect of vary-

ing the type of the covered program elements on the effectiveness of

coverage-based test suite minimization. The authors employed several types

of profiles with program elements of different complexities:

• Method calls (MC) or functions: For every methodM that is executed in

at least one test, anMC profile contains a count of how many timesM is

called in the current test.

• Method call pairs (MCP) or function pairs: For every combination of

methods M1 and M2 such that M1 calls M2 in at least one test, an

MCP profile contains a count of how many times M1 calls M2 in the

current test.

• Basic blocks (BB): For every basic block B such that B is executed in at

least one test, a BB profile contains a count of how many times B is exe-

cuted in the current test.

• Basic block edges (BBE) or branches: For every pair of basic blocks B1

and B2 such that there is a branch from B1 to B2 in at least one test, a

BBE profile contains a count of how many times this branch is taken in

the current test.

• Def-use pairs (DUP): For every pair consisting of a variable definition

D(x) and a use U(x) such that D(x) dynamically reaches U(x) in at least

one test, a DUP profile contains a count of how many times D(x)

dynamically reaches U(x) in the current test.

• All simpler profiles combined (ALL): Combined counts of MC, MCP,

BB, BBE, and DUP.

• Information flow pairs (IFP): For each combination of variables x and y

such that information flowed dynamically from x into y in at least one

test, an IFP profile contains a count of how many times such a flow

occurred in the current test.

• Slice pairs (SliceP): For each pair of statements s1 and s2 such that s1 occurs

in a (backward) dynamic slice [29,30] on s2 in at least one test, a SliceP

profile contains a count of how many times s1 occurs in such a slice.
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IFP and SliceP are clearly the most complex among the above eight program

elements. IFP is based on dynamic information flow analysis, and SliceP is based

on dynamic slicing, both of which are described in detail in Ref. [7]. Here, we

describe them briefly with the help of the Java code below:

s1: x = 1;

s2: y = 1;

s3: b = -1;

s4: if (b >0) {

s5: z = x;

} else {

s6: z = y;

}

Informally, in the context of static analysis, a statement t is directly control

dependent on a statement s, denoted t DCD s, if the control structure of the

program indicates that s decides, via the branches it controls, whether t is

executed or not, eg, s5 DCD s4 and s6 DCD s4. The dynamic counterpart

of the DCD relation is the dynamic direct control dependence relation or

DDynCD. An action sk is an executing program statement where s is the

statement and k is the position in the execution trace. For example, the code

above induces the following execution trace hs11, s22, s33, s44, s65i in which

action s6
5 indicates that statement s6was the fifth statement to execute in the

trace. Action tm is directly dynamically control dependent on action sk, denoted tm

DDynCD sk, if sk is the most recent predicate action to occur prior to action

tm such that t DCD s, eg, s6
5 DDynCD s4

4.

Informally, action tm is directly dynamically data dependent on action sk, den-

oted tm DDynDD sk, if and only if tm uses a variable or an object that was last

defined by sk, eg, s6
5 DDynDD s2

2. The DDynDD relation models both

intraprocedural and interprocedural data dependences. The latter occur

when an execution trace spans different functions and the data defined in

one function are used in another.

In addition to theDDynCD andDDynDD relations, three other kinds of

dynamic dependences between actions could be identified, each of which is

interprocedural:

(1) Use of a value returned by a return statement

(2) Use of a value passed by a formal parameter

(3) Control dependence on a calling method’s invoke instruction

The combination of the aforementioned five types of dependences comprises

what is called “direct influence.” Given two actions sk and tm with k<m, sk

directly influences tm, denoted sk DInfluence tm, if and only if tm exhibits any of
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these five types of dependences upon sk. The set of actions that tm is directly

influenced by is denoted DInfluence(tm), eg, DInfluence(s6
5)¼{s4

4, s2
2}.

The dynamic information flow analysis adopted to compute the IFPs is

based on the following inductive equation:

InfoFlow tmð Þ¼U tmð Þ[
[

sk2DInfluence tmð Þ
InfoFlow sk

� �

Here U(tm) is the set of objects used at tm and DInfluence(tm) is the set of

actions that directly influence tm. InfoFlow(tm), the set of objects that flow

into (or influence) tm, comprises the objects used at tm and all the objects

from which information flows into the actions that directly influence tm.

For example, InfoFlow(s6
5)¼{y, b} which yields two information flow pairs

(s2, y, s6, z) and (s3, b, s6, z). The first quadruple states that information

flowed from y (last defined at s2) to z (last defined at s6).

The dynamic slicing algorithm is based on the following inductive

equation:

DynSlice tmð Þ¼ tf g[
[

sk2DInfluence tmð Þ
DynSlice sk

� �

DynSlice(tm), the set of statements that influence tm, comprises the state-

ment t itself and all the statements that influence the actions that directly

influence tm. For example, DynSlice(s6
5)¼{s6, s4, s3, s2} which yields three

slice pairs (s4, s6), (s3, s6), and (s2, s6).

8.3 Motivating Example
Coverage-based test suite minimization conjectures that for a failed execu-

tion to be revealed, its profile must differ in some way from the profiles of

successful executions. This section presents an example in which such con-

jecture does not apply when basic program elements are used, but does apply

when IFP profiles are used.

Consider the Java method shown in Table 1 where statement 5 is faulty;

the + operator should have been a �. Note how both the faulty and correct

statements assign the same value toyexcept when x[i] is equal to �1.

Therefore, the failure is triggered only in the case when one or more ele-

ments of x[] are equal to �1. Table 1 also shows the following: (a) test suite

T¼{t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6} in which each test case comprises three elements of

x[], two of the test cases trigger a failure and the other four do not; and

(b) the statement coverage information for each test case: a check mark
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Table 1 Java Code and Statement Coverage Information for the Motivating Example

/* Statement 5 is faulty. The correct
statement is:
y = -x[i] - 1/x[i]; */

public static void foo(int [] x)

{

Passing Test Cases Failing Test Cases

t1
ð1
;2
;3
Þ

t2
ð0
;1
;2
Þ

t3
ð2
;3
;4
Þ

t4
ð5
;3
00

;1
Þ

t5
ð3
;1
;1
00

Þ

t6
ð1
00

;1
;1
Þ

1 int y; int z; ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

2 for (int i = 0; i < x.length; i++){ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

3 y = 0; ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

4 if (x[i] < 0) { ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

5 y = -x[i] + 1/x[i]; ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

6 } else if (x[i] > 0) { ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

7 y = x[i] - 1/x[i]; ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

}

8 if (y == 0) { ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

9 z = ... ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

} else {

10 z = ... ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

}

}

11}
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indicates that the statement at the given rowwas executed at least once using

the test case at the given column. Similarly, Table 2 shows the branch cov-

erage information for T, and Table 3 shows the corresponding def-use cov-

erage information.

Applying coverage-based test suite minimization on each of the set of

the profiles shown in Tables 1–3 could possibly yield a reduced test suite

T0 ¼{t1}, since in all three cases, t1 covers all the elements covered by T.

However, even though T0 is minimal in size, it does not include any failing

test cases, and thus is not effective at revealing the fault.

Table 4 shows the IFP coverage information. Note how IFP(5,y,9,z) is

only covered by both failing test cases t5 and t6. Which dictates that the min-

imized test suite T’must include at least one of them. Therefore, in this case

T0 will be effective at revealing the fault (although it must contain at least two

tests).

Table 2 Branch Coverage Information for the Motivating Example
Branch
(Source
Statement,
Target
Statement)

Passing Test Cases Failing Test Cases

t1(1, 2,
23)

t2(0, 1,
22)

t3(22,
23,24)

t4(25,
2300, 1)

t5(23, 21,
2100)

t6(100,
1, 21)

(8,9) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(2,3) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(4,5) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(2,11) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(8,10) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(6,7) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(4,6) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 3 Def-Use Coverage Information for the Motivating Example
Def-Use
(Def
Statement,
Use
Statement)

Passing Test Cases Failing Test Cases

t1(1, 2,
23)

t2(0, 1,
22)

t3(22,
23,24)

t4(25,
2300, 1)

t5(23,
21, 2100)

t6(100,
1, 21)

(y,5,8) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(y,7,8) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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Table 4 Information Flow Coverage Information for the Motivating Example
IFP
(Source Statement,
Source Object, Target
Statement, Target
Object)

Passing Test Cases Failing Test Cases

t1(1, 2,
23)

t2(0, 1,
22)

t3(22,
23, 24)

t4(25,
2300, 1)

t5(23,
21, 2100)

t6(100,
1, 21)

(5,y,9,z) ✓ ✓

(6,-,10,z) ✓ ✓

(7,y,10,z) ✓ ✓

(8,-,9,z) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(2,-,9,z) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(4,-,9,z) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(5,y,8,-) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(2,-,4,-) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(2,-,8,-) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(2,-,3,y) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(4,-,5,y) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(8,-,10,z) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(2,-,5,y) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(2,-,10,z) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(4,-,8,-) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(4,-,10,z) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(7,y,8,-) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(6,-,7,y) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(4,-,6,-) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(4,-,7,y) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(2,-,6,-) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(7,y,9,z) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(6,-,8,-) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(2,-,7,y) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(6,-,9,z) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

(5,y,10,z) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

... . ‥

Note that in case the source and the target are conditional statements a “–” is used in place of the object name.
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8.4 Empirical Study
Coverage-based test suite minimization, and specifically basic coverage

maximization, was applied to data sets derived from three subject programs.

It was used with each of the eight profile types described in Section 8.2, thus

yielding eight different variations. Simple random sampling was employed as

a baseline technique.

8.4.1 Experimental Setup
The variations considered were compared principally with respect to the

average percentage of defects that they revealed over a number of replicated

applications, viewed as a function of the number of tests selected. The num-

ber of tests selected for a given program is dictated by varying the type of

profiles used.

Basic coveragemaximization was accomplished for each subject program

and profile type by applying the greedy selection algorithm described in

Section 8.1 to the profiles of that type that were collected for the subject

program. A program element was considered to be covered by a test if its

corresponding profile entry was nonzero. For example, a test was considered

to cover a particular information flow pair if the corresponding element of

the test’s IFP profile was nonzero. Note that the greedy algorithm some-

times encounters ties (different tests that each covers the maximal number

of program elements not covered by previously selected tests). The way ties

are broken affects the number of tests selected. To address this in the exper-

iments, basic coverage maximization was replicated 1000 times for each pro-

gram/profile-type combination, first randomly permuting the order of the

tests. For each replication the authors recorded howmany tests were selected

and how many failures and defects were found and then they used their

respective averages in their analysis.

The performance statistics for simple random sampling (baseline tech-

nique) were computed by randomly selecting tests (without replacement)

from the given test suite and recording the number of failure-inducing tests

that were selected and the number of defects revealed. To account for the

variability of the samples, this procedure was replicated 1000 times and the

results were averaged.

In some cases, the raw profiles that were collected in the study contained

a large amount of redundant information [31]. For example, there were

groups of basic blocks that were always executed together, and therefore

their counts were the same in each execution. This redundant information
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was removed by replacing each group of profiles features that always had the

same value (count) by a single feature. For example, when one subject

program ( JTidy) was tested, close to 2.9 million distinct slice pairs were

detected. These were replaced by 331,004 unique features.

8.4.2 Subject Programs and Test Suites
In the experiments three Java programs were used: the javac Java compiler

version 1.3.1 (28,639 lines of code), the Xerces XML parser version 2.1

(52,528 lines of code), and the JTidy HTML syntax checker and pretty

printer version 3 (9153 lines of code).

javac was tested with the Jacks test suite, which tests compliance with the

Java Language Specification. The Jacks test suite comprises 3140 tests (each

containing six lines of code on average) among which 233 caused javac

to fail.

Xerces was tested by using part of the XML Conformance Test Suite

(XML TS), which provides a set of metrics for determining conformance

to the W3C XML Recommendation. There are 2000 tests in the XML

TS contributed by several organizations such as Sun Microsystems and

IBM.Only 1667 tests were used in the experiments (each containing 15 lines

of code on average) resulting in 10 failures. Note that 333 tests were

excluded because it was difficult to determine with certainty whether those

tests passed or failed. Xerces was configured to check only the syntax and not

the semantics of the input XML files, ie, to simply check whether the files

were well formed.

JTidy was tested using 1000 files (each containing 280 lines on average)

downloaded from the Google Groups (groups.google.com) using a web

crawler. Of these, five were XML files and the rest were HTML files. JTidy

failed on 47 of these test cases.

The defects causing the failures were investigated manually and the

failures were classified into groups believed to have been caused by the same

defect. For javac, 67 distinct defects were believed to have caused the 233

failures. For Xerces, 5 distinct defects were believed to have caused the 10

failures. For JTidy, 8 defects were believed to have caused the 47 failures.

8.4.3 Profile Characteristics
Table 5 shows for each program and profile type the number of unique pro-

file features (unique counts) and the number of original profile features

(original counts) that were generated while running the test suites. For

example, in the SliceP profiles for Xerces, there were 84,565 unique profile
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Table 5 Number of Unique and Original Counts (Profile Features) Encountered During Execution for the Various Types of Profiles
MC MCP BB BBE DUP ALL IFP SliceP

Xerces Unique 361 690 1725 1982 3812 4520 29,712 84,565

Original 797 1540 6967 7987 24,756 42,047 169,556 2,104,494

JTidy Unique 208 461 1436 1751 3991 4721 38,405 331,004

Original 327 723 4912 5714 19,660 31,336 89,871 2,874,715

Javac Unique 1022 2123 3655 4307 9620 11,315 66,829 762,798

Original 1281 4066 11,354 13,028 48,127 77,856 270,421 7,884,335



features, each corresponding to a pair of statements s1 and s2, such that at least

one dynamic slice computed at s2 contained s1. The column titled ALL

shows the combined counts of MC, MCP, BB, BBE, and DUP. Note

how the sum of the original counts for MC, MCP, BB, BBE, and DUP

equals the original count forALL, but as a result of the removal of redundant

information, the sum of the unique counts for MC, MCP, BB, BBE, and

DUP exceeds the unique count for ALL. As expected, Table 5 shows that

more detailed profile types have higher execution counts.

8.4.4 Basic Coverage Maximization Results
The results of performing basic coverage maximization with each of the

eight profile types are shown in Table 6. (The columns showing the number

of selected tests, revealed failures, and revealed defects represent the

outcome of averaging the results of 1000 replications, which explains

why they contain fractions.) For example, in the case of Xerces/IFP, the

greedy coverage maximization algorithm selected a set of tests that com-

prised, on average, just 10.43% of the original test suite, yet the selected tests

covered all of the information flows the original ones did. On average, the

selected tests revealed 35.14% of the failures and 70.28% of the defects rev-

ealed by the original test suite. It should be noted that both the percentage of

defects revealed and the percentage of tests selected need to be considered

when comparing the performance of one profile type to that of another. For

example, with Xerces only 0.84% of the tests were needed, on average, to

maximizeMC coverage. However, no defects were actually revealed, which

is clearly not acceptable. With javac, on the other hand, maximizing SliceP

coverage revealed 91.04% of the defects but required 45.19% of the tests to

be selected, on average.

In Figs. 10–12, the forms of basic coverage maximization corresponding

to each of the profile types are compared to simple random sampling with

respect to each technique’s average effectiveness for revealing defects.

Fig. 10 shows that with Xerces basic coverage maximization performed

considerably better than simple random sampling, except with MC profil-

ing, which revealed no defects. It also shows that with Xerces, maximizing

SliceP coverage revealed all defects, yet maximizing IFP coverage revealed

70.28% of the defects with only half as many tests.

Fig. 11 shows that with JTidy basic coverage maximization performed

better than simple random sampling for each profile type. Maximizing SliceP

coverage revealed all the defects but required the selection of 26.73% of the

tests. Maximizing ALL coverage revealed 94.8% of the defects with only
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Table 6 Results for Basic Coverage Maximization
Profile
Type

# Tests
Selected

% Tests
Selected

# Failures
Selected

% Failures
Selected

# Defects
Revealed

% Defects
Revealed

Xerces MC 14 0.84 0 0 0 0

1667

tests

MCP 59.53 3.57 1.21 12.11 1.21 24.22

BB 163.03 9.78 2 20 2 40

BBE 195.56 11.73 2.34 23.49 2.34 46.98

DUP 265.75 15.94 4.48 44.86 3 60

0.6%

failures

ALL 278.73 16.72 4.50 45.03 3 60

IFP 174 10.43 3.51 35.14 3.51 70.28

SliceP 344.05 20.63 7 70 5 100

JTidy MC 10 1 2 4.25 2 25

1000

tests

MCP 30.48 3.05 5.56 11.84 4.50 56.27

BB 51.28 5.12 10.15 21.60 4.51 56.45

BBE 64.5 6.45 13.31 28.33 6.49 81.2

DUP 119.86 11.98 19.22 40.90 6.62 82.82

4.7%

failures

ALL 123.63 12.36 20.19 42.97 7.58 94.8

IFP 128.43 12.84 20.92 44.51 7 87.5

SliceP 267.33 26.73 30 63.82 8 100

Javac MC 51.41 1.63 9.19 3.94 9.19 13.72

3140

tests

MCP 164.34 5.23 15.15 6.502 15.14 22.60

BB 245.07 7.80 20.07 8.613 19.1 28.50

BBE 315.76 10.05 25.22 10.82 21.92 32.72

DUP 572.13 18.22 53.01 22.75 41.91 62.55

7.42%

failures

ALL 606.31 19.30 55.14 23.66 42.39 63.27

IFP 589.59 18.77 57.51 24.68 45.62 68.10

SliceP 1419 45.19 108 46.35 61 91.04

The bold values highlight the best results achieved.
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Fig. 11 Basic coverage maximization and random sampling results for JTidy (1000 tests,
47 failures, and 8 defects).
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Fig. 10 Basic coverage maximization and random sampling results for Xerces (1667
tests, 10 failures, and 5 defects).
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12.36% of the tests. The performance of coverage maximization was very

similar with ALL, DUP, and IFP profiles.

Fig. 12 shows that with javac coverage maximization revealed defects

more effectively than simple random sampling did for all profile types. Also,

the more detailed the profiles, the more tests were required to maximize

coverage and themore defects were revealed. A significant jump in effective-

ness was observed when def-use pairs, information flow pairs, and (espe-

cially) slice pairs were covered, although large numbers of tests were

required to maximize coverage of these elements.

It is noteworthy that with all of the data sets, maximizingDUP coverage

performed similar to maximizing ALL coverage. This outcome may be

related to the fact that all-uses coverage subsumes statement and branch

coverage as shown in Section 4.1.

8.4.5 Observations and Cost Analysis
The approach involves the collection and analysis of execution profiles. In

most cases the cost of collecting profiles dominated the cost of analyzing
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Fig. 12 Basic coverage maximization and random sampling results for javac (3140 tests,
233 failures, and 67 defects).
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them. Table 7 shows the average execution times of the instrumented sub-

ject programs, Table 8 shows the average sizes of the collected profiles, and

Table 9 shows the analysis times for Xerces, broken down by the profile type.

As expected, Tables 7 and 8 clearly indicate that time and space require-

ments increase as the level of profile detail increases. Table 9 indicates that

the most time-consuming part of the analysis is profile consolidation, ie, the

process of merging information from all the execution profiles. Also, contra-

sting Tables 7 and 8 makes it clear that the time needed for profile collection

was much greater than the time needed for analysis. For example, the time

needed to collect the SliceP profiles for Xerces was 29�1667¼48,384 s,

whereas the time to analyze them was only 5630 s. It should be noted that

the times for IFP and SliceP collection are expected to decrease substantially

if optimized information flow analysis and slicing algorithms are used [6,30].

In summary, the empirical study showed that: (1) coveragemaximization

revealed defects more effectively than simple random sampling; (2) coverage

Table 9 Times for Individual Parts of Xerces Analysis, for Different Profile Types
Xerces MC/MCP/BB/BBE/DUPa (s) IFP (s) SliceP (s)

Profile consolidation 285 850 5620

Coverage maximization �1 �2 �10

aReported times are for the combined profile types.

Table 8 Average Execution Profile Sizes
MC/MCPa

(kB) MC/MCP/BB/BBEa (kB) MC/MCP/BB/BBE/DUPa (kB)
IFP
(kB)

SliceP
(kB)

Xerces 30 200 350 400 3000

JTidy 20 250 644 1200 32,000

Javac 25 300 600 2700 20,000

aThe profiles include information about multiple profile types.

Table 7 Observed Average Execution Times for the Instrumented Subject Programs
(The Average Execution Time for Each of the Original Programs was �1 s.)

MC/MCPa (s) MC/MCP/BB/BBEa (s) MC/MCP/BB/BBE/DUPa (s) IFP (s) SliceP (s)

Xerces �1 2 4 23 29

JTidy �1 5 90 900 1200

Javac 2 11 114 216 360

aThe program was instrumented to generate profiles for multiple profile types.
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maximization based on complex profiles such as IFP and SliceP profiles rev-

ealed defects not revealed with simpler profiles, at the cost of additional tests;

and (3) coverage maximization based on SliceP profiles revealed the most

defects. Hence, the additional cost of using profiles of finer granularity

appears justified.

9. TEST SUITE MINIMIZATION: COVERING
COMBINATIONS OF BASIC TR'S

The empirical study in Section 8 showed that covering program

elements with finer granularity revealed relatively more defects but resulted

in larger subsets and higher cost. The authors in Ref. [32] explored test suite

minimization by covering combinations of basic program elements of

different types. The conjecture is that these combinations are more likely

to characterize complex failures and are cheaper to collect since they are

based on basic elements. Clearly, exploring all possible combinations

induced by a test suite is infeasible, which necessitates the use of an approx-

imation algorithm. Hence, they investigated the use of a genetic algorithm

to select a number of suitable combinations of program elements to be

covered during minimization.

9.1 Test Suite Minimization
Given a test suite T, the aim is to find the smallest subset T0 of T that is

capable of revealing most, and preferably all, of the defects revealed by T.

The proposed technique is motivated by the following conjectures:

(1) Combinations of program elements are more likely to characterize

complex failures [33]. Therefore, a technique based on covering com-

binations of elements (eg, statements, branches, def-use pairs, etc.) is

likely to be more effective than one that covers single types of elements.

(2) The percentage of failing tests is typically much smaller than that of the

passing tests. Specifically, each defect typically only causes a small per-

centage of tests to fail. Therefore, smaller groups of similar tests are more

likely to be failure inducing than larger ones.

The main steps of the minimization technique are as follows:

(1) Given a test suite T, generate execution profiles of basic program

elements, namely, statements, branches, and def-use pairs.

(2) Choose a threshold Mfail for the maximum number of tests that could

fail due to a single defect (eg, if jTj¼1000, a sensible value of Mfail

would be 100).
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(3) Generate C, a pool of combinations of basic program elements (see

Section 9.3).

(4) Extract C0 from C, the set of combinations that were covered by less

than Mfail tests. When possible, the distribution of C0 should span the

full range [1,Mfail]. For example, it is desirable that C0 includes combi-

nations that occurred in 1 test, 2 tests, 3 tests, …, Mfail tests. Failing to

assure that might reduce the effectiveness of the proposed technique as

some suspicious combinations might not get included in C0.
(5) Use a greedy algorithm to identify T0, the smallest subset of T that

covers all the combinations in C0. On each of its iterations, the algo-

rithm selects the test that covers the largest number of combinations

not covered by the previously selected tests (more details could be

found in Ref. [5]).

Steps (3) and (4) are clearly the most challenging as they entail exploring

combinations of program elements whose number is exponential with

respect to the number of the basic program elements. Since a brute-force

approach is clearly not viable, the authors chose to use a genetic algorithm

as an alternative approximation approach, as described next.

9.2 Genetic Algorithm
The aim here is to use a genetic algorithm to generate a number of combi-

nations of basic program elements that are exercised by the least number of

tests inT, based on the assumption that such combinations are more likely to

be failure inducing than others. In general, a genetic algorithm solves a given

problem by operating on an initial population of candidate solutions or

chromosomes, evaluating their quality using a fitness function, applying a form

of transformation to form new generations and improve the quality of these

solutions, and ultimately evolving to a single solution or set of solutions that

fit certain criteria. The main actors and phases of the algorithm are described

below.

9.2.1 Chromosome Representation
In this implementation, a chromosome has to represent a combination

of executed statements, branches, and def-use pairs, so a bit string no-

tation can indicate which profiled elements are included in each combina-

tion instance. The size of each bit string is equal to the total number of

execution elements gathered during profiling; a bit set to 1 implies that

the corresponding element is included in this combination, and the number

of 1s in the bit string corresponds to the size of the combination.
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9.2.2 Fitness Function
Once a chromosome/combination is created, its fitness is evaluated to deter-

mine how good it is in identifying possible failure conditions. The following

equation is used:

fitness combinationð Þ¼ 1�%tests

where %tests is the percentage of test cases in T that exercised the combi-

nation; the smaller the percentage the higher the fitness. Ultimately, the

aim is to end up with a manageable set of combinations in which each com-

bination has a fitness value �(1�Mfail/jTj), ie, each combination occurred

in at most Mfail tests.

9.2.3 Population Generation
The population is a collection of candidate solutions, which will evolve into

the final solution. The population is formed, one bit string at a time, by tak-

ing a probabilistically randomized subset of the union of execution profiles

of all test cases in T, where each element in the union profile is included in

the combination at a certain (small) probability.

9.2.4 Transformation Operator
The authors employ “fitness-based crossover”; its basic functioning resem-

bles that of genetic heredity, where a new chromosome is produced as a

result of combining two parent chromosomes and passing down properties

from each onto the new child, always favoring the parent with the higher

fitness. The adopted genetic algorithm is a steady-state one, implying that

the transformation is applied across generations, in each generation creating

a single new child which replaces another individual in the population. To

conduct the crossover, two parents are randomly selected from the popula-

tion, and the child generated is one containing program elements from both

parents. To ensure improvement of the child’s fitness, more elements are

taken from the parent with higher fitness. That is, each bit in the child chro-

mosome is set to be equal to the same bit as one of its parents, favoring the

better-fitted one according to a set probability factor. In the end, the

resulting child replaces the parent with the worse fitness.

9.2.5 Acceptance Criterion
The fitness of a chromosome is evaluated to make two decisions: whether it

is fit enough to include in the general population once it is created, and

whether it is fit enough to be part of the final solution.
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9.2.6 Stopping Criterion
Finally, the end of the generational evolution is determined by the number

of generations or iterations executed. Typically, as more generations are

used, more combinations are encountered and more defects are likely to

be covered.

9.2.7 Solution Set
At the conclusion of the genetic algorithm, the obtained solution set con-

tains all the encountered combinations with “suitable” fitness values,

ie, high-enough values. Also, all single elements (combinations of 1 element)

with appropriate fitness values are forcefully included so as to ensure that all

possible defect-revealing elements are part of the solution.

9.3 Experimental Work
The subject programs included: (a) the JTidy HTML syntax checker and

pretty printer, version 3; and (b) the NanoXML XML parser, version 3.

The test suite, failures, and defects for JTidy are described in Section 8.

NanoXMLwas downloaded along with its test suite from the SIR repository

(sir.unl.edu). The seeded faults were injected into a single version that failed

20 times due to 4 defects. Note that the proportions of failures were made

relatively low in order to mimic real-life situations.

In the study the following program elements were profiled: basic blocks

or statements (BB); basic block edges or branches (BBE); and def-use pairs

(DUP). Next the genetic algorithm is applied to generate the following: a

pool of BBcomb, a pool of BBEcomb, a pool ofDUPcomb, and a pool of ALLcomb,

where BBcomb is a combination of BBs, BBEcomb is a combination of BBEs,

DUPcomb is a combination of DUPs, and ALLcomb is a combination of BBs,

BBEs, andDUPs. The generated pools were used to apply the minimization

algorithm described in Section 8. Note that the values of Mfail chosen for

JTidy and NanoXML were 100 and 20, respectively.

9.3.1 Minimization Results
Table 10 presents the results for JTidy. For example, in the case of ALLcomb,

14.1% of the original test suite was needed to exercise all of the combinations

exercised by the original test suite, and these tests revealed all the defects rev-

ealed by the original test suite. Note that Section 8 showed that coverage of

slice pairs (SliceP) performed better than coverage of BB, BBE, and DUP;

this is why we are including the results of SliceP here for comparison. Also,

note that the data shown were obtained by averaging the results of 1000
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different executions of the greedy selection algorithm, which explains why

the columns showing the number of selected tests and the number of rev-

ealed defects contain fractions. Fig. 13 compares the various techniques to

random sampling with respect to each technique’s average effectiveness for

revealing defects. The following observations are made from Fig. 13 and

Table 10:
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Fig. 13 Test suite minimization results for JTidy compared to random sampling.

Table 10 Test Suite Minimization Results for JTidy (1000 Tests, 47 Failures, and
8 Defects)

Profile Type
# Tests
Selected

% Tests
Selected

# Failures
Selected

% Failures
Selected

# Defects
Revealed

% Defects
Revealed

BB 53.0 5.3 9.44 20.1 4.4 55.0

BBcomb 95.7 9.6 16.2 34.4 5.2 65.6

BBE 65.1 6.5 13.1 27.8 6.3 78.7

BBEcomb 102.2 10.2 19.7 41.9 7.0 87.5

DUP 117.3 11.7 18.8 40.0 6.5 81.2

DUPcomb 141.3 14.1 22.0 46.8 7.0 87.5

ALLa 123.6 12.4 20.2 42.9 7.6 94.8

ALLcomb 141.1 14.1 22.5 47.8 8.0 100.0

SlicePa 267.3 26.7 30.0 63.8 8.0 100.0

aThese data originated from Section 8.
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(1) All variations performed better than random sampling.

(2) BBcomb revealed 10.6% more defects than BB but selected 4.2% more

tests.

(3) BBEcomb revealed 8.8% more defects than BBE but selected 3.7% more

tests.

(4) DUPcomb revealed 6.3% more defects thanDUP but selected 2.4% more

tests.

(5) ALLcomb performed better than SliceP, since it: (a) revealed all defects, as

SliceP did; (b) selected 12.6% less tests; and (c) cost less to profile.

Concerning observations (2), (3), and (4), the additional cost due to the

selection of more tests might not be well justified, since it is apparent from

Fig. 1 that the rate of improvement is no better than it is for random sam-

pling. However, concerning observation (5), not only did ALLcomb perform

better than SliceP, but it is considerably less costly since it took 90 s on aver-

age per test to generate its profiles (ie, BBs, BBEs, and DUPs), whereas it

took 1200 s per test to generate the SliceP profiles (see Section 8).

Fig. 14 presents the results for NanoXML from which one can observe

that:

(1) Variations not involving combinations (BB, BBE, DUP, ALL) did not

perform any better than random sampling, whereas those involving

combinations (BBcomb, BBEcomb, DUPcomb, ALLcomb) performed notice-

ably better.

(2) Variations that involved combinations revealed all the defects, but at

relatively high cost, since over 50% of the tests were needed to be

executed.
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Fig. 14 Test suite minimization results for NanoXML compared to random sampling.
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Finally, note that running the genetic algorithm and the greedy selection

algorithm might take several hours, depending on the sizes of the profiles

and the number of generations specified. This cost has to be factored in

when comparing the various techniques.

10. PBCOV: PROPERTY-BASED COVERAGE CRITERION

Empirical studies [34] have shown that existing coverage criteria

might characterize a given test suite as highly adequate, while it does not

actually reveal some of the existing defects. In other words, existing coverage

criteria, which are structural or logic in nature, are not always sensitive to the

presence of defects. In an attempt to address this issue, the authors inRef. [35]

presented PBCOV, a new coverage approach that comprises a property-

based coverage criterion, an associated metric, and a supporting tool.

Given a program with properties therein, static analysis techniques, such

as model checking, leverage formal properties to find defects. PBCOV is a

dynamic analysis technique that also leverages properties and is characterized

by the following: (a) it considers the state space of first-order logic properties

as the test requirements to be covered; (b) it uses logic synthesis to compute

the state space; and (c) it is practical, ie, computable, because it considers an

overapproximation of the reachable state space using a cut-based abstraction.

PBCOV was evaluated using programs with test suites comprising pass-

ing and failing test cases. First, coverage metrics values were computed for

PBCOV and structural criteria using the full test suites. Second, in order to

quantify the sensitivity of the metrics to the absence of failing test cases, the

values for all considered metrics using only the passing test cases were com-

puted. In most cases, the structural metrics exhibited little or no decrease in

their values, while the PBCOV metrics showed a considerable decrease.

This suggests that PBCOV is more sensitive to the absence of failing test

cases; ie, it is more effective at characterizing test suite adequacy to detect

defects and at revealing deficiencies in test suites.

10.1 Motivating Example
To illustrate the advantages of covering properties as opposed to structural

elements, a faulty implementation of selection sort [36] is used, shown

in Fig. 15. The function “sort()” takes as input an array “a” of size “n”;

“current” and “j” are the iterators of the outer and inner loops, respectively;

“lowestindex” holds the index of the minimum element so far in the

array; and “temp” is used to perform the swap on lines 13–18. Line 9 has
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a defect as it erroneously compares “a[j]” to “a[current]” as opposed to “a

[lowestindex]”; thus, the inner loop does not always select the minimum.

But due to coincidental correctness [37,38] the defect at line 9 could be

exercised without leading to failure. For example, the test cases in test suite

T shown in Fig. 15 result in the sorted arrays in A of which none of them

leads to failure. T apparently seems reasonable as it consists of nonsorted

arrays of different sizes, a sorted array t1, a reverse-sorted array t2, and test

cases that test boundary conditions such as t7 and t8.

The authors computed the structural coverage metrics resulting from

executing T using GCOV and ATAC. GCOV computes four coverage

metrics, the percentage of executed statements, executed branches, branches

taken at least once, and invoked functions. ATAC measures basic block

coverage, predicate coverage, and two forms of def-use coverage, namely,

C-use and P-use coverage. A C-use is a use of the variable in a computation

such as an arithmetic expression, and a P-use is a use of the variable in a

predicate expression that evaluates to a Boolean value. The C-use measure

ensures that there is at least one path between the definition and a compu-

tational use of a variable. The P-use measure ensures that there is at least

one path between the definition of the variable and both the true and false

valuations of a predicate contain the variable [39].

T achieves full C-use coverage except for one infeasible def-use pair con-

sisting of the definition “lowestindex¼current” on line 6 and the use of

“lowestindex” in “a[current]¼ a[lowestindex]” on line 16. This def-use pair

is not feasible because the execution of the use is in contradiction with the

Fig. 15 Motivating example for PBCOV.
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“if” condition predicate “lowestindex !¼ current” on line 14. T also

achieves full P-use coverage except for three infeasible P-use pairs. The first

is the definition “j ¼ current + 1” on line 7 and the “false” value of

the loop predicate “j < n” on line 8. This is infeasible since current is

bounded by “current < n-1” on line 4. The second infeasible pair is

the definition “lowestindex¼ current” on line 6 and the true value of pred-

icate “lowestindex !¼ current” on line 14. The last infeasible pair is the

definition “lowestindex ¼ j” on line 10 and the false value of the predicate

“lowestindex !¼ current” on line 14. This is infeasible since “j” is guaranteed

to be different than “current” as it starts at “current+1” on line 7 and only

gets incremented later. T achieves full coverage for all the other GCOV and

ATAC metrics. One could conclude that T is a deficient test suite since it

attained full coverage using traditional structural techniques, which moti-

vates the work on property-based coverage.

The user could introduce a property P in “sort()” specifying that at the

end of execution every two arbitrary neighboring elements a[k] and a[k+1]

within the bounds of the array must be in order:

P¼ forall k, 0� kð Þ^ k< n�1ð Þ! a k½ � � a k+1½ �

where P has three atomic predicate terms p1¼ (0�k), p2¼ (k<n�1) and

p3¼ (a[k]�a[k+1]), ie, P¼p1^p2!p3.

To enable the user to annotate code with properties, PBCOV provides

the macro PBCOV_ASSERT. At line 19, the user could then add the

following code:

for (int k= 0; k < n-1; k++) {

PBCOV_ASSERT ( !(k >= 0 && k < n) jj (a[k+1] >= a[k]) );

}

Note how a loop is needed to simulate the forall quantifier in P, and the

implication operator was substituted by its C language equivalent,

ie, p1^p2!p3 is substituted by ¬(p1^p2)_p3.

The state space ofP comprises eight states, seven ofwhich satisfyP, and one

{110}doesnot. In this failing state,k is in the correct rangeand satisfies (p1^p2),

but at least two of the array entries are not in order, thus violating p3.

PBCOV determines that the states {001}, {011}, {101}, {000}, {010},

and {100} are infeasible, and consequently, the reachable state space only

includes {111} where the property P passes, and {110} where it fails.

However, the test cases in T cover only one of the two reachable states;

specifically, test cases t1 through t6 cover state {111} and test cases t7 and t8
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do not exercise P and thus do not cover any states. This deems T as deficient

since it does not cover {110}.

In addition, PBCOV automatically generates the test case¼h1, 0,�1, 0i
as an input that satisfies the state {110}. This test case reveals the bug as it

results in the erroneous output¼h0, �1, 0, 1i and should therefore be

included in test suite T.

10.2 PBCOV Design and Implementation

The diagram above illustrates the flow of PBCOV computation. Given a

program S and a set of properties P, PBCOV computes Si an instrumented

version of S, Ssym a partial symbolic representation of S, and Psym a symbolic

representation of P. PBCOV runs the test suite T against Si and computes

Pcover the set of covered states. PBCOV uses equivalence checking tech-

niques in model checking tools such as ABC [40] to compute the difference

between Psym and Pcover. Then PBCOV checks the feasibility of each smiss
state from Psym � Pcover against Ssym)Psym using a satisfiability modulo the-

ory solver such as Yices [41]. If the solver returns an inconclusive result, then

PBCOV over approximates Ssym by using a min-cut-based program slicing

technique. The overapproximation computes a cut in the control flow

diagram corresponding to Ssym and considers the variables crossing the cut

as free variables. This is an overapproximation since the free variables

may assume values that are not feasible. In case the solver returns a satisfiable

result, the result could be used as an additional test case and smiss is included in

the metric. In case the solver returns an unsatisfiable result, then smiss is

deemed unreachable and is not used in the denominator of the metric.

PBCOV uses CREST [42] to analyze and instrument S, it computes

ncov
trueto be the number of covered states that evaluate P to true, ncov

false to be

the number of covered states that evaluate P to false. It also computes nfeas
true

and ncov
false to be the number of feasible states that set P to true and false, respec-

tively. PBCOV defines the metric to be:
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mpbcov ¼
log 1+ ntruecov + nfalsecov

� �

log 1+ ntruefeas + n
false
feas

� �

PBCOV uses the logarithmic scale to provide numbers that are in the

same order of typical coverage techniques. Typically an overapproximation

of the feasible state space is exponential in nature, while the number of cov-

ered states is polynomial in nature since test suites must be designed such that

testing terminates within reasonable time limits.

In practice, designers fix defects denoted by a nonzero value of ncov
false.

Consequently, all the covered states after fixing defects evaluate P to true.

Verification engineers then may want to estimate the property coverage

assuming that the property is true, for that PBCOV defines an optimistic/

confident version of the metric:

mcon
pbcov ¼

logð1+ ntruecov Þ
logð1+ ntruefeas Þ

The difference between the confident and the actual PBCOV metrics,

mpbcov� mcon
pbcov, quantifies the level of confidence of a test engineer when

he or she deems a test suite to be adequate. A large difference means that

he or she is too confident. The two metrics are good indicators in programs

where reachability analysis works well and concludes on significant cuts of

the program. However, the denominator grows exponentially where the

reachability analysis does not conclude except on small parts of the program,

and thus the magnitude values of the metrics may mislead the user to doubt

the test suite. In such cases, programmers should not use values of mpbcov as

absolute indicators; rather they should consider them relative to other

instances of mpbcov computed with different test suites.

10.3 Experimental Results
The authors applied PBCOV along with several structural coverage tech-

niques to five programs with property annotations. The programs are

TCAS, Red Black Binary Search Tree (RBBST), Linked List (LL), Memory

Manager (MMAN), and GZIP. Each program is associated with a test suite

and is seeded with a number of defects that are in general detectable by the

test suite. In total, the authors worked with 90 versions of the programs with

seeded defects. In order to evaluate PBCOV at detecting test suite adequacy

for detecting defects versus other structural coverage metric, the authors split

each test suite T into two disjoint sets Tpass and Tfail, where Tpass includes all
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test cases that pass (do not cause a crash andmatches the program oracles) and

Tfail includes all test cases that fail (either cause a crash or does not match the

oracles). Then they computed the percentage decrease in coverage for each

coverage metric. The authors used GCOV and ATAC to compute the

structural coverage results.

They distinguished the following categories:

Category 1: In 13 of the 90 versions, PBCOV and other coverage metrics

showed no percentage decrease. The authors refined the properties to refer

to variables involved in the defects, and then the PBCOV metric showed a

significant decrease for 10 of the 13 versions. This shows that PBCOV’s

quality can be enhanced by enhancing the properties, while that is not pos-

sible for the other techniques.

Category 2: In 19 versions, PBCOV showed significant decrease, while the

other coverage metrics showed no change at all. This shows a serious prob-

lem in the effectiveness of structural coverage metrics at detecting the ade-

quacy of a test suite.

Category 3: In 8 versions, PBCOV showed a significant decrease, while some

coverage metrics showed a little decrease. Similar to category 2, this shows

the utility of PBCOV to highlight the deficiency in the test suite when other

metrics show a little change.

Category 4: In 17 versions, structural coverage metrics showed a significant

decrease. PBCOV also showed a significant decrease and showed more sen-

sitivity in most cases.

Category 5: In 4 versions, structural coverage metrics showed a little decrease,

while PBCOV showed no change at all. However, for these versions Tpass

already evaluates P to false which prompts the verification engineers to

fix the defect before looking at the coverage results. Tpass contains test cases

that cause the program to compute a wrong result but never display it, so the

test case passes the oracle check; however, it fails the property P.

A refinement of Tpass and Tfail to respect the property also would render this

category empty.

Category 6: It contains 29 versions where no structural or PBCOV change

occurred but where Tpass violated the properties, which is sufficient to alarm

the test engineer. These 29 versions show the utility of property annotations

to uncover defects.

In general, when properties exist, PBCOV is likely to perform better than

GCOV and ATAC. In most cases, the structural coverage elements behave

similarly; this is well explained by the subsumption relationship between

them and by the relative maturity of the used test suites.
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The main threat to PBCOV is that it requires programs to be annotated

with properties. In the absence of meaningful properties, which is typical in

software programs, PBCOV is not applicable.

In the presence of properties, PBCOV depends on the quality of the

properties. Also the overapproximation of the state space provides no tight

bound to give the testing engineer a feeling of being done with testing.

11. UCov: USER-DEFINED COVERAGE CRITERION

The goal of regression testing is to ensure that the behavior of existing

code, believed correct by previous testing, is not altered by new program

changes. The authors in Refs. [43,44] argue that the primary focus of regres-

sion testing should be on code associated with: (a) earlier bug fixes; and

(b) particular application scenarios considered to be important by the devel-

oper or the tester. Since existing coverage criteria do not enable such focus,

eg, 100% branch coverage does not guarantee that a given bug fix is

exercised or a given application scenario is tested; they stress the need for

a new and complementary coverage criterion in which the user can define a

test requirement characterizing a given behavior to be covered as opposed to choos-

ing from a pool of predefined and generic program elements.

The authors propose this new methodology and call it UCov wherein a

test requirement is an execution pattern of program elements, and possibly

predicates, that a test case must satisfy or cover. The proposed criterion is not

meant to replace existing criteria but to complement them as it focuses the

testing on important code patterns that could go untested otherwise.

UCov supports test case intent verification. For example, following a bug fix,

the testing team may augment the regression test suite with the test case that

revealed the bug. Evidently, this new test case induces an execution pattern

associated with the bug; however, it might become obsolete due to code

modifications not related to the bug. But UCov, based on the test case

and a user-defined test requirement characterizing the bug, would:

(a) Detect whether the test requirement was satisfied or not.

(b) Determine whether test case intent verification passed or failed.

(c) Deem the test suite deficient in case test intent verification failed, thus

suggesting that a new test case that satisfies the requirement needs to be

generated.

It is also worth mentioning that the approach paves the way for test case intent

preservation. For example, in the scenario above, a failed verification could

be followed by automated test case generation whose aim is to satisfy the

user-defined test requirement and thus preserve the intent of the test case.
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Developers and testers leverage use case scenarios when designing test

cases. These use case scenarios develop into initial test suites and program

implementations. During maintenance, the introduction of new features

results in augmenting the test suites with test cases that cover the added fea-

tures and associated code modifications. The same applies to reported bugs

and corresponding fixes. Intuitively, UCov documents the relation between

the test cases and the corresponding code modifications in a manner that

enables test case intent verification and preservation. Currently, the docu-

mentation of that relation often exists in the form of modification request

records in source control repositories. UCov provides an Eclipse plugin,

calledTRSpec, to allow the user to express test case intent, ie, to specify user-

defined test requirements using a friendly graphical interface.

At first, it might appear that UCov is simply meant to help cover more

complex test requirements comprising some patterns or combinations of

existing program elements. But in fact, its main goal is to cover behaviors

as opposed to generic structural program elements, and to couple tests with

intents to be verified and preserved.

The main advantages of UCov to the software maintenance process are

described below:

• In UCov, a test case t that was coupled with a bug fix, a feature, or some

scenario of interest to the tester/developer, is intended to verify an

expected (correct) behavior of the application. In case t becomes obso-

lete, that expected behavior would go unverified, but due to UCov the

tester will learn that t needs to be replaced.

• Evidently, even full coverage achieved by existing structural coverage

criteria does not establish that all (or any) of the scenarios of a given algo-

rithm are tested. Testers and/or developers could couple each scenario of

an algorithm with a test case, thus relying onUCov to ensure coverage of

these scenarios. This enables validation testingwhose aim is to exercise the

functionality of the SUT.

• A bug fix could become faulty due to other code changes (ie, a bug was intro-

duced in the bug fix). UCov can detect that the test requirement associ-

ated with the bug fix is not satisfied, which calls for revisiting the bug fix

and test suite.

• Bug resurrection happens when faulty code that was fixed, gets introduced again.

Typically, this might happen due to the uncoordinated access of a file in a

source control system by more than one developer. UCov ensures the

coverage of the test requirement associated with the bug fix and thus

uncovers the resurrecting bug. Without UCov, resurrecting bugs might

escape typical structural coverage-based testing.
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The authors in Refs. [43,44] implemented this methodology for the Java

platform in the following tool set:

(a) TRSpec, an Eclipse plugin that enables users to easily define test

requirements.

(b) TRCheck, a tool that checks whether the test requirements are satisfied

(during test suite execution).

(c) TRMigrate, a tool that migrates test requirements to subsequent versions

of a given program.

Next, we provide definitions and notation for specifying test require-

ments. Then we motivate the need for UCov by walking through three

examples.

11.1 Definitions and Notation
This section provides definitions for entities relevant to UCov, and notation

for specifying test requirements.

Definition—A basic test requirement (btr) is a logical expression over a

set of program elements and logical operators such as negation (¬), conjunc-
tion (^), and disjunction (_). The semantics of a btr describe an execution

of the program elements. For example, the btr [(s1 _ b1) ^ (¬dup1)]btr
involves the set of program elements {s1, b1, dup1} and is satisfied if:

(a) statement s1 or branch b1 did execute and (b) definition-use pair dup1
did not execute.

Definition—A test requirement describes an execution pattern of program

elements and possibly predicates that a test case must satisfy or cover. It is a

basic test requirement, a conditional test requirement, a sequential test requirement

(defined below), or a repeated test requirement.

• Definition—A conditional test requirement (ctr) is a test requirement

comprising a test requirement tr, and a predicate p specifying a state

of some program variables. For a conditional test requirement to be

satisfied, tr should be satisfied, and p should evaluate to true immedi-

ately after. For example, the conditional test requirement [[s1 ^ b1]btr,

x > y]ctr requires that statement s1 and branch b1 be executed and,

when that happens, x be strictly greater than y.

• Definition—A sequential test requirement (str) is a test requirement

composed of a sequence of at least two test requirements that must

be satisfied one after the other. For example, the sequential test

requirement [<[b1]btr, [b2]btr, [b3_ s1]btr>]str requires that branches

b1 and b2 be sequentially executed, followed by b3 or s1.
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• Definition—A repeated test requirement (rtr) is a test requirement com-

prising a test requirement tr, and a range indicating the number of

times it should be repeated. For example, the repeated test require-

ment [[s1^b1]btr, 5, 1000]rtr requires that statement s1 and branch b1
be executed at least 5 times and at most 1000 times. In case one or

both of the bounds do not matter, a “don’t care” symbol could be

specified; eg, [[s1]btr, 100, _]rtr requires that statement s1 be executed

at least 100 times.

boolean terminateEmployee(int averageSales, int salary)

// P1

int raise = 0;

if (averageSales >= 1000000) {

raise = 30000;

} else if (averageSales >= 100000) {

raise = 10000;

} else if (averageSales >= 10000) {

raise = 1000;

}

salary = salary + raise;

//Bug: should be if (salary> 200000)
s1: if (salary >= 200000) {
s2: return true;

} else {
s3: return false; }

// P2

int raise = 0;

if (averageSales >= 1000000) {

raise = 30000;

} else if (averageSales >= 100000) {

raise = 10000;

} else if (averageSales >= 10000) {

raise = 1000;

}

salary = salary + raise;

//Bug is fixed
s1: if (salary > 200000) {
s2: return true;

} else {
s3: return false; }

// P3
if (averageSales > 3000000)

return false; // Added code
if (averageSales < 1000)

return true; // Added code

int raise = 0;

if (averageSales >= 1000000) {

raise = 30000;

} else if (averageSales >= 100000) {

raise = 10000;

} else if (averageSales >= 10000) {

raise = 1000;

}

salary = salary + raise;

s1: if (salary > 200000) {
s2: return true;

} else {
s3: return false;}

// P4

if (averageSales > 3000000)

return false;

if(averageSales < 1000)

return true;

int raise = 0;

if (averageSales >= 1000000) {

raise = 30000;

} else if (averageSales >= 100000) {

raise = 10000;

} else if (averageSales >= 10000) {

raise = 1000;

}

salary = salary + raise;

s1: if (salary>= 200000) { // Resurrected bug
s2: return true;

} else {
s3: return false;}
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11.2 Motivation
The premise behindUCov is that some tests are more important than others,

and that current coverage criteria are not well suited to making sure that

important tests not only are present but also continue to satisfy their intended

function as code evolves. We now walk through three examples motivating

UCov. The first demonstrates a case involving a bug fix, and the other two

involve scenarios of significance.

11.2.1 Example 1—Testing a Bug Fix
Consider a programP1, an associated test suiteT1, and a reported bug thatwas

revealed by tbug, a test case not present inT1. The development team fixes the

bug to produce P2 and couples tbugwith a test requirement that characterizes

the bug execution. The testing team augments T1 with tbug to form T2, the

regression test suite for P2. Subsequently, P2 is modified to add a feature or

to refactor the code, thus resulting inP3.Assume that themodification renders

tbug obsolete as it ceases to satisfy its test requirement. Consequently, T2

becomes inadequate, which calls for replacing tbug with a new test case.

As a concrete example, consider the function boolean

terminateEmployee(int averageSales, int salary) which determines whether an

employee should be terminated or not as follows: (a) it computes the next

annual raise based on the average sales amount; (b) computes the new salary

including the raise; and (c) recommends termination if the new salary

exceeds some threshold (hardcoded to $200,000).
A faulty implementation P1 of terminateEmployee() is shown below. The

bug is in statement s1 which induces a failure when the computed salary is

exactly 200000. An example failing test case would be tbug:{(4000000,

170000), false}, where averageSales is 4000000, current salary is 170000,

and the return value is true (expected to be false). Also, consider test suite

T¼{t1, t2, t3, tbug}, where t1:{(1500000, 100000), false}, t2:{(130000,

50000), false}, and t3:{(11000, 35000), false}. Note how T achieves full

statement coverage and contains tbug as the only failing test case.

Due to tbug the developers fix the bug in P2, and couple tbug with a test

requirement that characterizes the bug execution, specifically, tbug is coupled

with trbug ¼ [<[[s1]btr, salary ¼¼ 200000]ctr, [s3]btr>]str (as one possibility).

Meaning, in order for the intent of trbug to be preserved, salary should have

a value of 200,000 at s1, and s3 should be executed following it.

Now assume that due to requirements changes, P2was modified to yield

P3. Particularly, two conditional statements were added at the beginning of

the function to satisfy the following requirements: (1) if the average sales
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amount was exceptionally high, do not terminate the employee no matter

how high the salary is; and (2) if the average sales amount was exceptionally

low, terminate the employee no matter how low the salary is.

These changes have no effect on the execution of t1, t2, or t3, but will

render tbug obsolete. That is, the intent of tbug is not preserved in P3 as trbug
is not satisfied anymore. To remedy this problem, which would be alerted by

UCov, the testing team replaces tbug with tbug
0:{(2000000, 170000), false}

which satisfies trbug¼ [<[[s1]btr, salary¼¼200000]ctr, [s3]btr>]str. Conse-

quently, the updated test suite becomes T¼{t1, t2, t3, tbug
0}.

Furthermore, assume that the bug resurrected in P4, which is not very

uncommon in practice. Note how tbug
0 will reveal the bug in P4. Whereas

given a test suite that achieves full coverage will not necessarily do so. For

example, test suite T0 ¼{t1, t2, t3, t4, t5} exhibits 100% statement/branch

coverage but does not reveal the bug in P4, where t1:{(1500000,

180000), true}, t2:{(130000, 50000), false}, t3:{(11000, 35000), false}, t4:

{(5000000, 150000), false}, and t5:{(900, 20000), false}.

Finally, one may argue that to verify that the intent of a test case is sat-

isfied it suffices to check whether its expected output is observed. This does

not work in the above example since executing P3 with tbug:{(4000000,

170000), false} does yield the correct output, while the bug fix is not

exercised.

11.2.2 Example 2—Testing Scenarios of an Algorithm
Typically, algorithms are presented while stressing the prime scenarios they

support, which we believe should all be tested for quality assurance. Noting

that even full coverage achieved by existing structural coverage criteria does

not establish that all (or any) of the scenarios of an algorithm are tested, we

advocate UCov as an effective solution to this task. Intuitively, each docu-

mented scenario (or case) associated with the algorithm describes at least one

test requirement (execution pattern) that should be coupled with designated

test cases. We illustrate the usage of UCov in testing the algorithm for delet-

ing a node in a binary search tree.

The algorithm in Fig. 16 presented in Ref. [45] considers four cases

concerning the node z to be deleted:

Case 1: If z has no children, then it is replaced by NIL.

Case 2: If z has only one child, then it is replaced by that child.

Case 3: If z has two children, then it is replaced by its successor, which is

the leftmost node in the subtree rooted at the right child of z. In this case,

the successor of z (say y) has no right child. That is, ywould be a leaf and
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thus deleting zwould be achieved by replacing the contents of z by those

of y and replacing y with NIL.

Case 4: Similar to Case3, z has two children and is replaced by its

successor. However, here y has a right child, and the contents of z are

replaced by those of y but instead of replacing y with NIL, it is replaced

by its right child.

Fig. 17 depicts a test suite T comprising five test cases t1, t2, t3, t4, and t5.

Table 11 details the individual and cumulative branch coverage information

for each of the test cases. As shown, T achieves 100% branch coverage.

Although not obvious in Table 11, T also satisfies MC/DC coverage [46].

The test requirements associated with each of the algorithm’s scenarios

are also shown at the bottom of Table 11, along with T’s coverage

BST-DELETE(T, z)
Input: Binary Search Tree (T), pointer to the node to be deleted (z)
Output: Binary Search Tree (T’) obtained from T by deleting z

1. if left[z] = NIL or right[z] = NIL
2. then y ← z

3. else y ← TREE-SUCCESSOR(z)

4. if left[y] ≠ NIL

5. then x ← left[y]

6. else x ← right[y]

7. if x ≠ NIL

8. then p[x] ← p[y]

9. if p[y] = NIL

10. then root[T] ← x

11. else if y = left[p[y]]

12. then left[p[y]] ← x

13. else right[p[y]] ← x

14. if y ≠ z

15. then key[z]← key[y]

16. copy y’s satellite data into z

Fig. 16 Pseudo-code for deleting a node in a BST.
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Fig. 17 Test suite T¼ {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5}.
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information. Test case t1 covers the test requirement of Case 1. Test cases t2
and t5 satisfy the test requirement ofCase 2. And both t3 and t4 cover the test

requirement of Case 3, whereas Case4 is left untested; ie, none of the tests

cover test requirement [<[s3]btr, [s6]btr, [s8]btr>]str.

This example demonstrates how applying our coverage criterion would

deem test suite T deficient despite the fact that it satisfied full branch cov-

erage and the stronger MC/DC coverage. In order to test all four scenarios

using UCov, the user would: (1) specify their four respective test require-

ments shown at the bottom of Table 1; and (2) design at least one test case

that covers it for each test requirement.

One may argue that refactoring the code in Fig. 16 into four methods

each corresponding to one of the four cases at hand would allow simple cov-

erage criteria to reveal whether some scenario went untested. This is true,

but unfortunately it cannot be assumed that developers will always break

Table 11 Coverage Information for Test Suite T
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 T

Branches S1!S2 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

S1!S3 ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

S4!S5 ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

S4!S6 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

S7!S8 ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

S7!S9 ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

S9!S10 ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

S9!S11 ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

S11!S12 ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

S11!S13 ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

S14!S15 ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

S14!END ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Prime Scenarios Execution Patterns (TR)

Case 1 [<[s2]btr, [s6]btr, [[s7]btr, x¼¼NIL]ctr>]str ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

Case 2 [<[s2]btr, [s8]btr>]str ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

Case 3 [<[s3]btr, [s6]btr, [[s7]btr, x¼¼NIL]ctr>]str ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓

Case 4 [<[s3]btr, [s6]btr, [s8]btr>]str ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
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down their code with scenarios in mind. Also, recall that the pseudo-code in

Fig. 16 was drawn from a highly regarded source which makes it likely that a

developer would implement it as is.

11.2.3 Example 2—Testing Inactive Clauses
This example demonstrates the utility ofUCov in testing a scenario involving

inactive clauses. Note that UCov is not designed to specifically test inactive

clauses, but this example is meant to show the flexibility and power ofUCov.

The scenario discussed here is described in Ref. [1]. Consider the func-

tion bool reset() that is designed to control the shutdown system in a nuclear

reactor:

boolean reset()

{

s1: boolean result = false;

s2: if (override jj valveClosed)
s3: result = true;

s4: return result;

}

When the system is in “override” mode, the state of a particular valve

(“open” vs “closed”) should not affect the decision to reset the system.

A conservative approach would require testing reset() in override mode

for both positions of the valve. Using UCov, this could be achieved by sat-

isfying the following two test requirements:

[[s4]btr, override==true^valveClosed==true^result==true]ctr

[[s4]btr, override==true^valveClosed==false^result==true]ctr

On the other hand, each of the test suites below satisfies some established

coverage criterion without actually checking whether valveClosed is inactive:

(1) Statement and branch coverage are both satisfied by:

{ (override=true, valveClosed=false, result=true),

(override=false, valveClosed=false, result=false) }

(2) Clause coverage is satisfied by:

{ (override=true, valveClosed=true, result=true),

(override=false, valveClosed=false, result=false) }

(3) MC/DC coverage is satisfied by:

{ (override=true, valveClosed=false, result=true),

(override=false, valveClosed=false, result=false),

(override=false, valveClosed=true, result=true) }

Of course combinatorial coverage does test whether clause valveClosed is

inactive, but it requires four tests as opposed to two.
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12. CONCLUSION

Early coverage-based software testing techniques involved basic test

requirements such as functions, statements, branches, and predicates,

whereas recent techniques involved (1) test requirements that are complex

code constructs such as paths, program dependences, and information flows;

or (2) test requirements that are not necessarily code constructs such as pro-

gram properties, and user-defined test requirements. This chapter described

these two generations of techniques and compared them when applicable. It

also provided preliminary background and definitions and described relevant

work such as approaches to execution profiling.

Most practitioners rely solely on code coverage to assess the quality of

software. However, we recognize several limitations to such strategy:

(1) Coverage techniques are inherently unable to reveal faults that are due

to missing conditionals or omitted code.

(2) Even 100% coverage of the most complex test requirements is no guar-

antee that the code is bug free. This is the case because test requirements

are not likely to characterize all program behaviors or use cases.

(3) Coverage is a useful tool for finding untested parts of the code, but it is

of little use as a numeric statement of how good your tests are; as asserted

by Fowler [47]. That is, even though low levels of coverage (say below

50%) are a sign of trouble, high levels do not necessarily mean that the

software is of high quality.

(4) Most organizations require a target level of coverage, which might

backfire. This was argued by Marick [48]:

(a) “The problem with this approach is that people optimize their performance

according to how they’re measured. You can get 85% coverage by looking at

the coverage conditions, picking the ones that seem easiest to satisfy, writing

quick tests for them, and iterating until done.” That is, testers might be

implicitly encouraged to spend their precious time writing quick

tests that increase coverage as opposed to writing tests that might

reveal faults. In other words, targeting a level of coverage might

distract the testers from developing test cases that really matter [47].

(b) In some organizations where the target level of coverage is at set

point such as Marick’s 85%, it was observed in Ref. [48] that a

sizable number of testers achieved around 85% but not much

more. This happened, not because these testers were unable to find

additional tests that might increase coverage or reveal more faults,
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but because once they reached the required level, they stopped

testing. The reason is they felt that their job was done [48].

(c) Keep in mind that setting a target level of coverage has a clear

benefit as it gives the testers a point where they can stop testing,

especially that testing is a pressing job that typically comes at the

end of the time to market race. Since exhaustive testing is impos-

sible and time to market is a very sensitive factor in the success of a

software release, testers consider reaching a coverage target as a

good stopping point for testing, which is otherwise undefined.

To finalize, the software testing community believes that the use of coverage

criteria makes it more likely that faults are found and provides informal assur-

ance of the reliability of the software. This is not a scientifically supported

proposition, but it is the best out there [1]. On a more positive note, con-

sidering the emerging coverage criteria that complement existing structural

coverage criteria, it appears that the path to formalizing the science of testing is

getting clearer and shorter.
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